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Preface
In June 1994 NASA's Office of Mission to Planet Earth (OMTPE) identified the need for a
broadly scoped review of the nation's civilian spaceborne Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
program, and requested the Committee on Earth Studies (CES) of the Space Studies Board
(SSB) of the National Research Council (NRC) to undertake such a review. The Board was
charged with answering the following questions:
(1) Is multiparameter SAR the optimum spaceborne approach to characterize the critical
geophysical parameters identified by the interdisciplinary Spaceborne Imaging Radar-
C, X-Band Synthetic Aperture Radar (SIR-C/X-SAR) Earth science team, and if not,
are the data products nevertheless of credible utility in Earth science? For example:
• How well can SAR be used to estimate biomass, characterize vegetation type,
characterize forest stand maturity, clear-cut, or regrowth?
• How well can SAR be used to characterize snow-water equivalent, distinguish
between new and refrozen ice, or estimate ice volume?
• How well can SAR characterize oceanographic features and parameters such as
internal waves, oil slicks, wave direction, and air-sea interaction?
• How well can SAR characterize soil moisture?
• How well can SAR characterize geologic features such as rock
type/composition, and surface texture?
(2) With respect to all of the above questions, how important are the multiple wavelength,
multi-polarizing, variable-incidence angle capabilities to these characterizations?
(3) What is the potential of spaceborne radar interferometry in topographic mapping and
surface change monitoring connected with natural hazards?
(4) What is the complementary nature of a spaceborne radar interferometry project to
monitoring crustal strain and deploying dense arrays of Global Positioning System
(GPS) receivers in selected areas of seismic hazard?
(5) What are the priorities in SAR technology development which are critical not only to
NASA's maintaining leadership in spaceborne SAR technology, but to providing
societally relevant geophysical parameters?
(6) What is the priority of SAR science in the context of the overall national and
international Earth observing areas?
(7)
(8)
With the answers to these questions as backdrop, how might the international space
program community make the best use of its resources while satisfying individual
programmatic requirements through joint planning and cooperation in future SAR flight
projects?
What would an appropriate role be for NASA in such an international SAR program?
For example:
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• What would an appropriate role be for the NASA Earth Observing System Data
and Information System (EOSDIS) in such a program?
• How could the SIR-C/X-SAR or the EOS SAR Science Team expertise be
used?
This report was prepared as background material through a series of discipline-oriented
workshops held throughout the fall of 1994. Science Discipline Panel workshops and
meetings, held in Late October and early November focused on Questions 1-4. The
Technology Panel addressed Question 5 during two separate meetings on November 15 and
29. An Interagency panel formed to help address Questions 6-8 will report separately. The
Chairmen of the Discipline Panels met on December 5, 1994 to discuss the report format and
their key findings. Because of the broad interest in this subject, attempts have been made to
solicit input and comments on this material from as broad a community as time allowed,
including the international community. However, this should only be considered a "snap-
shot" of a rapidly evolving field, as new results are reported on a continuing basis.
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lmExecutive Summary
INTRODUCTION
This report provides a context in which questions put forth by NASA' s Office of Mission to
Planet Earth (OMTPE) regarding the next steps in spaceborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
science and technology can be addressed. It summarizes the state-of-the-art in theory,
experimental design, technology, data analysis and utilization of SAR data for studies of the
Earth, and describes potential new applications.
This report is divided into five science chapters and a technology assessment. The science
chapters are Ecology, Hydrology, Marine Science and Applications, Ice Sheets and Glaciers,
and Solid Earth Sciences and Topography. Each Chapter outlines key science questions in
the context of Mission to Planet Earth that can be addressed with SAR data. In addition, the
chapters summarize the value of existing SAR data and currently planned SAR systems, and
identify gaps in observational capabilities that need to be filled to address the scientific
questions. Both demonstrated and potential capabilities are described, with appropriate
references cited. Both NASA and non-NASA sources of SAR data are included, and the
importance of multiple wavelengths, multiple polarizations, and variable incidence angles are
substantiated for each measurement. A summary of sensors is included as an Appendix.
Cases where SAR provides complementary data to other (non-SAR) measurement techniques
are also described.
The chapter on technology assessment outlines SAR technology development which is
critical not only to NASA's providing societally relevant geophysical parameters, but to
maintaining competitiveness in SAR technology, and promoting economic development.
RECOMMENDATIONS
SAR data provide unique information about the health of the planet and its biodiversity, as
well as critical data for natural hazards and resource assessments. Interferometric
measurement capabilities uniquely provided by SAR are required to generate global
topographic maps, to monitor surface topographic change, and to monitor glacier ice velocity
and ocean features. Multiparameter SAR data are crucial for accurate land cover
classification, measuring above-ground woody plant biomass, delineation of wetland
inundation, measurement of snow and soil moisture, characterization of oil slicks, and
monitoring of sea ice thickness.
The suite of spaceborne SAR systems and programs currently envisioned by the international
community provides an important framework for addressing key science issues and
applications. However, additional activities, and interferometric/multiparameter measurement
capabilities are required for long-term environmental monitoring and commercial
applications.
This report recommends NASA take an aggressive leadership role in an international SAR
program to meet these needs. Specific near-term steps should be to:
(1) Establish interagency and international SAR science teams. These teams would be
funded to exploit data from both NASA and non-NASA sources, and would be charged
with development and testing/validation of new applications, both scientific and
commercial in nature.
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(2)
(3)
Initiate an advanced technology effort. The initial focus of such a program should be
on lowering the costs of the operational elements and exploiting the functionality of
SAR. The NASA airborne radar (AIRSAR) which flies on the NASA DC-8 should be
the focus of this activity.
Design an evolvable flight program. The long-term objective of such a program is an
operational interferometric, multiparameter spaceborne SAR for long-term
environmental monitoring and commercial applications. Immediate steps toward this
goal are to initiate an interferometric spaceborne mission, and to continue
multiparameter measurements through additional flights of the Spaceborne Imaging
Radar-C, X-Band Synthetic Aperture Radar (SIR-C/X-SAR) as a free-flyer or on the
Space Shuttle.
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2---Ecology
INTRODUCTION
The past five years have seen significant growth in research focused on developing
approaches for using synthetic aperture radar (SAR) to study ecological processes. During
this time, we have seen the development of a number of advanced airborne SAR systems, and
the deployment of three spaceborne SAR systems: ERS-1, JERS-1, and SIR-C/X-SAR.
Additional spaceborne SARs will be deployed through the remainder of this decade and into
the next, including ERS-2, RADARSAT, and ASAR (see Appendix B).
The deployment of the multi-frequency, polarimetric SIR-C/X-SAR instruments on two
Space Shuttle missions in April and October 1994 represents a milestone in the history of
imaging radars. The data collected during these missions provide an important opportunity
to further evaluate the utility of imaging radar data for examining surface characteristics
important in a wide range of ecological processes.
Ecologists are generally aware of the utility of remote sensing data for studying processes at
landscape scales. However, imaging radar data, such as that collected by synthetic aperture
radars, have received less attention than optical data. Hindrances to use of SAR systems
have included: (1) difficulty of understanding the information content of the complex phase
and amplitude information recorded in multifrequency, polarimetric SAR data; (2) the lack of
available, calibrated data over sites of interest; (3) the lack of accessible computer software to
exploit the information present in the data; and (4) certain characteristics of SAR data,
including relief displacement and image speckle. Computer software and hardware have
developed to the point where most of the technological constraints of using SAR data have
dissipated. In addition, a great deal of calibrated SAR imagery exists and is being collected
by several airborne and satellite systems. This chapter focuses on our current understanding
of the information content of SAR imagery with respect to ecological applications, based on
recent research results.
In November 1994, a working group of scientists met on the campus of the University of
California (Santa Barbara) to perform a critical review of the use of imaging radars to
estimate surface characteristics important for the study of terrestrial ecosystem processes.
The consensus of this group was that the ability of imaging radars to detect ecologically
important characteristics of vegetated landscapes is well founded in both theory and
observation. The working group felt the demonstrated capabilities of imaging radars for
investigating terrestrial ecosystems could best be organized into four broad categories: (1)
classification and detection of change in land cover; (2) estimation of woody plant biomass;
(3) monitoring the extent and timing of inundation; and (4) monitoring other temporally
dynamic processes, such as freeze/thaw status and soil moisture in fire-disturbed boreal
forests.
This review is organized in the following manner: First, we present a brief review of the
origins of the signatures recorded in a SAR image collected over a vegetated terrain. Then,
we discuss each of the four topical areas, including an overview of the scientific importance
or application of the topic area and a review of the demonstrated capabilities of SAR to
provide information necessary to provide specific inputs. This is followed by a discussion of
the optimal system configurations for specific ecological applications and an assessment of
the capabilities of existing SAR systems (including SIR-C/X-SAR) and those scheduled for
launch in the near future to provide information required for the application areas. Finally,
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wepresentrecommendationsfor future SAR programswithin the Mission to PlanetEarth
(MTPE)andtheU.S.GlobalChangeResearchProgram.
BACKGROUND
RadarSensingof VegetatedLandscapes:PhysicalBasis
Microwavebackscatteris highly dependenton the orientation andsizedistribution of the
scatteringelementspresentwithin theregionbeingimaged. Becauseof their high moisture
content,individual componentsof forestcanopiesandothervegetativecovers(e.g., leaves,
branches,trunks) representdiscretescatteringand absorbingelementsto the microwave
power transmittedby imaging radars. Variations in the microwavedielectric constantof
vegetationelementsor groundsurfaceplay acentralrole in determiningthe magnitudeand
phaseof themicrowaveenergywhich is scatteredfrom a vegetatedsurfaceandrecordedand
processedinto a SARimage. Factorsinfluencingthedielectricconstantof vegetatedsurfaces
include temperatureof the scatteringmedium,relativemoisturecontentof vegetation,soil,
andsnowcover,andthepresenceof wateronvegetation.
Microwavescatteringfrom landsurfacesis stronglydependenton thesizeandorientationof
the different elementscomprisingthevegetation. At longer radarwavelengths(P- andL-
bands,67 and 24 cm wavelengths),microwave scattering and absorption results from
interactionswith the tree boles and larger branchesfound within forests,as well as the
groundsurface.At thesewavelengths,thesmallerwoodystemsandthefoliageactmainlyas
attenuators. At shorter radar wavelengths,(C- and X-bands,6 and 3 cm wavelengths),
microwavescatteringand absorptionresults from interactionsfrom smallerbranchesand
leavesandneedlesin thecanopy.The presenceof awater-saturatedor floodedsurfaceleads
to increaseddouble-bouncescatteringthat enhancesthe strengthof the ground-vegetation
interaction term. Finally, the polarization combination of the receivedbackscatteris
dependenton the polarizationof the transmittedmicrowavepower and on the horizontal
and/orverticalorientationof thescatteringelementspresentin thevegetation.
Modelingclearlyshowsthedifferentialdependenceof microwavebackscatteron theoverall
structureof vegetationcanopiesandon the variationsin the characteristicsof the ground
layer. Thesemodels treat a forest standeither as a set of continuoushorizontal layers
(Richardset al., 1987;Durdenet al., 1989;Sunand Simonett, 1990;Ulaby et al., 1990;
Chauhanet al., 1991)or asa discontinuouslayer with individual treesacting as distinct
scatteringcenters(Sunet al., 1991;McDonald andUlaby, 1993). Both modelclassesare
similar in thattheycalculatethesamemajorscatteringterms:(1) volumescatteringfrom the
treecanopy(the branchesand leaves/needles);(2) direct groundscattering;(3) ground-to-
trunk scattering; (4) ground-to-crown scattering; and (5) ground-to-crown-to-ground
scattering. (Figure2-1 presentsexamplesof outputsfrom thetheoreticalmodelof Ulaby et
al., 1990). Mostmodelsuseformulationswhichassumethetreetrunksandbranchescanbe
modeled as lossy dielectric cylinders, and the leaves or needlesas dielectric discs or
cylinders,respectively.
A three-dimensionalmicrowavebackscattermodelfor forestcanopies,which allowsexplicit
spatialarrangementof scatterers,hasbeenpublished(SunandRanson,1995). Scattering
modelshavebeenexercisedandvalidatedusingSAR andscatterometerdatacollectedovera
widerangeof vegetationcanopies(SunandSimonett,1988;Chauhanet al., 1991;Durdenet
al., 1989;Langet al., 1994;McDonald et al., 1990,1991;Moghaddanet al., 1994;Way et
al., 1994;Ransonand Sun, 1994;Wang et al., 1993a,1993b, 1994a). Becauseof their
complexity,however,thesemodelshavenot provedinvertibleto allowestimationof surface
andcanopycharacteristicsneededto study specificecological featuresor processes.The
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value of thesemodels lies in their utility in understandingthe dependenceof microwave
backscatteron system and imaging parameters(frequency, polarization, and viewing
geometryof thetransmittedmicrowaveradiation)andthebasicgeometriccharacteristicsof
thevegetatedsurfacebeingstudied(Figure2-2). In addition,thesemodelshavealsobeen
useful in developinganunderstandingof the effectsof temporally varying factorswhich
influence microwave backscatter, including soil moisture (Wang et al., 1994b), air
temperature(Rignot et al., 1994a),and flooding (Wang et al., 1995)(Figure 2-3). This
understandinghasprovencritical in developingapproachesto useSARdatain algorithmsto
estimatespecificsurfacecharacteristics(see,e.g.,Dobsonet al., 1995c;Wanget al., 1994a;
Kasischkeet al., 1994a;andRignotandWay, 1994).
ROLE OFSAR
LandCoverClassification
Ecologistsuseremotesensingtechnologiesfor two distinctpurposes.The first addressesthe
fundamentalecological goal to understandrelationships betweenorganisms and their
environments.To this end, remotesensingis usedfor interpretationof landscapepatterns,
examinationof correlations amongphysical and biotic parameters,and extrapolationof
known relationships to larger spatial scales. The second application involves using
information derived from remote sensingsystemsin the study of specific ecosystem
processes.
Vegetationclassificationsmakepossiblestudiesof successionalrates;landscapechange;
vegetationproductivity and biomass;and effects of disturbancessuchas flooding, fires,
disease,and harvestingor logging. Theseprovide inputs for modeling of a variety of
ecosystemprocesses,suchasforestsuccession;vegetation/atmosphericexchangesof energy
andwater;andlocal,regional,andglobal-scalebiogeochemicalcycling.
Further terrestrial applicationsfor remotely senseddata setsinclude inventory of forest
resources,monitoringagriculturalcrops,locatingvegetationcontainingparticularspeciesof
interest,and monitoring landuseandland-usechange. Usersof land coverclassifications
includeplant andanimalecologists,modelersincluding thoseoperatinggeneralcirculation
models (GCMs), land managers,governmentagencies,and economic forecasters. All
applicationsrequire the classificationof vegetationinto typesand the delineation of the
structuralandcompositionalboundariesof biotic communities.
For manyecologicalstudies,thereis aneedfor currentinformationon thedistribution and
amountof vegetation. This needhasnot beenfully addressedby a quarter century of
spaceborneremotesensingsystemsoperatingin the visible andnear-infraredregionof the
electromagneticspectrum. Collection of visible/near-infraredimagery over ecologically
important regionson a continuousbasisis often limited by cloud cover, particularly in
tropicalandborealbiomes.
Imageclassificationalgorithmsdiscriminatebasedon featuresextractedfrom the spectral,
spatial, or temporal domains. Two general image classification approacheshave been
applied to SAR data: (1) maximum-likelihood classifiers including supervised and
unsupervisedcluster analysisand (2) knowledge-basedtechniquessuch as hierarchical
decisiontreesand thosebasedon determinationof dominantscatteringmechanismsfrom
electromagnetictheory. A key issuefor anyof theseapproachesis how consistentor stable
theclassifieris whenappliedto newregionsor thesameregionatdifferent times.
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A summaryof thedemonstratedcapabilitiesof SAR-derived classification is given in Table
2-1 and Figure 2-4. This material is not intended to be all-inclusive, but draws examples
from a number of ecosystems as recently reported in the literature. Manual classification of
airborne SAR imagery provided the first comprehensive mapping of many tropical areas in
the 1970's. The most notable of these was project RADAM in Brazil. Unsupervised
classification of digital SAR imagery is a useful tool for characterizing landscapes without
adequate vegetation maps (e.g., Pope et al., 1994). Most recent classification efforts have
used supervised maximum likelihood approaches; these often lead to high classification
accuracies for a given scene (de Grandi, etal., 1994; Lemoine, etal., 1994; Ranson and Sun,
1994; Rignot and Chellappa, 1992; Rignot et al., 1993). When applied to temporal sequences
of images, this technique implicitly incorporates ancillary knowledge such as phenologic
development or cropping calendars. The extendibility of supervised maximum likelihood
techniques to regional or global scales is impaired by the need for local training. The
knowledge-based techniques may overcome this limitation by first classifying on the basis of
explicit relationships between radar backscatter and structural attributes (Dobson et al.,
1995b; Pierce et al., 1994; van Zyl, 1989). These structural classes can then be relabelled
locally on the basis of known linkages between structure and floristic community. At
present, such classifiers have been successfully tested locally.
SAR can clearly (1) detect major hydrologic changes such as inundation (Figure 2-3, Ormsby
et al., 1985; Morrissey et al., 1994, 1995; Hess et al., 1995), the presence of intercepted
precipitation (Ulaby et al., 1983), and freeze/thaw status of vegetation (Rignot and Way,
1994; Way etal., 1994); (2) differentiate major structural differences in land-cover such as
forest versus clear cuts or marshes versus flooded forests (Beaudoin et al., 1994; de Grandi et
al., 1994; Dobson et al., 1995b; Drieman, 1994; Hess and Melack, 1994, Lopes et al., 1993;
Lozano-Garcia and Hoffer, 1993; Pierce et al., 1994; Ranson and Sun, 1994), and (3)
discriminate crop cover on the basis of structural attributes (Foody et al., 1994; Lemoine et
al., 1994; van Zyl and Burnette, 1992). In addition, major height classes within a given
vegetation type can be detected. Compositional variations within major vegetation types
(physiognomic types) are not as readily distinguished, but can be separated with use of
multitemporal, multifrequency and/or multipolarization imagery (Ahern et al., 1993;
Drieman, 1994).
In regions characterized by persistent cloud-cover (e.g., boreal regions, tropical forest and
much of Northern Europe), SAR may be the only viable alternative for classification of
actual land-cover. In other regions, SAR is very useful as it provides information on
structure and moisture status that is complementary to the information provided by optical
sensing techniques (Lozano-Garcia and Hoffer, 1993). Moreover, SAR has a generic
advantage over optical sensors because atmospheric correction is not needed. In addition, a
number of studies have shown the power of multidate imagery for enhanced classification
results (Ranson and Sun, 1994). Orbital SAR has proven itself to be very reliable for
provision of multidate data because it is practically insensitive to local weather conditions.
The calibration stability of existing satellite SARs makes it possible to incorporate time-
dependent ancillary information, such as phenological development and cropping calendars,
into classification.
A complication to SAR-derived land-cover classification is that imposed by topographic
relief. In severe cases, the layover and shadowing produced by mountainous terrain makes
classification inappropriate for these regions unless azimuth and viewing geometry have been
carefully considered in the SAR sampling strategy. In less severe cases, the ancillary digital
elevation data have been used to generate approximate corrections for terrain effects prior to
classification. A second limitation is the spatial resolution of a given SAR. Landscape
patches cannot be unambiguously discriminated and classified unless they are much greater
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thanthe spatialresolution(for a single-lookimage). In general, classification of patch sizes
<~2000 m 2 (i.e., -45m x 45 m) is not practical from spaceborne SAR.
Measuring Above-Ground Woody Plant Biomass
The amount and distribution of biomass over the Earth's land surface is one of the major
uncertainties in our ability to understand the global carbon cycle and how it may change in
the future (Post, 1993). The living and dead biomass in both above and below-ground
storage pools constitutes a major terrestrial store of carbon. Our knowledge of the biomass
density within the Earth's terrestrial biomes is quite limited due to the difficulty of obtaining
sufficient high quality observations that are representative of a region or ecosystem type
(Smith et al., 1993; Dixon et al., 1994). Measurements on the ground are very time-
consuming, labor-intensive and often constrained by lack of access. The physiological
activity of living biomass and the fate of dead biomass determine the fluxes of carbon from
the terrestrial biosphere to the atmosphere, and, thus, the accumulation or removal of
important greenhouse gases (primarily carbon dioxide and methane) in the atmosphere.
These processes are fairly dynamic and subject to change in response to a variety of
environmental factors (e.g., temperature, moisture, nutrient availability) and patterns of
disturbance, both natural (e.g., fire, windthrow, insect-induced mortality) and anthropogenic
(deforestation, land degradation) (e.g., Solomon and-Cramer, 1993).
Numerous studies have demonstrated that approaches using optical remotely sensed data do
not work for most terrestrial biomass densities, because there is a saturation effect at very low
levels of biomass. Currently, radar remote sensing appears to offer the greatest promise for
obtaining estimates of biomass via remote sensing techniques.
The dependence of microwave backscatter on total above-ground biomass has been
documented in monospecific pine forests found in the southeastern U.S. (Figure 2-5) and
France (Dobson et al., 1992; Kasischke et al., 1994a; LeToan et al., 1992), mixed deciduous
and coniferous forests of Maine, northern Michigan, and Alaska (Ranson et al., 1994;
Dobson et al., 1994; Harrell et al., 1995; Rignot et al., 1994), and coniferous forests of the
Pacific Northwest (Moghaddam et al., 1994). These studies all show the same results: (1) the
sensitivity of microwave backscatter to biomass variations saturates after a certain level is
reached; and (2) the biomass dependence of microwave backscatter varies as a function of
radar wavelength and polarization (Figure 2-6). In summary, the saturation point is higher
for longer wavelengths, and the HV polarization is most sensitive and VV the least.
A conclusion drawn by some scientists is these single-frequency saturation levels represent
the upper limit of SAR's ability to monitor changes or differences in aboveground biomass in
forests (Waring et al., 1994). However, this conclusion overlooks several important
considerations. Microwave backscatter is correlated with total biomass and various
components of biomass (e.g., branch biomass, needle biomass, bole biomass) or other
physical characteristics (e.g., tree height, basal area) (Dobson et al., 1995c; Hussin et al.,
1991; Kasischke et al., 1994a). This should not be surprising, since we know that different
biomass components of trees are closely correlated. Since different radar frequencies and
polarization combinations are sensitive to different layers of a forest canopy, it should be
possible to use multiple channels of SAR data to estimate total above-ground biomass.
Recent research supports this hypothesis.
Kasischke et al., (1994a) used a two-stage approach to estimate biomass of southern pine
forests using JPL AIRSAR data. In step one, total branch biomass was estimated as a
function of several different radar frequencies/polarizations. Total biomass was then
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estimatedfrom branchbiomassbasedupon allometricequations,and resultedin a relative
erroron theorder of 20% for biomasslevelsup to 400 t ha-1. Ransonet al., (1994)useda
ratioof P-bandHV (PHV) andC-bandHV (CHV) to estimatetotalbiomass(up to 250t ha-1)
in mixed coniferous/deciduousforestsin Maine. This techniquewas appliedto SIR-C/X-
SAR LHV andCHV data to estimateboreal forest biomassup to 200 tons/hawithin +20
tons/ha (Ranson and Sun, 1995). Finally, Dobson et al., (1995c) used a multi-step, semi-
empirical approach to estimate aboveground biomass from a combination of channels from
SIR-C data collected over a mixed coniferous/deciduous forest in northern Michigan. In this
approach, different SAR frequency/polarization combinations were used to estimate canopy-
layer biomass, total height and total basal area, which were then used to estimate total
biomass. Biomass estimates up to 250 t ha -1 with an uncertainty on the order of 16 t ha -1
were achieved (Figure 2-7).
Delineation of Wetland Inundation and Vegetative Cover
The availability of SAR data from airborne and satellite platforms has provided a unique
opportunity to study dynamic wetland processes, information critical for the study of many
ecosystem processes and applications. In this section, we discuss using SAR for several
wetlands issues, including biogenic trace gas exchanges, monitoring the effects of rises in the
average sea levels, and monitoring disease vectors.
In studies of biogenic trace gas exchange, remotely sensed data can provide unique
information on the type and distribution of wetlands and on temporal distribution of
inundation. Uncertainties in the spatial and seasonal extent of methane source and sink areas
remain one of the greatest unknowns in the global methane budget (Bartlett and Harriss,
1993). Natural wetlands comprise the largest natural source of atmospheric methane
(Aselmann and Crutzen, 1989; Fung et al., 1991). Hence, characterization of the areal and
temporal extent of global wetlands would greatly extend our understanding of trace gas
exchange from these ecosystems and of their significance to global processes.
Recent results using data from the TOPEX/POSEIDON radar altimeter has provided clear
evidence that average sea levels are rising, at a rate of several millimeters per year (Nerem).
These observations support evidence derived from tidal gages that sea levels have been rising
over the past half century. The distribution of different vegetation species in coastal
wetlands, especially estuaries, is highly sensitive to levels of tidal inundation. Monitoring
changes in inundation and vegetation patterns in coastal wetlands will provide a key means to
monitor the progression and effects of rises in sea level.
Finally, insect-borne organisms cause disease outbreaks throughout much of the developing
world, particularly in the southern hemisphere. Many of these diseases are carried and
transmitted by various species of mosquitoes. In regions with distinct wet and dry seasons,
mosquito populations increase dramatically when breeding sites flood during prolonged
episodes of high rainfall. Accurate maps of vegetation inundation are critical in identifying
breeding grounds for disease vectors and in predicting and monitoring outbreaks of a variety
of diseases.
For most scientific questions involving wetlands, it is necessary to distinguish not only
flooded from non-flooded areas, but herbaceous from woody vegetation. For example, in
floodplains of the central Amazon, methane generation rates from floating meadows are
much higher than those from flooded forest. Delineation of both flooding status and
vegetation, with accuracies greater than 90% for all categories, has been demonstrated using
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multi-frequency,polarimetricSAR datasetsfor wetlandsin the southeasternUnited States
(JPLAIRSAR) andthecentralAmazon(SIR-C)(Melacketal., 1994;Hesset al., 1995).
Theability to penetratetheextensivecloudcoverof northernandequatoriallatitudesandto
detectstandingwaterbeneathvegetationcanopiesis uniqueto SAR (Hesset al., 1990). In
northern Alaska, for example,cloud coverand infrequent repeatcycles havelimited the
acquisitionof opticalsatellitedata(LandsatandSPOT)to a totalof two scenesfor thelast20
years. By comparison,-50 scenes of ERS-1 SAR data have been acquired for Barrow over a
two-year period, and RADARSAT will provide daily access. Similarly, in the equatorial
regions of Manaus, Brazil, between 0 and 2 Landsat scenes are available each year.
SAR has proven useful in delineating inundation, a key indicator of the anaerobic conditions
necessary for methane production. Backscatter from ERS-1 SAR acquired over Barrow,
Alaska in 1991 is strongly related to the position of the local water table and thus to methane
exchange rates (Figure 2-8; Morrissey et al., 1994). Backscatter from non-inundated sites
was low, that from herbaceous inundated sites was high, and that from sites with the water
table at the surface was intermediate, mirroring methane exchange rates for the region.
The capability to differentiate wetland source areas and non-wetlands with SAR is further
enhanced by the availability of time series ERS-1 SAR data (Kasischke et al., 1995a).
Seasonal changes in microwave backscatter for northern wetlands and non-wetlands are
shown in Figure 2-9. Under an extended period of freezing temperatures in winter of 1992,
radar returns for wetland and non-wetland did not differ significantly. Following snowmelt
in the spring of 1992, backscatter for wetlands was consistently higher than that from non-
wetlands. With the onset of colder temperatures and decreasing daylight in late summer,
backscatter for both wetlands and non-wetlands decreased dramatically with freezing (Way
and Rignot, 1994). These time series SAR data provide the only basis for an ongoing effort
to map tundra wetlands on a global basis because cloud cover precludes using visible/near-IR
channel imagery to monitor this biome on a continuing basis.
The sensitivity of microwave backscatter to vegetation and surface make SARs an attractive
tool for characterizing wetland communities. While species composition per se usually
cannot be detected with single-channel SAR, plant communities often can be, due to
differences in vegetation height, density, or architecture. For example, a recent study using
airborne SAR data collected over wetlands in Belize showed that a high degree of
separability between the different vegetation communities could be achieved using a variety
of indices based upon different radar frequencies and polarizations (Pope et al., 1994). Field
studies of the same Belizean marsh communities demonstrate that vegetation species,
composition, and biomass correlate well with salinity and nutrient gradients (Rejmankova et
al., 1995). Given these relationships, the spatial distribution of wetland types and inundation
patterns can be used to infer much about the chemistry and flow of surface and near-surface
waters.
Studies by Tanis et al. (pri. comm., paper in review with Rem. Sens. Environ.) have shown
that ERS-1 SAR imagery can discriminate between flooded and non-flooded areas in a
coastal estuarine ecosystem along the Gulf Coast of Florida. Examination of tidal gage data
revealed that the flooding detected on the ERS-1 imagery was due to variations in tidal stage.
Techniques were developed to map the ranges of tidal flooding based on comparison of ERS-
1 SAR imagery collected at high and low tides.
Another important issue in applied wetland ecology is the role of wetlands as breeding sites
for mosquitoes that transmit a variety of diseases. Pope et al., (1992) used airborne X-, C-
and L-band SAR data to examine flooding in sedge and grass-covered mosquito larval
habitats in Kenya. LHH data provided the best flood detection in both wetland types, but
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CHH and LVV also provided limited detectioncapability. The radar data (backscatter
magnitudeonly) werenot adequatefor habitatmapping,which wasaccomplishedwith TM
data. In contrast,the multifrequency,polarimetric airborne SAR datacollectedover the
wetlandsin Belize (Popeet al., 1994)werecapableof mappingEleocharis sp. dominated
marshes, which have been shown to be important breeding habitats of the malaria vector
Anopheles albimanus (Rejmankova et al., 1993). In summary, SAR data hold great promise
for malaria risk assessment efforts in Belize and adjacent regions by providing spatial and
temporal information on the distribution and flooding status of anopheline breeding sites.
Monitoring of Dynamic Processes in High-Latitude Ecosystems
The need to better quantify factors influencing the carbon cycle in northern biomes stems
from several factors. First, based on current estimates of the present-day rates of increases in
atmospheric carbon concentrations balanced against oceanic carbon uptake, Tans et al.,
(1990) concluded that a Northern Hemisphere terrestrial carbon sink on the order of 2.0 to
3.4 Gt C yr -1 is required to balance the global carbon budget. While Tans et al., (1990)
associate this sink with temperate latitude forests, Bonan (1991a,b) suggests this sink may
actually be a consequence of an imbalance in production and decomposition in high northern
latitude ecosystems (the terrestrial biomes in high northern latitudes account for >40% of all
carbon sequestered in living and dead biomass). Second, it is the consensus of most
atmospheric general circulation models that significant warming of the northern-hemisphere,
high latitudes will result from a doubling of atmospheric CO2 concentrations (e.g.,
McFarlane et al., 1992). Given that the storage capacity of high northern latitudes is driven
by the low rates of plant decomposition because of low annual temperatures, the projected
temperature increases in this region will have profound influences on carbon cycling in its
terrestrial biomes.
Uptake and release of CO2 by the boreal forest may account for approximately 50% of the
annual seasonal amplitude in atmospheric CO2 at Point Barrow, Alaska, and -30% of the
seasonal amplitude at Mauna Loa (D'Arrigo et al., 1987). Data have shown that the seasonal
amplitude of atmospheric CO2 concentrations in northern latitudes has increased with time.
This may reflect increased metabolic activity of ecosystems in northern latitudes due to
warmer air temperatures and "CO2 fertilization" (Bacastow et al., 1985; Houghton, 1987).
Change to a warmer, drier climate may release more than 1 to 2 Gt C yr -1 to the atmosphere
from boreal ecosystems due to a variety of feedbacks (Kasischke et al., 1995b). In addition
to increasing metabolic activity, increased high latitude temperatures may also extend the
growing season resulting in increased annual productivity, as well as periods of frost drought
which may reduce annual productivity. Measurements of the length of the growing season
may significantly improve current estimates of net annual CO2 flux in the boreal regions
(Way et al., 1994). For coniferous species, the summer frost-free period bounds the growing
seasonal length.
Fires are an extremely important factor to a variety of processes which affect forest
succession and biogeochemical cycles in boreal forests (Bonan and Shugart, 1989; Kasischke
et al., 1995b; Viereck, 1983). Recent studies show that global warming may increase the
frequency and intensity of fires in boreal forests and result in a significant release of carbon
to the atmosphere (Kasischke et al., 1995b). Much of the carbon released will come from
increased rates of decomposition in the ground layer. While global data sets are not
available, records from North America show that an average of 2.5 million hectares have
been affected annually by fire over the past decade. Fires in boreal forests tend to cover large
areas, typically greater than 1,000 ha in size. Fires covering 50,000 to > 1,000,000 ha are not
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uncommon;thus,satelliteremotesensorsarean ideal tool for monitoring the locationsand
effectsof fires in this region.
The ERS-1SAR datacollectedat the AlaskanSAR Facility andCanadianand European
receiving stationshave provided a unique opportunity to study high-latitude terrestrial
ecosystemsfound in North America. In additionto monitoring tundrabiomes,ERS-1SAR
imagerywasusedto studyborealforests,focusingon issuesrelatedto theterrestrialcarbon
cycle. Specifically, this researchstudiedthe effectsof changesin the length of growing
seasononnetseasonalfluxesof CO2andtheeffectsof fire oncarboncycling.
A numberof remotesensinginstrumentsmaybeusedto estimategrowing seasonlength,and
it is likely thata combinationof sensorswill providethemostaccurateinformation (Way et
al., 1994).The AdvancedVery High ResolutionRadiometer(AVHRR), for example,may
provide good estimatesof leaf-on period, thus bounding the growing seasonlength for
deciduous species. For coniferous species, growing seasonmay be halted when air
temperaturesdropbelow-2* C. Forclosedcanopyforests,canopytemperaturesarewithin a
few degreesof air temperatures(Luvall and Holbo, 1989), and can be estimatedusing
thermalinfraredemissionsgatheredby AVHRR. Accessto thesedatais, however,limited by
cloudcover.A third techniqueis to measurethelengthof thegrowingseasonby monitoring
freeze/thawtransitionsusing imagingradardata(Figure2-10) (Way et al., 1990;Way et al.,
1994;Rignot et al., 1994;Rignot and Way, 1994).At microwave frequencies,freezing
resultsin a largedecreaseof the dielectric constantof the dielectric constantof soil and
vegetationbecausethe crystalstructurepreventsthe rotation of the polar water molecules
containedwithin the soil and vegetation. This phasechangeresults in a drop in radar
backscatterof severaldB.
Overthe pastseveralyears,scientistshavedevelopedagreaterunderstandingof the role of
biomassburningin boreal forestin the global carboncycle and the needto monitor these
fires on a continuing basis. Becauseof their large sizesand remote locations, satellite
sensingsystemsare now recognizedas the only reliable meansto annually locate and
estimatethearealextentof fires in borealforests(KasischkeandFrench,1994). In 1990and
1991,over 2 million ha of land surfacewere affectedby fire in Alaska, with most (1.85
million ha)occurringin forestedregions. Studieshaveshownthattheserecentfires resulted
in characteristicsignatureson ERS-1SAR imagery(Kasischkeet al., 1992; 1994c). Field
research(Kasischkeet al., 1995a)hasshownthatthespatialandtemporalsignaturespresent
on the ERS-1 SAR imagery (Figure 2-11) are highly correlatedwith variations in the
moisturefoundin thetop5 to 10cm of thesoil (Figure2-12).
SchlenterandVanCleve (1985) have shownthat ratesof aerobicdecompositionin black
spruceforestsaredirectly proportional to both temperatureand soil moisture. Since soil
temperaturesincreasesignificantly afterfires in borealforests,theratesof soil respirationin
thesefire-affectedforestsshouldalsoincrease.Recentfield measurements(Kasischke,pers.
comm.) haveshownthis to be true in fire-disturbedblack spruceforestsin Alaska,where
fluxesof CH4andCO2weregreaterwithin theburnedsitesthanunburnedsites.Areaswhich
hadhigh soil moisturesalsohadsignificantlyhigherrates(by overanorderof magnitude)of
CH4 andCO2fluxesthanareasof low soil moisture.Theability of SARdatato monitor the
spatialandtemporalpatternsof soil moisturethereforeprovidesameansto moreaccurately
quantifygreenhousegasemissionsfrom fire-disturbedforests.
SAR SYSTEMCONSIDERATIONS
Thewiderangeof applicationsdiscussedin thispaperillustratesthatthereis probablynoone
idealSAR systemfor ecologicalapplications. For someapplications,existing or planned
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single-frequency/polarization systems may provide an adequatedata set. For other
applicationsthesesystemsareinadequate.
To assessSAR systemconsiderationsfor ecological applicationswe takethe approachof
first defining thesystemparametersfor a specific list of applications. We thendiscussthe
potentialof existingor plannedSARsystemsfor theseapplications.
OptimumSystemParameters
TheSARparameterswhich definetheutility of aspecificsystemfor ecologicalapplications
are its frequency,polarization, angle, resolution and sampling frequency.The common
frequenciesusedtodayincludeP-band,L-band,S-band,C-bandandX-band. (SeeAppendix
B for details on SAR frequencybandsand instrumentsused.) Radarstypically transmit
horizontally or vertically-polarizedmicrowaveenergyand can receiveeither polarization,
resulting in four linear polarizations- HH, HV, VH, and VV. Today'sspaceborneSAR
systemsusuallyhavea fixed centeranglebetween20* and50° with imagescoveringa few
degreesfrom nearedgeto far edge. Futuresystemswill operatein a SCANSARmode,with
imageswathscoveringa20* to 50° rangein angles. Today'sspaceborneSARshavefairly
fine resolution (20 to 40 m), narrow swathwidths (60 to 100 km), and long sampling
frequencies(20 to 40days). SCANSARsystemswill havetheability to coverwide areasat
lower resolutions(up to 500-kmswathswith 100to 200m resolution)andhighersampling
frequencies(every2to 4 days).
Table2-2 listseight (8)ecologicalor landsurfaceapplicationsfor imagingradarsystemsand
summarizestheoptimalSARparametersfor eachapplication.
Utility of Existing/PlannedSARSystems
Threespaceborneimaging radarsystemsarenow in operationor weredeployedduring the
last year: ERS-1,JERS-1and SIR-C/X-SAR. The ERS-1SAR is a C-bandVV (vertical
transmitpolarization/verticalreceivepolarization) launchedin the summerof 1991. This
systemhasa 25m resolutionand100km swath. Theorbit of this systemis tailoredsuchthat
it hasa 35-dayexact repeatorbit during the northernhemispheresummerandfall (which
meansit canimagethe samegroundlocationevery 18daysor so),anda 3-dayexactrepeat
orbit during thewinter andspring in orderto obtainfrequentcoverageof the polar icecap.
Coverageis limited to locationswheregroundreceivingstationsare installed. The JERS-1
SARis anL-bandHH systemlaunchedduringthesummerof 1992. It hasa40-mresolution
anda 75-km swath. The exact repeatorbit on this systemis 48 days. Onboardrecording
provides global access. The SIR-C/X-SAR systemwas flown onboard NASA's Space
Shuttleon two tendaymissionsin April andOctoberof 1994.This systemconsistedof a C-
andL-bandSAR systemthatwas fully polarimetric(i.e., it collectedHH, HV, VH, andVV
imagery)andanX-bandSARwhich collectedVV data. Theresolutionof this systemranged
between10and 40 m, and it collected imageswathsbetween15 and 90 km wide. The
groundcoverageof this systemwaslimited in orderto imagespecifictestsitesduringits two
missions.
ThreespaceborneSAR systemsareplannedfor thefuture:ERS-2,RADARSAT, andASAR.
TheERS-2SAR will beanexactduplicateof ERS-1,and is scheduledfor launchin early
1995. TheCanadianRADARSAT will consistof aC-bandSAR with HH-polarizationand
hasa variety of modesfor resolution/swathwidth. The SCANSAR modecanyield swath
widthsup to 500km with a spatialresolutionof 100m. This wide swathmodewill allow
imaging of the samegeographiclocationonceevery 2 to 3 days. The ERS-2 follow-on,
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known asAdvancedSAR or ASAR, will be deployedon theplannedEuropeanENVISAT
andconsistsof a dual-polarizedC-bandSAR. It will havebothco-polarizedchannels(HH
andVV), butnotcross-polarized(HV). Theplanned"wide swath"modehasa400-kmswath
width and100-mresolution.
Table 2-3summarizesthepotentialor demonstratedcapabilitiesof thesesystemsrelativeto
theapplicationsof ecologicalinterest.
RECOMMENDATIONS
It is theconsensusof theecologicalworkinggroupthatSARdatacontainuniqueinformation
thatcanbeexploitedby theterrestrialsciencecommunityto studya wide rangeof physical,
chemicalandbiological processesimportantto NASA's Missionto PlanetEarth(MTPE), as
well astheU.S. GlobalChangeResearchProgram(GCRP). Over thepastdecade,NASA
hastakentheU.S.leadin developmentof thetechnologicalaswell asthescientific research
infrastructurerelatedto airborneandspaceborneSARsystems.NASA initiatives in this area
include: (1) developmentandoperationof the JPL AIRSAR system;(2) developmentand
deployment(with theGermanandItalian SpaceAgencies)of the SIR-C/X-SARsystem;(3)
establishmentof theAlaskaSAR Facility to receiveSARdatafrom satellitesystemssuchas
ERS-1,JERS-1and RADARSAT; and (4) sponsoringof extensiveresearchprogramsto
developtechniquesto useinformationderivedfrom thesesystemsto studya wide rangeof
oceanicandterrestrialprocesses.The sizeof NASA's investmentin this areaover thepast
decadehasbeensignificant.
TheseNASA-sponsoredprograms,aswell asparallelprogramsin othercountries,resultedin
mostof theresearchdiscussedin this paper. Basedon theseresults,otherU.S.government
agenciesarenow beginningto recognizethe utility of SAR datafor monitoring terrestrial
surfacesand processes,and are initiating researchand developmentprogramsto exploit
existing or future SAR systems. For example,the EnvironmentalProtection Agency is
sponsoringprogramswhich will utilize SARdataasonecomponentof a systemto mapand
monitor variationsin forestand vegetationcover in order to derivebetterestimatesof the
global terrestrial carbonbudget. In anotherprogram,the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
sponsoredresearchto developtechniquesto monitor tidal periodsand vegetationcover in
coastalestuaries.
It is the consensusof theecologyworking groupthat thefull utility of SAR for ecological
applicationsis now only emergingandthatthispotentialwill notbe fully realizedwithin the
MTPE and U.S. GCRPwithout a well-focusedSAR R&D programwithin NASA. Fully
exploitingthepotentialof imagingradarssystemsrequirescarefulconsiderationof anumber
of sometimesconflicting factors,including:
(1) Theneedto conductadditionalremotesensingsciencestudiesto understandthesource
of thedifferenttypesof signaturespresentin radarimagery. This is particularlytrue in
the multi-temporaldatasetsnow beingcollectedby existing satellitesystemssuchas
ERS-1andJERS-1.
(2) Basedon the resultsof recentstudiesusingexisting satelliteSAR systemsaswell as
recently collected SIR-C/X-SAR data, the needto conduct efforts to develop and
validatealgorithmswhichuseradardatato estimatespecificsurfacecharacteristics.
(3) The needto continue to developnew approachesto exploit the spatial andtemporal
informationderivedfrom radarimageryin ecosystemandprocessstudies.
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(4) The needto exploit the full breadthof the SIR-C/X-SAR datasetsbeyond the -50
experimentspresentlybeingconducted.This needincludesnotonly providingexisting
experimentswith adequateresourcesto concludetheir work, but alsoidentification of
additionalresearchwhich couldbecarriedout usingthis uniquedataset. We havenot
identified acompelling reasonfor a third flight that is anexactrepeatof thefirst two
flights, especiallyin light of thescaleof effort requiredto analyzetheexistingdataset
andthefact thatit is unlikely that sufficientresourceswill beprovidedto analyze.these
additionaldata.
(5) The need to develop and implement a coherent research plan within NASA's Mission to
Planet Earth to fully exploit the SAR data sets being provided by existing and planned
international SAR missions.
(6) To fully exploit the potential of SAR to meet the objectives of Mission to Planet Earth
in the area of terrestrial ecosystem science, there is a need to develop a multi-frequency
(with a minimum of two frequencies, C- and L-bands), polarimetric SAR system. In
the development of such a system, the tradeoffs between resolution, swath width, and
sampling frequency in terms of scientific requirements versus cost considerations must
carefully be considered. However, if the cost of obtaining a multi-frequency,
polarimetric spaceborne SAR is a reduction of spatial resolution, such a lower-
resolution system would be quite suitable for many ecological applications.
The above needs, in essence, are the primary recommendations of the ecology working
group. The working group realizes that it would be very difficult to encompass these
recommendations in the context of existing programs within NASA, and that they are
unlikely to be implemented unless a new program is started. Thus, we make the following
summary recommendations:
(1) NASA should consider development of a new satellite remote sensing system which
would contain a multi-frequency, polarimetric SAR.
(2) Even without the development of an advanced SAR system by NASA, the existing
SAR data sets as well as those which will be collected by satellite SAR systems in the
future do provide unique information for a variety of ecological processes. NASA
should take a more proactive role in ensuring that these data are used in an effective
manner within its Mission to Planet Earth.
(3) To achieve recommendation 2, NASA should create a multi-disciplinary SAR Facility
Instrument Team. In addition to carrying out the recommendations outlined above, this
team would also serve as the advisory board for development of the new SAR satellite
system recommended above.
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Figure 2-1. Schematic diagram of major scattering terms in microwave modeling of forest canopies (after Wang et al 1993c).
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Figure 2-3. Use of theoretical models to understand radar scattering from vegetated surfaces. Model-
predicted microwave scattering from a flooded forest on the floodplain of the Amazon River as a function
of radar frequency and incidence angle (after Wang et al., 1995). "t" indicates total backscatter as shown
in Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-4. b) Maps of the flooding and land cover from data obtained by the SRL- 1 on
April 12, 1994 (left) and SRL-2 on October 3, 1994 (right). The rivers extending across
the scenes are the Rio Negro (top) and Rio Solimoes (Center). Classification was
prepared using L-band HH and HV polarizations, and C-band HH polarization. Field
studies by boat, on foot, and in low flying aircraft done by UCSB in collaboration with
Brazil's INPA and INPE during the SRL-1 and SRL-2 missions have validated the
interpretation of the radar images (Hess, Melack, Filoso, and Wang, 1995).
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Figure 2-4. c) Images showing classification of natural vegetation/landcover
and biomass estimation derived from SIR-C/X-SAR data from Northern,
Michigan forests (Dobson et al., 1995c).
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Figure 2-4. d) Images showing classification of natural vegetation/
landcover (top) based on AIRSAR data of Bonanza Creek, Alaska and
vegetation map (bottom) (Rignot and Way, 1994).
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Retrieval of Forest Biophysical Characteristics Using SIR-C
Raco Supersite: Hiawatha National Forest, April 9, 1994 Orbit 6
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Figure 2-7. Predicted versus actual basal area, height and biomass using semi-empirical approach
(from Dobson et al., 1995c).
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Figure 2-8. Methane emissions and ERS-] SAR backscatter related to the position of
the local water table for herbaceous sites at Barrow, Alaska, mean +- standard error.
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Figure 2-9. Seasonal variation in ERS-1 SAR backscatter lbr wetlands ("flooded") and
non-wetlands ("moist/dry") for data collected over Barrow, Alaska (mean +- standard error)
(from Kasischke et al., 1995a).
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Figure 2-10. North-south transects across Alaska acquired by ERS-1 SAR during the 1991 Commissioning Phase.
ERS-1 is passing from north (top) to south and looking to its right. Each transect is 100 km wide by 1400 km in
length with 200 m resolution on the ground. The radar backscatter is represented in gray tone. Areas of pronounced
textur'a.I variations correspond to mountainous regions of the Brooks Range to the north and the Alaska Range to the
south. From left to right, Rev #384, DOY 224 is the reference transect used to compute changes in radar backscatter
relative to a thawed state of the landscape. This pass is followed by Rev #814 (DOY 24), 1072 (DOY 272), 1201
(DOY 281), 1330 (DOY 290), 1502 (DOY 302) and 1760 (DOY 320). Areas which show a decrease in backscatter
larger than 3 dB are colored blue with an intensity modulation determined by the amplitude of the signal.
(after Rignot and Way, 1994)
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3_Hydrology
INTRODUCTION
The cryosphere is a major component of the hydrosphere and interacts significantly with the
global climate system, the geosphere, and the biosphere. Over 30 percent of the Earth's land
surface is covered seasonally by snow, and about 10 percent is covered permanently with
snow or ice.
Snow and ice play important interactive roles in regional climates, because snow has a higher
albedo than any other natural surface. The earliest signs of global climate change are likely in
the polar regions and in the seasonal snow cover and alpine glaciers. For investigations in
hydrology and land-surface climatology, seasonal snow cover and alpine glaciers are critical
to the radiation and water balances. Over major portions of the middle and high latitudes, and
at high elevations in the tropical latitudes, snow and alpine glaciers are the largest
contributors to runoff in rivers and to ground-water recharge. The dual problems of
estimating both the quantity of water held by seasonal snow packs and timing of snowmelt
confront snow hydrologists. Understanding the processes in the seasonal snow cover is also
important for studies of the chemical balance of alpine drainage basins, because of
translocation of anions and cations within the snow pack and possible concentrated release in
the first phases of the melt season.
Soil moisture is an environmental descriptor that integrates much of the land surface
hydrology and is the interface for interaction between the solid Earth surface and life. As
central as this seems to man's existence and biogeochemical cycles, it is a descriptor that has
not had wide spread application as a variable in any land process models. There are two
primary reasons for this. It is a difficult variable to measure, not at one point in time, but in a
consistent and spatially comprehensive basis. Also, it exhibits very large spatial and
temporal variability; thus point measurements have had very little meaning. The practical
result of this is that soil moisture has not been used as measurable variable in any of our
current hydrologic, climatic, agricultural, or biogeochemical models.
Both passive microwave and active microwave (SAR) techniques have provided solid
theoretical and experimental results that the top five cm of soil moisture can be measured
from aircraft and space platforms under a variety of environmental conditions and through a
moderate vegetation cover (Figures 3-1, 3-2). This section will define the science issues and
application opportunities that can be addressed by microwave remote sensing of soil moisture
and snow water equivalence, describe the capabilities and limitations of the passive and SAR
systems, describe the progress to date and document the research still needed to take this
technology to an operational status.
BACKGROUND
The scientific objectives related to snow and ice identified by the National Research Council
are:
• To study the global hydrologic cycle to determine the distributions, dimensions,
properties, and relevant dynamics of snow, sea and lake ice, ice sheets and shelves.
• To determine and understand the mechanisms for the transfers of water between the
major global reservoirs (glacier flow, melting, and freezing).
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• To predict on appropriatetime scalesthe distributions, volumes,andfluxes associated
with snowcover,seaice, icesheetsandshelves,groundice,andpermafrost.
Althoughsnowandicephenomenaplay importantrolesin global processes,difficult access
hampersdatacollection,andconventionalstudiesof snowandicecannotaddressthecorrect
scalesof mostphenomena.In situ samplingmethodshavelimited utility for capturing the
spatial and temporalvariability of snow and ice processes. Operationalhydrology and
climatologyrequiretimely measurementof snow-packparameters.
Theredistributionof solarenergyovertheglobeis centralto studiesin climate. Waterserves
a fundamental role in this redistribution through the energy associated with
evapotranspiration,the transportof atmosphericwater vapor,andprecipitation. Residence
time for atmosphericwateris on theorderof a week,andfor soil moisture,from a coupleof
daysto months,whichemphasizethe activenatureof thehydrologiccycle. Understanding
the importanceof the land-surfacehydrology to climate has emergedas an important
researchareasince the mid 1960swhen researchersat the GeophysicalFluid Dynamics
Laboratoryplaceda land hydrologycomponentinto their generalcirculationmodel (GCM)(seeManabeet al., 1965;Manabe,1969).
As the sophisticationof GCMs hasincreased,the role of the land surface component has
become more and more important. However, a major weakness in the current GCMs is,
according to the CES-89 report, "the adequate parameterization of variables representing the
terrestrial phase of the hydrologic cycle .... which is primarily the result of totally inadequate
information concerning the degree of spatial variability of precipitation, evapotranspiration,
and other components of hydrology." This report goes further to say "the lack of regional-
scale measurements introduces a severe shortcoming in the testing of GCM output."
Perhaps the most important role that the land surface component of a GCM performs is the
partitioning of incoming radiative energy into sensible and latent heat fluxes. The major
factor involved in determining the relative proportions of the two heat fluxes is the
availability of water, generally in the form of soil moisture. A number of modeling studies
have demonstrated the sensitivity of soil moisture anomalies to climate (Walker and
Rowntree, 1977, Rowntree and Bolton, 1983, Rind, 1982, Shukla and Mintz, 1982, Delworth
and Manabe, 1989). Researchers have reported, for instance, that soil moisture is the
second most important forcing function, second only to the sea surface temperature in the
mid latitudes, and it becomes the most important forcing function in the summer months.
The role of soil moisture is equally important at smaller scales. Recent studies with
mesoscale atmospheric models have similarly demonstrated a' sensitivity to spatial gradients
of soil moisture. For example, Fast and McCorcle (1991) have shown that soil moisture
gradients can induce thermally induced circulations similar to sea breezes. Chang and
Wetzel (1991) have concluded that the spatial variations of vegetation and soil moisture
affect the surface baroclinic structures through differential heating, which in turn indicate the
location and intensity of surface dynamic and thermodynamic discontinuities necessary to
develop severe storms. In yet another study, Lanicci et al., (1987) have shown that dry soil
conditions over northern Mexico and variable soil moisture conditions over the southern
Great Plains can dynamically interact to alter prestorm conditions and subsequent convective
rainfall patterns.
It is still unclear whether the spatial distribution of soil moisture collected at regional scales
is useful for GCM and mesoscale modeling. One indication in favor is the recent study by
Betts et al., (1994) showing that initialization of ECMWF weather predictions on current soil
moisture (during the summer of 1993 in the US Great Plains region) can lead to improved
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rainfall predictions. The extremewetnessconditions, in comparisonto climatological
averagesoil moisture,clearly wasa factor in the effect. For morenormal conditions,soil
moistureanomalieswill vary with thespatialandtemporalscalesof rain events--scalesthat
maybemeaningfulto 4-dimensionaldataassimilations(4DDA) andmesoscalemodeling.
Basedon thesestudiesand scalesranging from GCM to mesoscale,it appearsthat soil
moisturewill be an important hydrologic variablefor hydrometeorologicalmodeling and
validation studies. Becauseof the ubiquitousnatureof soil moisturein manydisciplines,
therearenumerouspotentialscienceapplicationsfor frequentandspatially comprehensive
measurementsof soil moisture. However,most of thesewill fit underthe umbrellaof the
following four scienceissueswhicharethehighestpriority:
To understandthe role of surfacesoil moisturein thepartitioning of incoming radiant
energyinto latentandsensibleheatfluxesat a varietyof scalesfrom mesoscaleto GCM
scale.
To understandtherelationshipbetweenthe surface5 cm of soil moistureobservableby
microwavetechniquesandthetotal profile (1 m or more)soil moisturethatis accessible
to plantsandtranspirationto theatmosphere.
• To understandhow spatial and temporalpatternsof soil moisture are related to the
physicalandhydrologicpropertiesof soils.
To understandhow the spatialand temporalpatternsof soil moisturecan be usedto
improveourability to modelrunoff at avarietyof scalesandadapthydrologicmodelsto
areasof differing climate,biomesandsoils,andgeology.
With the potential for measuringsoil moisture having been demonstrated,the obvious
questionto askis howmight societyusesuchsoil moisturemeasurements?As in thescience
issues,thereare four generalareasin which routine measurementsof soil moisturecould
havemajorimpactsonourday-to-daylives:
• Improvementsin mediumrange weatherforecastingby incorporating measuredsoil
moistureona30-kmgrid onadaily basis.
Agricultural applicationswould includeon-farmusesfor improvingirrigation scheduling
andefficiencies,to improving cropyield modelingfor bothdomesticandforeign areas.
Thescalesof interestherewouldbe 100m to 1km andthreeto sevendays.
Watermanagementapplicationsrequirebetterquantificationof wateruses,storagesand
runoff to monitorexistingresourcesandto assistdecisionmakersin allocationof limited
resourcesorcoordinationof relief efforts in timesof flooding. Thescalesof interesthere
wouldalsobe 100m to 1km andthreeto sevendays.
Climatemodels,particularly for annualand inter annualvariability, needto be ableto
representhelandsurfacehydrologicprocessesaccurately. Measuredsoil moisturecan
beusedasa statevariableand asa validity measurefor GCMs. The scalesof interest
hereare1to 10km and7 to 30days.
ROLEOF SAR
Satellite remote sensing has become increasingly important to hydrologists and
climatologistsbecausethedataprovideinformationon thespatialandtemporaldistributions
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of parameters of climatic and hydrologic importance: snow covered area, surface albedo,
snow water equivalence, and snow wetness (liquid water content). For the seasonal snow
cover, remote sensing improves the monitoring of existing conditions and has been
incorporated into several runoff-forecasting and management systems. Visible and near-
infrared sensors have been used extensively to measure snow-covered area. While the signal
in this portion of the electromagnetic spectrum is sensitive to snow grain size and impurities,
it is not sensitive to wetness and is sensitive to water equivalence only for shallow snow
packs. In addition, cloud cover hampers data collection from these sensors, so the
opportunities for obtaining suitable data can be infrequent. In addition to accurate
measurements of snow extent and albedo, forecasting of melt (at both continental and
drainage-basin scales) requires information about spatial and temporal distributions of snow
water equivalence and free liquid-water content.
Passive microwave signals are sensitive to snow properties of hydrologic interest. However,
the spatial resolution of spaceborne passive microwave sensors is much coarser than the
natural scale of variation in mountainous areas. Active microwave remote sensing has long
promised the advantages of: (1) all-weather day or night imaging capabilities; (2) high
resolution suitable for alpine regions; (3) sensitivity to most snow properties of interest to
snow hydrologists and climatologists. Over the last decade, major improvements in
technology from data acquisition and processing to quantitative interpretation have put
capabilities for advanced snow and ice measurements at our doorstep.
For snow, recent studies (using SIR-C/X-SAR, AIRSAR, and ERS-1 data) have shown a
significant improvement in understanding and modeling the backscattering and polarization
properties as a function of snow-pack parameters. An accurate algorithm to retrieve snow
wetness, which indicates where and at what rate snow is melting, has been developed and
tested using C-band SIR C and JPL AIRSAR data (Figures 3-3a, 3-3b). Thus, accurate
information about the spatial and temporal distributions and melting status of snow cover can
be provided for hydrological and climatic investigations and operations. Maps of snow-
covered area derived from SIR-C/X-SAR and AIRSAR now compare reasonably well (85-
90% accuracy) with those derived from visible imagery, which require clear weather and
daylight.
For soil moisture, recent advances in remote sensing technology have demonstrated that soil
moisture can be measured by a variety of techniques. However, only microwave technology
has the ability to quantitatively measure soil moisture under a variety of topographic and
vegetation cover conditions, so potentially it could be extended to routine measurements
from a satellite system. A number of experiments using sensors mounted in trucks, aircraft,
and spacecraft have shown that the moisture within a thin layer of soil, on the order of 5 cm,
can be accurately measured for bare soil and thinly vegetated surfaces.
Soil Moisture Remote Sensing
There are two basic microwave approaches that are typically used to measure soil moisture.
One is passive (which is based on radiometry) and the other is active and uses radar. Both
approaches utilize the large contrast between the dielectric constant of dry soil and water. At
L-band, the dielectric constant can vary from about 3 for dry soil to about 20 for wet soil,
which can result in a change in emissivity for passive systems from about 0.95 to 0.6 or
lower and an increase in the radar backscatter approaching 10 dB. There are also major
differences between the two systems in spatial resolution, swath width, data rate, and power
requirements. However, almost without exception, the two systems are complementary; that
is, strengths in one are matched by weaknesses in the other, and vice versa. The advantages
of passive microwave systems include frequent coverage, low data rates, and (relative to
active microwave) simpler data processing. The disadvantages include poor resolution. In the
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caseof the active microwave systems, the advantages include high resolution, but this comes
at the expense of higher data rates and more complex processing.
Measurements show that the estimated soil moisture for L-band frequencies correlate best
with soil moistures in the top 5 cm of the soil. The sensitivity of active microwave sensors to
soil moisture was demonstrated with many ground, airborne, and even some spaceborne
experiments ( Ulaby and Batlivala, 1976; Ulaby, et al., 1978; Chang et al., 1980; Jackson et
al., 1981; Wang et al., 1986; Dobson and Ulaby, 1986; Lin et al., 1994a, b). Even though
these experiments have documented the sensitivity of the radar signal to soil moisture,
algorithms to invert radar measurements to infer soil moisture (Oh et al., 1992; Dubois et al.,
1994) must still be further evaluated over a broader range of conditions.
Difficulties in Soil Moisture Remote Sensing
A significant difficulty in remotely sensing soil moisture, either with active and passive
systems, is the effect of target characteristics other than the soil moisture; for example
surface roughness, vegetation, and topography. The two most important target properties are
surface roughness and those related to the vegetation canopy. Applying a backscattering
model, Lin et al., (1994) have studied the sensitivity of radar signals to various land surface
parameters; specifically for L-band (1.25 GHz) over a short grass canopy they found that the
most important parameter appears to be the surface roughness. In most natural settings, the
effect of roughness may be equal or greater than the effect of soil moisture on the radar
backscatter. Thus, the soil moisture problem becomes one of determining the roughness
effect independently so that a model can be inverted to yield a soil moisture estimate.
Surface Roughness Effects: Improved understanding of surface scattering processes is
needed to further our understanding of the role of surface roughness in soil moisture
estimation. Thus, theoretical surface backscattering models have been developed for this
purpose; namely, the small perturbation model (SPM), the physical optics model (POM) and
geometrical optics model (GOM). In a broad sense, the geometrical optics model is best
suited for very rough surface, the physical optics model is suitable for surfaces with
intermediate scales of roughness, and the small perturbation model is suitable for smooth
surfaces. In general, these models have not provided good predictive values in field-scale
observed soil moisture, and more research is needed into surface scattering models.
Examples of recent work are Fung et al. (1992) and Oh et al. (1992).
The approach adopted by Oh et al. (1992) is based on scattering behavior in limiting cases
and on experimental data. They have developed an empirical model in terms of the root
mean square (rms) roughness height, the wave number, and the relative dielectric constant.
By using this model with multipolarized radar data, the soil moisture content and the surface
roughness can be determined. The key to this approach is that the co-polarization ratios
(HH/VV) and cross-polarization ratios (HV/VV) which are given explicitly in terms of the
roughness and the soil dielectric constant. In more recent work (Dubois et al., 1995), an
algorithm was derived that uses L-band HH and VV radar cross sections only to estimate
surface roughness and soil moisture. In this case, the algorithm was tested with both airborne
and spaceborne SAR data and accuracies of 3-4% absolute was found for surfaces with
vegetation that has a normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) < 0.4. Thus, initial
results look promising when applied to bare soil and sparse vegetation. But, current SAR
satellite sensors (ERS-1/2 and RADARSAT) are both single-polarization instruments (C-VV
and C-HH, respectively), and even when used together cannot provide cross-polarization
ratios.
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VegetationEffects: Theeffectof vegetationis to attenuatethemicrowaveemissionfrom the
soil; it also addsto the total radiative flux with its own emission.The degreeto which
vegetationaffectsthedeterminationof soil moisturedependsuponthewavelength,the mass
andwatercontentof vegetation,andthevegetation'sstructuralcharacteristicsasit influences
its scatteringproperties. Thus,with radarthe effect of the vegetationcanopyaddsmore
complexity to theproblem. To infer soil moisture,one mustdeterminethe soil roughness
effectsand theeffectsof thevegetationcanopy,which is acomplexinferenceproblemand
may not be unique without high temporal resolution data in which only soil moisture is
changing. As with the roughnesscase,the effect of vegetationon the active microwave
sensingof soil moistureis greatlydependentupontheinstrumentincidenceangle,frequency,
and polarization. The vegetationcontains water along and has plant structure. Radar
backscatteris sensitiveto bothof thesecharacteristics(Lin et al., 1994a). Therefore,the
radarbackscatterfrom a vegetatedsurfacewill havethe integratedeffect of the vegetation
andunderlyingsoil.
Two generalapproacheshavebeenusedto modelthevolumescattering,the waveapproach
and the intensity (or radiative transfer)approach.Both approacheshave their constraints,
especially in dealing with complex vegetationstructures.Severalgroupsare involved in
researchin theareaof estimatingsoilmoisturefrom activemicrowavedatain thepresenceof
vegetation.Few resultshavebeenpresentedor published,however.Saatchiet al. (1994)
showedthat by usingC-bandandL-band data,the canopywater contentof grassesin the
Konza Prairie could be estimatedwith anaccuracyof about20%, while Lin et al. (1994)
reportedanaccuracyof about6%whenestimatingsoil moistureovergrasscoveredareasin
England.
Assuming that the effects of vegetationcould be accountedfor in the caseof active
microwavesensors,andgiventhe fact thatthebestresolutionthancouldbeexpectedfrom a
spacebornelow frequencyradiometeris on the order of tensof kilometers,it is clear that
SAR canplay an importantrole in providing remotely sensedsurfacesoil moisturemaps.
The optimum radar parametersbased on the demonstratedalgorithms would be a
polarimetricL-bandradarsystemwith aresolutionon theorderof 100m.Thereis evidence
that suggeststhat inferring soil moisture in vegetatedareaswould require somehigher
frequencySAR data,eitherC-bandor X-band. Continuedresearchis neededto helpresolve
theeffectivenessof radardatafor soil moistureunderdifferent vegetationtypesanddensities.
Oneapproachis usingmulti-temporaldatafrom a satelliteplatform,which mayprovide the
long term data setsnecessaryto isolate the fast-changingsoil moisture effects from the
slowly changing vegetation and roughnesseffects. Another promising approach is
combiningthe SAR radarmeasurementswith a distributedhydrologic modelsto infer soil
moisture(for exampleLin et al., 1994b).
Field Measurementsof Soil Moisture
When deciding the usefulnessof the remote sensinginstrumentsand the inferred soil
moisture estimates,one has to take into accountthe natural spatial variability of soil
moisture.Thus,whenestimatingtheaccuracyof a technique,estimatedandin situmeasured
valuesaretypically compared.In thisway, arealaveragesfrom theremotelysenseddataare
comparedto point measurements,andthenaturalvariationin themeasuredquantitybecomes
avery importantfactorin judging theperformanceof agiventechnique.
In mostcountries,therearea numberof in-situ soil moisturemeasurementstakenin support
of operationalactivitiesrelatedto agriculture.Two examplesof suchmeasurementsprograms
are the Illinois State(U.S.) Soil Moisture Program,an 18-sitemeasurementnetwork in
operationsince 1981;andthe long term soil moisturemeasurementsin the former Soviet
Unionandreportedby Vinnikov andYeserkepova(1991).Typically thesemeasurementsare
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takenusinga neutronprobe,Time DomainReflectivity (TD) instrument,or throughlabor-
intensivetechniquessuchasgravimetricmeasurements.Also, typically thesearemadeona
three-day,weekly, or longer basisand in somecases(for agricultural experiments)only
duringthegrowingseason.ForexamplethecurrentIllinois networkmakesbiweeklysamples
during the growing seasonand monthly samplesat other times; the data reported by
Vinnikov andYeserkepova(1991)weresampledat amonthlytimeinterval.
Thein-situ measurementsgenerallyprovidegooddefinition with depth,usually.consistingof
measurementsevery5 or 10cm throughoutthe root zoneto depthsof one to two meters.
Thus, the profile is well definedbut thereis usuallynot an extensivespatialsamplingto
detectsoil moisturegradientsin thehorizontalplane.A numberof investigatorshavelooked
into the spatialvariability of soil properties. Rogowski(1972) found that over a rangeof
soilsthat thecoefficientof variationin thedistributionof watercontentat 15barswasin the
rangeof 15to 35%;andfor experimentalhydraulicconductivitywas5 to 68%.Hawleyet al.,(1982)investigatedtheeffectof samplevolumeonestimatedsoil moisturecontent.Using a
2m squareplot and 10 samples,the estimatedCV was in the rangeof 5% for the three
different soil moisture conditions investigated; implying a CV of 15-20% for a single
sample,which is consistentwith the othersimilar studies.In addition,they concludedthat
samplesgreaterthan200g(50cc)areneededfor accurateestimates.
Field scalevariability (16 ha, > 40 acres)wasevaluatedby Bell et al., (1980)using data
collectedin 57 fields in Arizona,Kansas,andSouthDakota.Thenominalstandarddeviation
of all thedataanalyzedwasbetween2 and3%,soil moisture.For remotesensingstudies,this
meansthatperfectcorrelationsto groundobservationsareunlikely andthatthe inherenterror
dueto field-scalevariability is of thesameorderof magnitudeasthedemonstratedaccuracies
of the inversionresultsfor bothactiveandpassivemicrowaveinstruments.
While therearedirectusesfor thesurfacesoil moistures,amuchwiderrangeof researchand
applicationswouldbenefit from anestimateof the profile soil moisture.Although there is
still muchwork to bedonein this area,somebasicconceptshavebeenproven.Kostovand
Jackson(Kostov, 1993)haveidentifiedfour generalapproaches:statistical,knowledge-based
(a priori information), radiometric inversion, and soil water modeling. Regional profile
mappingusing a straightforwardregressionapproachwasdemonstratedin Jacksonet al.,
(1987). Knowledge-basedapproacheshave beenusedextensivelyby Reutov and Shutko
(1986and 1990)andalsoby Jackson(1980).Recentresearchhasfocusedon acombination
of the inversionandmodelingapproaches(Entekhabiet al., 1994).Eachof theseapproaches
needsto beconsideredin thedevelopmentof largescalemappingprogramsbecauseanyone
in particularmaynotbecompatibledueto limitationscausedby ancillarydatarequirements
or thetemporalandspatialsampling.
RadarObservationsfor SoilMoisture
SAR satellitesoffer perhapsthe best opportunity to measuresoil moisture routinely at
regionalscales.Currently,theERS-1C-band(VV) andJERS-1L-bandSARsareoperating,
andtheCanadianRADARSAT, alsoC-band(HH), will be launchedin mid-1995. Although
it is believedthat anL-band polarimetric systemwould be optimal for soil moisture, the
preliminaryresultsfrom the ERS-1demonstrateits capability asa soil moistureinstrument
underidealconditions:baresoil, nearsaturation,constantroughness.Themaindrawbackto
the SAR systemsis the lack of existing algorithms for the routine determinationof soil
moisture. However, through airborne and SIR-C remote sensing experiments, field
observationsare accumulatingfor a diverseset of sites. It is hoped that thesedata are
sufficient for developingsuitablealgorithms. It is critical that thesediversedatasetsbe
broughttogetherin a SARsoil moisturedatabase.
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Experimentaldatasetscanbegroupedinto threeclasses,of which only one is discussed in
this report. These classes are: (i) In-situ operational soil moisture data sets, taken by water
resources and agricultural agencies for a variety of reasons. Even though these data sets are
important for hydrological research, the lack of simultaneous remote sensing data make these
soil moisture measurements of limited value for the development of soil moisture remote
sensing algorithms. (ii) Remote sensing experiments with passive microwave sensors.
Examples of these include HAPEX-MOBILHY (Hydrologic Atmospheric Pilot Experiment
and Modelisation du Bilan Hydrique) program in southern France in 1985; HAPEX-SAHEL
in Niger (West Africa) in 1992; and the First ISLSCP Field Experiment (FIFE) in Kansas in
1987. (iii) Remote sensing experiments with SAR and in some cases passive microwave
sensors. These experiments include:
Mac-Hydro-90 in the Mahantango catchment (central Pennsylvania) in 1990 which was a
multi-sensor campaign (using the DC-8 with the three frequency polarimetric Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) ,and the C-130 carrying the PBMR L-band radiometer and the NS001
thematic mapper simulator.
Washita-92, conducted over the Little Washita catchment in Oklahoma in 1992, was another
multi-sensor campaign (using the DC-8 with the three frequency polarimetric Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR), and the C-130 carrying the NS001 thematic mapper simulator, the
Thermal Imaging Mapper, the Electronically Steered Thinned Array Radiometer (ESTAR), a
37-GHz radiometer, and a USDA laser profiler.)
Mac-Europe-91, a multi-aircraft campaign DC-8 and EU-2 for remote sensing in Europe
during 1991. Soil moisture data were collected at a number of sites including Slapton Wood,
Devon, England; Montespertoli, Tuscony, Italy; EFEDA experiment in Spain.
Shuttle Imaging Radar, SIR-C, flights in April and October 1994. There were a number of
sites for which radar data were collected for soil moisture studies. These sites included the
Little Washita (OK, USA), Mahantango catchment (PA, USA), Alcona (Manitoba, Canada),
Zwalm catchment (Belgium), and Montespertoli (Italy).
It is critical that these data be made available to provide algorithm developers a broader range
of soil moisture data.
CURRENT AND PLANNED SAR ASSETS AND THEIR USE
Several methods for mapping melting snow-covered regions have been developed and tested
using AIRSAR and ERS-1 imagery. Mapping wet snow and glaciers in remote alpine regions
using a conventional single-pass, single-polarization SAR imagery requires an accurate
Digital Elevation Model (DEM), but analysis of time-series ERS-1 data sets showed
significant improvement in mapping accuracy and corresponding decrease in the need for a
DEM. However, the capability of a single-polarization SAR to study alpine snow is limited
to map wet snow cover only. Furthermore, multi-frequency, multi-polarization SAR can
effectively map the extent of wet-snow regions without requiring any topographic
information. Numerical simulations show that a similar technique could map dry snow cover;
verification is ongoing. Thus, a multi-frequency, polarized SAR provides snow mapping
capability from small to large scales. SIR-C/X-SAR also can map firn regions, which
indicates the regions of annual snow accumulation or of glacier growth. This capability
provides an important tool for mass-balance studies of glaciers.
The most fundamental snow cover property, in terms of water supply forecasting, is the
snow-water equivalence: the total amount of water the snow would yield at a point if it
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melted.This variable hasbeentraditionally measuredat severalhundred snow courses
throughoutthe mountainousregionsof the westernU.S. How to extrapolatethesewidely
dispersedmeasurementsremainsafundamentalproblemin estimatingthetotal watervolume
in themountains.Numericalsimulationswith multi-frequency,dual-polarizationSAR have
shownit canmonitorthespatialandtemporaldistributionsof snow-waterequivalence.Data
analysiswith SIR-C/X-SAR is ongoing. With accurateestimatesof snow-coveredarea,
detectionof melting snow,andthe measurementof the spatialdistribution of snowwater
equivalence,we will betterunderstandthemost fundamentalproblemsin snowhydrology:
thespatialandtemporaldistributionsof snowpropertiesin alpineregions.
To derive the maximumbenefit in termsof researchor applicationout of remotely sensed
soil moisture,the remotesensingdatamust be integratedinto a geographicinformation
system and analyzedtaking into account the soil properties and land characteristics.
Therefore,therequiredresolutionof theremotelysensedsoil moisturedatais relatedto the
intendedusageandtheancillarydatabasesavailablefor interpretation. It makeslittle sense
to collectdatagloballyat aresolutionmuchhigherthanthatof theancillarydata. It therefore
appearsthat basedon the rangeof projectedapplicationsandthe availableancillary data
basesthat a spatial resolution on the order of 100 m to 200 m may be advantageousfor
processingandinterpretation.It is truethatthedetailofferedin higherresolutionSAR data
is interesting,however,it doesnot seemto be really neededexceptfor mappingandother
lesstime critical analyses.
Thetiming andfrequencyof observationarevery importantin the valuationof the remote
sensingdatafor applicationandanalysis.Surfacesoil moistureis diurnalin nature,generally
decreasingduring thedayandrising slightly at night (in theabsenceof precipitation). The
time of theobservationwill mostcertainlybeconsideredin its use. Certaintimesof theday
mayoffer certainadvantages.For instance,to extrapolatea surfaceobservationto theprofile
usinga physicallybasedapproach,Jackson(1980)hasshownthat apredawnobservationis
advantageous.In fact, late afternoonobservationsof surfacesoil moistureusing shorter
wavelengthsmayprovidelittle to no information. An improvementin thissingleobservation
could bemadeby utilizing diurnal changes,ana.m.anda p.m. observation.For baresoils
this could provide a goodestimateof the total surfaceflux during the day. Frequencyof
coverage is a much more difficult subject. Of course, this too is dependenton the
application. It seemsthatdaily coveragewouldbeof greatestvaluefor all regions. Thereis
a significant sacrifice in increasingthis, however, the next plateauwould be threedays.
Observationsatlower frequenciesmightonly beof selectedvalue.
Given this samplingrequirementandthe previousexperimentalresults,it is clear that the
currentlyplannedinternationalSARscanprovidelittle beyondchangedetectionfor changing
moistureconditionsandmappingof wetalpinesnowcoveronly.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Therecentresultsindicatingthatsoil moistureandsnowwaterequivalencecould indeedbe
measuredaccuratelywith spacebornemultiparameterSARsbring the remotesensingone
stepcloserto providing someimportantvariablesto helpunderstandandroutinely monitor
the hydrologic cycle. However, even though the status of SAR for measuring these
quantitiesis very promising,it is recognizedthat therearea numberof logical stepsto be
takenin order for the general scientific and public communities to benefit from this research.
Given the previous experimental results, and the recent algorithms derived to infer soil
moisture and snow water equivalence, it is clear that single frequency SARs can provide little
beyond change detection for changing moisture conditions. It is highly doubtful whether
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eventhemagnitudeof thechangein thesoil moisturecouldbequantifiedfrom thesetypesof
single parameterSAR measurementswithout a significant numberof risky assumptions.
Therefore,the logical conclusionis thatthe ultimategoalshouldcertainlybeanoperational
spacebornemultiparameterSAR for routine soil moisture and snow water equivalence
mapping.Recognizingthatthis is not likely to happensoon,we thereforeurgethecontinued
supportof the NASA multiparameterairborneSAR programasa vehicle to continue the
developmentand validation of soil moisture, snowwetness,and snow waterequivalence
algorithms in the short term with the long term goal the definition and launch of an
operationalSAR to monitor theseimportant variablesof the hydrologiccycle. Below we
outlinea few stepsweconsidernecessaryto achievethisgoal:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Combine all data collected during AIRSAR and SIR-C/X-SAR campaigns and analyze
their ability to determine soil moisture empirically (sigma 0 vs. measured soil moisture)
and using all available algorithms. Develop statistics to define how large the errors are,
what type of errors, and what conditions the analysis or algorithms work or do not work
well. Using both US and foreign campaigns should provide data from more than
twenty sites and numerous conditions.
Continue a vigorous research program to extend current algorithms to infer soil
moisture from vegetated surfaces and to refine the snow water equivalence algorithms.
The emphasis should be on well coordinated campaigns involving both active and
passive microwave instruments over a variety of different terrain types.
Examine the relationship between surface measurements and profile measurements of
soil moisture to evaluate the severity of the problem, if it exists. Data exist to address
the following question: How well can the profile moisture be modeled if the surface 5
cm of soil moisture can be measured every 3 days at a precision of +4% by volume?
What are the performances of various models including simple regressTon models?
Encourage land process modelers (mesoscale, GCM and runoff) to attempt to use
measured soil moisture and snow water equivalence from SIR-C/X and AIRSAR
campaigns in their modeling.
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Figure 3-2. Radar estimated soil moisture versus measured soil moisture for the different active microwave data
sets where both radar data and in-situ soil moisture measurements were available. The overall RMS error is 3.5%
(from Dubois et al., 1995).
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4---Marine Science and Applications
INTRODUCTION
Synthetic aperture radar images of the ocean surface very often reveal a remarkable range of
signatures inscribed on the uppermost layers of the sea. These telltale variations in surface
roughness can be interpreted in terms of geophysical and geochemical processes occurring on
or near the surface of the sea. When used collectively with (a) adequate theories of radar
surface scattering, and (b) an understanding of the underlying hydrospheric, atmospheric or
cryospheric dynamics, these images offer unparalleled and indeed otherwise unattainable
quantitative data on the marine environment, data that are relevant to important questions in
Earth science and marine operations.
This chapter presents a summary of scientific achievements in ocean and ice research, and
lays out the potential for further advances based on research to date. It develops a rationale
for a vigorous, continuing program that is firmly grounded in past achievements and in new,
interesting, and relevant developments in SAR technology, hydrodynamics and scattering
theory. The chapter develops the scientific basis for an ongoing NASA SAR program during
the next decade, and sets forth a prioritized sequence of space flights with advanced
instruments, along with a program of supporting research utilizing data from space-based and
aircraft-based SARs. The program keeps governmental agency requirements for space-based
data firmly in view.
BACKGROUND
Synthetic aperture radar was first flown on Seasat; launched in 1978, it carried among other
sensors an L-band SAR that yielded stunning day/night, all-weather views of the Earth, its
oceans and its ice cover. This mission set into motion a number of follow-on spaceflight
programs by the former USSR, the European Space Agency, Japan, and Canada, as well as
secondary efforts in airborne SAR by several other nations; in addition, the US has flown
short, widely spaced flights of Shuttle Imaging Radars A, B, and C in addition to airborne
systems.
These data have resulted in a series of quantitative scientific findings and theoretical
advances in upper-ocean and lower atmosphere dynamics and in polar ice studies. Many
papers have been published in the scientific and engineering literature, references to the most
seminal of which are cited here as examples of the progress. New findings that derive from
the ongoing space-based SARs continue to be reported, especially from ERS-1, which
provides unparalleled global, continuing data coverage.
The strong view of the scientific community working on these problems is that current
single-channel, space-based SARs are yielding only a fraction of the information available
from more advanced multifrequency, multipolarization, and multi-aperture configurations.
Fascinating glimpses of this have been provided by the SIR-C/X SAR, as well as from
aircraft instruments, especially the AIRSAR on the NASA DC-8. An example of prime
importance is the potential for measuring ocean surface current velocities on scales ranging
from estuarine/coastal to the ocean basins, using the along-track interferometric mode of
SAR - the ATISAR. Such a capability would represent a revolutionary advance in the under-
standing of ocean dynamics, and would provide the missing dimension to large-scale currents
derived from radar altimeter measurements.
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If properlyenhancedcapabilitiescanbe realizedin aspaced-basedconfiguration,thedataon
wind stress,current velocities, mesoscalecurrent distributions, sea-icethickness,air-sea
interchange,andsimilar phenomenaenteringinto thecoupledocean/atmosphere/icesystem
will beextremelyvaluablein meetingobjectivesof Missionto PlanetEarth. Thedatamust
beblendedwith otherspaceandsurface-derivedinformationandassimilatedinto numerical
modelsor usedto understandphysical and chemicalprocessesthat canbe parametrically
incorporatedintosuchmodels.
ScientificObjectives
A nationalSAR programfor oceansandice canbe formulatedconsideringtheconcernsof
present-dayoceanand atmosphericscience,the historyof pastachievementsin SAR ocean
observations,thestateof developmentof oceanbackscatterandhydrodynamictheory,and
therecentinstrumentadvancesin SARengineering.Theprimeobjectiveof a SARprogram
for the ocean is the determination of surfacecurrents for information on mesoscale
phenomenaas related to climate modeling, surfactantdispersal and transport, coastal
dynamics,marinebiology,andlateralfluxesat the icemargin. As will bediscussedbelow,
thiscapabilityof surface-currentdeterminationis still thesubjectof intensedevelopmentand
experimentation. Secondaryobjectivesfor SAR applications include improved surface
fluxesof ice-coveredseas,determinationof fine-scalewind fields (especiallyin thecoastal
regime), surveillanceof surfacefilms and slicks, and monitoring of surfaceand internal
gravity waves. In the operational community, SAR data over the coastal ocean are
additionally seenas a crucially neededtool in three generalareas:regulatory functions(compliancemonitoringandenforcement);warningof potentialthreatsto life, environmental
quality, property and commercialoperations;and post-eventmeasurementof impact and
responses. The primary applicationsinclude searchand rescue,fisheries management,
monitoringof coastlineandbathymetrychanges,andship detectionandrouting.In mostof
theseareasof scienceandoperations,further developmentis called for prior to the routine
generationof dataproducts.
ObservationalResults
In somesenses,thefractal-like surfaceof theseaandits overlying coverof ice aresimple,
especiallyin termsof topography,composition,andtexture. Becauseof this, it hasbeen
possibleto arrive at a reasonableunderstandingof severalimportant oceanicprocesses,
notably internal wave dynamics,surfactantproperties,and wave spectra,by using SAR
imagery in conjunction with in-situ dataand theoreticalhydrodynamics. In many cases,
considerablesuccesshasbeenachieved;in others,provocativebut incompleteresultshave
beenobtained;morework is clearlycalledfor.
Beyond the microphysical level, however,SAR hasmadesignificant contributionsto the
disciplinesof open-seaandcoastaloceanography,marineboundarylayer meteorology,and
sea_cedynamics. The morphology of the patterns, together with an understandingof
backscattervariations, allow one to deduceinformation on a wide rangeof oceanicand
cryosphericphenomena. For example,extremely valuable data have beenobtained on
surfaceand internal waves, fronts, eddies,variations in bottom topography/bathymetry,
upwellings,small-scaleandmesoscalecurrents,rainfall variations,surfacewind speedand
stress,atmosphericconvection,seaicemotions,marginalice-zoneprocesses,ice age,leads,
polynyas,vesselwakes,surfactant/oildistributions,andavarietyof otherprocessesthatgive
rise to subtle variations in surfaceroughnessdetectableby SAR. There areconsequent
polarization,frequency,andincidenceanglesensitivitiesthatmustbeconsideredin assessing
thespecificoceanographicvalueof SARdata.
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TheoreticalDevelopments
Theoretical approaches to SAR interpretation use quantitative analysis from
electromagnetics,liquid-statephysics,hydrodynamics,scatteringfrom randommedia,and
signalprocessingto interprettheimageryastwo-dimensionalfield measurements,notsimply
aspatternson the surfaceof theseaor the ice. A few examplesof theoreticaldevelopments
will illustrate the advanceof oceanographicSAR technologybeyondsimple geographical
imageanalysis.The transmittedradarsignal is characterizedby its amplitude,frequency,
phase,polarization,andincidenceangle,andthereceivedsignalwill containinformationon
the properties of the scattering target that are sensitive to those quantities and their
modulations or variations. Initially, through the stimulus of surface wave imaging,
polarimetric radarscatteringtheoryadvancedsignificantly; early views were that specular-
point scattergovernsat small incidenceangles,while Bragg scatteris the mechanismof
scatterat larger angles. Now more complete(but yet not adequate)theories suggesta
mixtureof bothprocessesoccurs. Suchstudies,togetherwith observationalresults,suggest
that SARcanobservechangesin theoceanwavespectrumat theBraggwavelengthassmall
as a few percent. SAR imaging theory has thus helped to clarify the virtues and
shortcomingsof SAR asa surfacewave spectrumanalyzer. Detailed studieshave been
performed of the SAR Doppler spectrum of waves and the potential of along-track
interferometryfor measuringsurfacecurrents. In surfacehydrodynamics,the influencesof
currentsandtheir gradientson the surfacewaveshavebeenadvanced,ashavetheoriesfor
surfacewave/waveinteractionsand surfacewave/internalwave interactions. Models of
nonlinearsolitondynamicshavebeenappliedto internalsolitarywavesin theseawith good
agreementobtainedbetweentheoryanddatafrom SAR imagesandin-situ observations.In
ice studies, the application of ice dynamics, rheological theory, and models of
multicomponentdielectricsto icedetectionandmotion haveaidedtheunderstandingof sea
ice.
ROLEOFSAR
From the previousdiscussions,it is clearthat SAR hassignificant capability for observing
oceanprocesses.We will indicatethetypesof observationsthatcanbemadeby dividing the
discussionalongthe linesof: OpenOcean,CoastalOceanandMarine Operations,Marine
Boundary Layer Meteorology, and Polar Oceans, together with added comments on
Applications.Examplesof SAR imageryandanalysisarepresentedto illustrateresults;these
imagesare only representativeand are not necessarilymajor developmentsin and by
themselves.Theprioritiesof theNASA Missionto PlanetEarthareimplicitly assumedhere,
for which issuesof Global and RegionalChangeare paramount. Many of these relate
directlyto climatechange,sincetheoceanis amajorcomponentof theclimateengine.
Open
(1)
Ocean
Surface Waves. The open ocean process that has been best studied by SAR are long
surface waves, their spatial spectra, and their refraction patterns (Pierson, 1965). The
SAR image fidelity depends on the altitude and velocity of the platform. A low-altitude
spacecraft (300 km or less) such as SIR-C/X-SAR allows direct computation of wave
spectra, including those traveling in the direction of spacecraft velocity (Beal et al.,
1983; 1986). At altitudes of typical polar-orbiters (such as ERS-1), sophisticated
corrections are needed. Wave observations in the Southern Oceans from SIR-C/X-SAR
are shown in Figure 4-1, along with a comparison of their speed and direction obtained
from (a) an on-board processor/spectrum analyzer, and (b) the US Navy's Wave
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(2)
Analysis Model (WAM) (Monaldo and Beal, 1994). Satisfactory agreement is obtained
in most cases, and the remaining differences are likely more due to forecast error than
to SAR errors. Long-term observations of ocean wave spectra could allow studies of
exchange of momentum between atmosphere and ocean, especially during storm
conditions. In addition, wave refraction by large-scale current systems such as the Gulf
Stream is readily observed in high-resolution images, and provides estimates of the
current speed under some conditions. In the future, a dedicated, low-drag, low-flying
SAR could be implemented that would yield valuable operational information on long-
wave spectra to forecasting agencies. Such a system is a candidate for a small
spacecraft (MacArthur, 1987).
Mesoscale Currents, At the scale of the internal Rossby radius of deformation, 10-40
km, the ocean mesoscale, important interactions between the planetary boundary layer,
the ocean mixed layer and quasi-geostrophic oceanic dynamics occur. These
interactions control meridional fluxes of heat, global circulation, internal variations in
ocean-atmosphere, and other critical processes. The boundaries of oceanic mesoscale
systems are imaged by SAR as discontinuities at the current boundaries and as streak
lines within the current system. When used in conjunction with infrared imagers such
as AVHRR, a synergism is realized that increases the mapping capabilities of both
sensors. Mesoscale features include western and eastern boundary currents, rings,
eddies, fronts, equatorial waves, upwellings, and similar features. These fluctuations,
e.g., Gulf Stream rings, transport large amounts of heat and momentum, and as such are
important processes in the general circulation of the ocean. They are also key links of
biological ocean processes (Schumacher et al, 1991). Figure 4-2 shows multifrequency
AIRSAR images of the California Current, a typical mesoscale boundary current along
the eastern edge of the Pacific Ocean. The three images were made at P, L, and C-
bands and show significantly different information. As in other applications, the SARs
all-weather capability is a major asset in observing regions of the sea covered by
persistent clouds or fog, as is often the case in this region of California. The
deployment of an along-track interferometric SAR would make possible line-of-sight
surface current velocities which will be exceedingly valuable in understanding these
phenomena. Such measurements strongly complement and augment the radar
altimeter's measurements (e.g., TOPEX/POSEIDON) of time-varying geostrophic
currents by providing a quantitative determination of the surface current, not just the
geostrophic portion; these current measurements would also resolve small-scale
processes as they would operate at much higher resolution than the altimeter. An
example is shown on the left of Figure 4-3, which illustrates two SAR current-velocity
maps of the Gulf Stream made from the NASA AIRSAR operating in its along-track
interferometric mode, taken during the recent ONR High-Res Experiment (Thompson
et al., 1994) and color coded as to east (upper) and north (lower) components of
velocity. Superimposed on these are red current vectors determined by a Doppler hf
radar system on shore. A comparison of the current-velocities measured by the well-
established Doppler hf system and the SAR velocities (scatter diagrams on the right
side of Figure 4-3), argues that the SAR is measuring open-ocean surface currents with
good fidelity, although problems remain with establishing the zeroes of Doppler shift
(Thompson and Jensen, 1993). In the deep sea, much spatial and temporal averaging is
possible, which would enhance the accuracy of the data. Assuming that open-ocean
surface current velocities can ultimately be determined satisfactorily from space-based
SAR, the combination of SAR and IR imagers, radar altimeters, and in-situ
observations beneath the surface will allow the oceanic component of fluxes of heat and
momentum and their variations to be well determined. Such measurements would
contribute strongly to the objectives of Mission to Planet Earth.
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(3) SurfaceWind Speed/Stress.The SARis actuallyan imagingscatterometer,andone
that is radiometrically calibrated can be used to determine scalar wind speed via
absolute backscatter measurements. However, such measurements are contaminated by
surfactants, upwellings, etc., (as are wind-scatterometer measurements) so that ancillary
information is required. Surface wind stress, waves, and surface currents are related, but
in a complicated, nonlocal fashion. Low resolution and wide swath observations,
similar to those for currents in the open ocean, are required for the winds, with the
required resolutions being finer than the scales of frontal systems and storm gradients at
sea. These would complement the coarse-scale winds (10-50 km) obtained from wind
scatterometers.
(4) Open-Ocean Internal Waves. Large solitary waves are generated by flows over
topographic features, generally but not exclusively near shore, and are known to
propagate for hundreds of kilometers in the open ocean. They contribute unknown
amounts to the global internal wave spectrum. High-resolution SAR images of such
waves in the deep sea have been obtained, but are rare, and more data are needed for
survey purposes (Rufenach et al., 1985). If the ATISAR is implemented in a high-
resolution mode, the surface currents can be used in a model to obtain the underwater
amplitude and current fields. In addition, deep bathymetric features such as mid-ocean
ridges and seamounts are suspected to be sources of open-ocean signatures, including
internal waves. Russian work suggests that topography as deep as 5000 m may have
surface expression through formation of a "Taylor-cone;" similar features are
speculated to occur in convective regions of the ocean (Carsey and Garwood, 1993)
Coastal Oceans and Marine Operations
Although coastal oceans and estuaries comprise about 10% of the Earth's surface, they
produce about 25% of global biomass production. In the coming decades, the effects of
global change and human activities will be especially pronounced in the coastal zone "where
measurements are difficult to make and processes difficult to model because of the many
more factors that influence the system, compared to the open ocean." (OSB, 1992, p.107),
and cross-shelf exchange processes are poorly understood. Here the spatial scales vary from
tens of meters to kilometers and temporal scales from tens of minutes to a few days (Liu et
al., 1994a). Surface forcing by winds and waves drive vertical mixing throughout much of
the water column, depending on season and geography, and ice can play a unique role (Liu et
al., 1994b). High-resolution surface current and wind speed observations from the ATISAR
would be especially valuable here; in a recent review (Flemming, 1995) operational users
listed surface currents and sea surface temperature fields to be the two most valuable ocean
data products of those discussed for development. Figures 4-4 (a) and 4-4 (b) respectively
show a Seasat L-band SAR scene taken southeast of Nantucket, Mass., in July 1978, and a
Skylab Ektachrome photograph of the same region taken several years earlier; both of these
display many signatures of features that typify those in coastal oceans; the image will be used
as an example for this discussion.
(1) Underwater Topography. The medium and fine-scale bathymetry of the region is
mirrored in surface roughness variations caused by tidal flow and associated wave
spectral changes over shallow areas. A comparison of the lighter patterns from bottom-
reflected light in the photograph with the roughness variations in the SAR image
demonstrates that underwater shoals having depths from perhaps 5 to 50 m are imaged
with SAR via surface roughness and radar backscatter variations. There is a successful
quantitative theory for this process that uses a Boltzmann-like equation to describe the
changes to the surface wave spectrum that lead to the signatures.
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(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(2)
(3)
Upwelling and Air-Sea Interaction. The pumping up of colder subsurface water to
the surface shows up in this image as a smoother (lower backscatter) area east of
Nantucket, the "Nantucket Upwelling," well known to local fishermen and sailors.
Reduced sensible and latent fluxes over the colder water because of lowered air-sea
temperature differences is accompanied by reduced atmospheric turbulence levels, and
thus less roughness in the regions of the cooler ocean contacting the atmosphere. In VV
polarization, such a pattern would appear similar to this HH-image under stable air/sea
conditions; however, under unstable conditions, the polarizations wofild differ
significantly, thereby identifying areas of strong evaporation.
Internal Waves. To the east of Nantucket is a region of quasiperiodic oscillations that
are surface signatures of internal waves, or propagating underwater motions supported
by density gradients. They are generated by tidal flow over Georges Bank to the east
through complex nonlinear processes. Such a phenomenon is better illustrated by
Figure 4-5, which is an ERS-1 C-band/VV SAR image of the ocean near the Hudson
Canyon southeast of New York; the bathymetric contours are shown in red. The
packets of quasiperiodic oscillations are internal solitary waves, or solitons, generated
by tidal flow near the edge of the continental shelf break (the region of highest gradient
of bathymetry). Each semidiurnal tidal cycle (approximately 12 h) during the spring,
summer, and fall, the tidal currents flowing offshore produce a depression of the upper
layers of the sea that quickly develop into nonlinear oscillations. As these solitons
propagate, the larger waves travel faster than the smaller ones, and there is a sorting of
the waves by amplitude and hence wavelength. Figure 4-5 presents a history of seven
packets generated by the previous 3 days of tidal action. The lifetimes of the solitons
are of order 1 to 2 days. When they break inshore, they resuspend bottom sediments,
thus adding nutrients to the water column, greatly enhancing biological productivity,
and altering the optical opacity of the water column significantly.
Soloy. This Russian word describes combined upwelling and mixing caused by flow
against a topographic feature. Figure 4-6 (a) is an S-band/HH image from the Russian
spacecraft Almaz-1, made on July 5, 1991 off the west coast of Ireland. The soloy is
occurring at an indentation in the continental shelf and is the source of internal waves
seen at the upper left. Figure 4-6 (b) is a simultaneous NASA/AIRSAR image at P, L,
and C-bands/VV, taken along the swath shown in Figure 4-6 (a); the lowest frame is a
color-composite of the three frequencies.
Coastal Wave Refraction. Surface waves in water of approximately one-half their
wavelength feel the effects of the bottom and undergo refraction, focusing/
amplification, and defocusing/diminution. For example, in the New York Bight, storm
waves arriving from the east impact the shorelines of New Jersey and Long Island quite
differently. The wave refraction patterns must be observed during the storm in order to
understand the effects correctly, and this only can be provided by SAR on aircraft or
spacecraft.
Shoreline Changes. Storm damage to coastlines and loss of land due to sea level rise
are significant issues in a milieu of global change. The SARs ability to image through
clouds and storms makes it a valuable instrument for observations during storms
(Zhang et al., 1994).
Coastal Watch. Repeated SAR observations on the scale of Figures 4-4 a and 4-5 will
allow monitoring of coastal and estuarine waters for a variety of information.
Essentially any process leading to a change in radar backscatter of a few percent can be
observed under normal wind conditions. Here multiparameter SARs may be of even
more importance for detecting subtle changes in the coastal environment.
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(8) Surfactant Monitoring. Detection of natural and man-made slicks on the sea is crucial
to the protection of the environment and the enforcement of regulations. In order to
demonstrate the signatures of various types of oils and other surfactants such as oleic
acids, a controlled release of oils and surfactants in the North Sea was made recently by
German scientists and imaged by SIR-C/X; the slicks are readily detectable and appear
as regions of variously reduced backscatter (Wahl et al., 1993; True et al., 1994;
Wismann et al., 1993).
(9) Monitoring of Shipping and Search and Rescue. Ships and ship wakes are often
detectable in SAR images (Griffin et al, 1992; Fu and Holt, 1992), and the line-of-sight
velocity of the vessels can be estimated from their Doppler shifts. Wakes include both
the invariant 39 ° Kelvin wake, and in stratified water, occasionally an internal wave
wake. Figure 4-7 is a summertime ERS-1 image of a large vessel in the Skagaarak off
Sweden, and shows a long, asymmetrical internal wave wake. Monitoring of vessels in
the US Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) via hard echoes and wake detection is a
possibility, although 100% detection probability is not assured. Similarly, support of
search-and-rescue operations is feasible via SAR or real-aperture radar (RAR) on
aircraft.
(10) Fisheries Support. Wind-driven offshore transport and turbulent mixing have
important effects on the larval survival and subsequent recruitment of many fish species
(Bakun and Parish, 1982). Space-based SAR can locate current boundaries, fronts
(Grabak et al., 1994), convergence zones, eddies, and ice fields, all of which influence
commercially-important fish populations (Bums et al., 1981).
The addition of a current-measuring mode to a future SAR system would enlarge the suite of
environmental data significantly and greatly enhance the information available for change
management and regulatory enforcement as well as an increased value to science. Prediction
of coastal currents via numerical models that are tuned and initialized by current
measurements of all types (especially including SAR) is a capability that is highly desirable.
Obtaining a two-dimensional realization of surface current velocities would add greatly to the
efficacy of marine forecasts, fish stock assessment (Fiedler et al., 1984), vessel drift, search-
and-rescue, and similar items requiring a knowledge of surface drifts.
Information from the combination of an advanced SAR, an ocean color scanner, and a
thermal-infrared scanner will be of much relevance to science and applications in coastal
waters. There, spatial scales vary from tens of meters to tens of kilometers, and, in shallow
depths, the surface signatures visible in imaging devices are connected more closely with
subsurface conditions than is the case in the deep ocean. Thus the SAR for coastal
oceanography needs high resolution (25 m) and a narrower swath (100 km) than its open-
ocean equivalent. It also needs more frequent revisit times. These requirements argue for a
US receiving station in the contiguous 48 states having real-time processing and analysis
capabilities for the present-day SAR systems.
Marine Boundary Layer Meteorology
In both the open and coastal oceans, various atmospheric signatures, usually due to wind
stress and its gradients, are seen with varying sensitivities. It should be cautioned that these
investigations are recent and are not yet fully established capabilities. The realization that
SAR shows atmospheric effects is only now being appreciated and still ill-understood. The
subject is an important area of investigation in the SAR program proposed ahead.
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Surface Wind Stress. One prospect is the quantitative measurement of surface wind
stress by the SAR (see Gerling, 1986; Shuchman et al., 1994; Wackerman et al., 1994),
where backscatter observations may be interpreted as with a wind scatterometer. The
development of a scatterometric SAR is in its infancy but the promise clearly exists.
An example of such effects is shown in Figure 4-8 (Alpers, pri. comm., 1994), which is
an ERS- 1 C-band image of the Straits of Messina between Italy and Sicily made late at
night. One observes katabatic or drainage winds flowing down mountain valleys and
out to the sea. Also visible are long, periodic signatures paralleling the coast that are
thought to be eddies, internal waves, and atmospheric roll vortices of some type. These
atmospheric processes are being imaged via differential roughness at the short Bragg
wavelengths of the ocean surface wave spectrum. A number of similar atmospheric
processes have been investigated in SAR data (Vachon, 1994; Pri. Comm., W. Alpers
and G. Stilke paper submitted to J. Geophys. Res., "Observation of an undular bore in
the marine atmosphere by the synthetic aperture radar aboard the ERS-1 satellite.")
Atmospheric Convection. In real aperture radar (RAR) imagery taken at Ku/VV (15
GHz) frequencies, atmospheric convective cells are made manifest via the variations of
surface wind stress that they cause at the surface. Figure 4-9 shows simultaneous HH
(Panels 1 and 3) and VV (Panels 2 and 4) RAR images from the Russian Toros aircraft
radar; vertically polarized images show atmospheric stress variations due to the
convective cells, while horizontally polarized images show internal wave strain rates.
Larger incidence angles favor the imaging of such features. The differences between
such dual polarized images allow one to identify regions of atmospheric convection
over the ocean. It may even be possible, using data from multiparameter SARs, to
make estimates of the evaporative flux occurring in such unstable regions. Such
measurements would be of first-order importance to atmospheric dynamics on the time
scales of both weather and climate. Direct space-derived estimates of evaporative flux
observations are not currently part of Mission to Planet Earth.
Rain Rates. The X-band system on the SIR-C/X-SAR radar has recently observed
what appear to be rainfall patterns. While not yet quantified, the promise of high-
resolution measurement of tropical rain rates is clear. In studies of the ENSO (El Nifio-
Southern Oscillation) phenomenon and short-term climate variability, the determination
of realistic rainfall rates (which are measures of the release of the latent heat of
evaporation to the atmosphere) is paramount to the parameterization of numerical
models of the coupled ocean-atmosphere system. Cloudiness and rain in the tropics are
sub-grid processes about which much remains unknown. Their importance was
reaffirmed in the recent Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere/Coupled Ocean-
Atmosphere Response Experiment (TOGA/COARE) campaign.
Rain Patterns. In addition to rain rate measurements, it is known that SAR can image
rainfall patterns on the sea surface via (a) damping of Bragg scatterers in the region of
heavy rain, which leads to a "rain-free hole" and (b) the increased stress of atmospheric
winds in the region of downdrafts and outflows from local rain storms, which shows up
as a larger area of increased backscatter. It is possible that local wind speeds can also
be inferred from the backscatter variations within the storm footprint. Again, these
observations are of small scale but of large importance to climate studies.
The realization that SAR shows atmospheric effects is recent and still not well-
understood. The area is an important one to investigate in future SAR programs.
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PolarOceans
In thepolaroceans,the fluxesof heat,momentum,mass,andsalt thatresultfrom air-sea-ice
interactionsplay fundamentalroles in the global climate system(Aagaardand Carmack,
1995;Maykut, 1986;Stoufferet al., 1989). Thedynamicsandthicknessof the seaicecover
are the key elementsof thesefluxes. Ice motion controlsthe distribution of thin ice and
thereforesurfaceexchangeprocessesdependenton ice thickness,includingheat flux to the
atmosphere,ice production,andtheassociatedsalinityproductionin thepolaroceans.As ice
thickensby growth anddeformation,the turbulentheatexchangebetweenthe ice-covered
oceanandthe atmosphereis reduced.Detailedtime-seriesmeasurementsof icemotion and
thicknessfrom satellitesensorsareessentialin providingestimatesof thesefluxes.
(1) Fluxes. At present,heatandsalt fluxesmaybeestimatedusingrepeatedSARdatafor
ice motion, radiative fluxesestimatedby othermeans,and modeledair temperatures
and winds. These approachesparameterize ice thickness changes, which are
notoriouslydifficult to measure(Bourkeand McLaren, 1992)and essentiallyassume
that the seais at its freezingtemperature.While suchan assumptionis valid in the
wintertimeArctic, it is known to be significantly in error in the marginal seasandin
muchof theSouthernOceansurroundingAntarctica. Theestimationof surfacefluxes
andthe responseof the upperoceanis alsoimportant at the ice margin (Carseyand
Roach,1994)
For areasin which therearesignificant oceanicfluxes, a direct measurementof ice
thicknessover time is the optimal approachfor deriving heatand salinity transport.
Therearegoodindicationsthat ice thicknessesof lessthan 100cm canbeestimated
usingthelike-channels(HH andVV) of apolarimetricL-BandSAR(seeDrinkwateret
al., 1992),asshownin Figure4-10 (Winebrenneret al., 1995). Copolarphasesranging
from -50* to +30° have beenobservedin ice of differing apparentthickness; such
valuesspanboth lower-than-expectedvaluesfor thick ice and higher-than-expected
valuesfor openwater. A modelhasbeendevelopedthatexplainsthesevariations,and
it hasconsiderablepotentialfor robustlyestimatingseaice thicknessusingmagnitudes
and phasesof SAR data;cross-polarizeddataarenot required. Field validation and
time-seriesdata are neededto diagnoseboth the polarimetric and the ice growth
models,in orderto estimateicegrowthovertime. This work is of greatimportancefor
accurateestimatesof surfacefluxes in polar regions,where intermediateand deep
water-massformation takes place. For the short-term, surface fluxes relying on
repeatedcoverageof single-channelSAR is the only solution;in future, apolarimetric
L-bandSAR systemto directly measureicethicknesschangesis highly desirable.
(3) Ice Dynamics. Ice motion is a key variable for predicting ocean-ice fluxes. During the
last several years, maps of the vector motions of Arctic sea ice have been automatically
generated from SAR data by the ASF (Kwok et al., 1992; Holt et al., 1992). The ice-
motion algorithm identifies the same sea ice features seen in pairs of SAR images taken
three or more days apart and then derives their absolute motion relative to a fixed
geographical grid. Ice motion vector maps have been made of several regions of the
Arctic and Antarctic Oceans, with the densest coverage being over the
Beaufort/Chukchi Seas extending over a period of greater than two years. Ice motion
maps have been used to examine lead dynamics (Stern et al., 1994), oceanic circulation
in the Arctic Ocean and the Weddell Sea (Kwok and Colony, 1994), and ice fluxes
through the Fram Strait (Schweiger and Rothrock, 1994). The RADARSAT
Geophysical Processor System (RGPS) is being developed to monitor ice motion, to
determine ice age, and to infer ice growth rates and surface fluxes for the Arctic Ocean,
the marginal ice zone, and its adjoining seas (Kwok et al., 1994). This technology is
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useful and well-developed, and should be continued and enhanced with SAR data to
come.
Monitoring and Prediction of Iceberg Motion. Airborne and spaceborne SAR
systems are useful for monitoring icebergs, but the detectability of icebergs depends on
many factors such as the SAR system characteristics (e.g., frequency, signal-to-noise
ratio, incidence angle, and polarization), as well as the physical characteristics of the
iceberg (i.e., size and shape) and environmental characteristics (e.g., sea state).. Studies
have shown that higher-frequency SAR instruments provide greater radar return from
icebergs. Additionally, a cross-polarized SAR system can be used to enhance the
contrast between icebergs and the oceanic background.
Sea and Lake Ice Coverage. Experience with ERS-1 has demonstrated the utility of
SAR for analysis and forecasting of sea and lake ice. Ice parameters obtainable from
this SAR include concentration, age, location of leads and polynyas, and ridge location
and density. Research into SAR imaging suggests that in the future, multipolarization/
multifrequency SAR measurements will allow acquisition of (1) improved ice-type and
ice concentration data during the spring, when melt processes complicate the
interpretation of simple SAR imagery (Onstott, 1992; Fetterer et al., 1994), and (2)
improved discrimination between open water, new ice, and first-year ice (Steffen and
Heinrichs, 1994).
CURRENT AND PLANNED SAR ASSETS AND THEIR USE
From the viewpoint of either a research or an operational program, the existence of ongoing,
continuous flights is essential. However, the other side of such a commitment is that
technical capabilities, especially sensors, advance only slowly in such programs. Almost all
of the SARs on recent spacecraft (excepting SIR and the two Russian SARs) are single
polarization, single channel devices. Therefore the opportunity to perform the kinds of
sophisticated analyses of SAR imagery that have been suggested above will be quite limited.
Thus, while the extra-U.S, programs will provide useful, continuing data, the diversity of the
channels, and hence the information derivable from them, is quite limited. Repeat data at 3
to 5-day intervals from near-term systems are required to track and monitor ocean mesoscale
and ice features for operational programs such as Coastal Watch, for tracking of storms and
icebergs, and for fisheries monitoring.
The analysis of SAR capabilities and ongoing programs above clearly points to an important
role that NASA should play in the future--as developer and operator of advanced,
multiparameter synthetic aperture radars that use the data as measurements, rather than just as
backscatter maps of the oceans and sea ice. Furthermore, it will be important for both
oceanic and polar science to have the sensors in high-inclination orbits, preferably near-polar,
so that high-latitude processes may be observed. The orbit should be prograde so as to
precess through the day/night cycle as rapidly as possible, to avoid aliasing diurnal effects
into seasonal ones.
A review of the requirements given earlier suggest that the following future SAR
configurations would serve a large percentage of the research and operational needs of the
Nation (Table 4-1).
Thus this future program posits two distinct types of missions, one having modes with both
high and low resolution, each with an along-track interferometric SAR capability; and one
with a single channel looking both left and right.
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A significant amount of researchand developmentneedsto be undertakenbefore the
ATISAR canbeexploitedwith confidence;on theotherhand,theSpectraSatechnologyhas
beenproven,andaprogramcouldbe launchedwith little furtherdevelopment.
RECOMMENDATIONS
It is clearfrom the abovediscussionthat SAR observationsarehighly valuableto theocean
andicesciences,aswell asservingnumerousoperationalrequirements.Very gooddatahave
beenobtainedon surfaceand internalwaves,coastaloceanprocesses,variations in bottom
topography/bathymetry,upwellings,small-scaleandmesoscalecurrents,rainfall variations,
surfacewind speedand stress,atmosphericconvection,seaice cover, marginal ice-zone
processes,iceage,leads,polynyas,vesselwakes,surfactant/oildistributions,anda varietyof
otherprocessesleadingto subtlevariationsin surfaceroughness.Manyof theseobservations
areuniqueto SAR; otherstakeadvantageof theoperationof SAR underconditionsof cloud
coverand nighttime. SAR datato supportscientific analysis,algorithmdevelopment,and
processmodeling are now acquired from international satellites, airborne systems,and
SIR-C/X-SAR. However,additionalexciting scientific prospectsare in the early stagesof
development;of specialscientific and applicationsinterestis the determinationof surface
currentsin the openseaand in the coastalzoneusi.ngalong-trackinterferometry.Sucha
capability would be of utmostimportancein understandingoceancirculation. Commercial
andapplicationsintereststhat maybeservedinclude:waveandmarineweatherforecasting,
Gulf Streamnowcasting,shiprouting,shipandsurfactantandslick surveillancein the EEZ,
fish stockassessment,coastalmonitoring,icebergwarning,andseaicecover.
Specificrecommendationsare:
(1) Continuewith andsignificantlystrengthentheU.S. researchanddevelopmentprogram
in SAR oceanic/atmospheric/polarscienceand applications. The promiseof SAR in
theseareasis considerableandneedspropersupportto yield a returnto thenationthat
is appropriateto its investmentin SAR programsto date. A vigorousairborneSAR
program with the AIRSAR is needed to support multiparameter SAR sensor
developmentinvestigationsusingmultifrequency,polarimetric, interferometricdata,
andto serveasatest-bedfor advancedconceptsin SARobservations.
(2) Undertakea three-satelliteprogramwith a polar orbiting ATISAR, a SIR-C/X-SAR
free-flyer,anda SpectraSatbeingthemajorprogramelements.TheAIRSAR is needed
throughout the program asa developmentalplatform and as a source of scientific
verification and studies. These programs will ultimately produce along-track
interferometric dataover the oceansof first-order importanceto Mission to Planet
Earth,to GlobalChangeobjectives,andto operationalagencies.
(3) Provide improved access by U.S. scientists to the SAR available from international
programs. These data sets are known to be quite good in topics such as sea ice and
mesoscale features. In addition, cooperation with foreign space agencies in science
activities and even in joint flight programs should be sought; for example, Russian
Federation boosters are capable of injecting the SIR-C/X-SAR free-flyer into the
medium altitude polar orbit desired.
(4) Maintain close cooperation with NASA and other government agencies having
appreciable marine responsibilities. These include NOAA, Navy, NSF, USGS, EPA,
Coast Guard, and Army Corps of Engineers. Other-agency support was highly valuable
during the evolution of Landsat and Seasat.
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(6)
Develop, in concert with a larger community of scientists, a more detailed scientific
program plan for use of SAR, in a fashion similar to the NASA space physics and
astronomy/astrophysics programs several years ago.
Blend the requirements for use of SAR in oceans/atmospheres/ice with those from the
other Earth science disciplines to arrive at a specification for a spacecraft program that
serves a broad range of needs in Earth science and applications. Reports to date show
significant commonality of both sensors and spacecraft.
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Table4-1.FutureSARConfigurationsforOceanandIce
1. ATISAR: OceanCurrents,Winds,Features,SeaIceThickness,CoastalProcesses
Frequency/polarization:L- andC-bands,simultaneousHH andVV
Incidenceangle: 20-45*
Modes: (a)high-resolution(20m), narrowswath(100km),
interferometric
(b) low-resolution(500-1000m), wideswath(500km),
interferometric
Interferometer
characteristics: two along-trackantennasononeC-bandchannel,separatedby
< 50m; fore-and-aftlooksfor vectorcurrents;acoarse
resolution,wideswathmodeusingdataaveragingfor open-ocean
currents,fine resolution,narrowswathmodefor coastaloceans
Orbit: low-Earth,near90*,non-sun-synchronous,prograde
2. SpectraSat:OceanWaveSpectrometer
Frequency/polarization:C, HH
IncidenceAngle: +25*
Mode: left and right looking antennas; small-scene sampling, highest
resolution, on-board spectral analysis
Orbit: 275 km, near 60*, sun-synchronous, prograde; orbit maintenance needed.
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Figure 4-3. The color images at the top and bottom of the figure show, respectively, the
east and north velocity components inferred from AIRSAR measurements off Cape
Hatteras near the Gulf Stream. These measurements were collected from the NASA DC-8
AIRSAR during the ONR High-Res experiment, on June 20, 1993, and are separated in
time by about 35 minutes. The red arrows in the images show the surface velocity fields
as measured by an HF radar system operated during High-Res by the University of
Miami. The scatter plots to the right of each image show a comparison of the HF current
components with those from the corresponding AIRSAR measurements smoothed over
roughly 1 km to match the resolution of the HF radar system.
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1.
Figure 4-4. a) Seasat L-band SAR image of the ocean near Nantucket Island, showing bathymetric signatures,
upwelling, and internal waves (John Apel).
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Figure 4-4. b) Skylab image of the same region made several years before 4-4 (a), showing white
shoal regions that match the bathymetry and SAR backscatter variations very accurately (John Apel).
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Figure 4-6. a) Image of the ocean west of Ireland made by the Soviet spacecraft Alma:-I with its S-band/HH SAR
on July 5, 1991, showing a region of tidally induced updwelling and internal wave generation at the edge of the
continental shelf. The dark regions are thought to be cool, stable areas of upwelled water, called in Russion "Soloy."
Horizontal strip was simultaneously underflown by the NASA/JPL AIRSAR (Valentin Etkin).
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PVV
LVV
CVV
PVV=R
LVV=G
CVV=B
Figure 4-6. b) AIRSAR images at P, L, and C-bands/VV of the area made within the stripe on figure 4-6 (a).
Significant differences exist between the AIRSAR images that relate to the surface roughness variations over the
upwelling; these occur because what is "rough" at a short radar wavelength is often "smooth" at longer lengths -- the
Rayleigh criterion for a rough surface. Radar erossection reduction at C-band is in excess of 7 dB. The surface
wind speed was uniformly 5 m/s throughout the entire region shown, thus illustrating the effects of air-sea interation
on radar backscatter (Richard Carande). PVV = Red, LVV = Green, CVV = Blue.
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JFigure 4-8. ERS-1 C-band/VV image of the Straits of Messina between Italy and Sicily made during the late night.
Katabatic or drainage winds are observed flowing down mountain valleys and out to the sea. Also visible are long, periedic
signatures that are thought to be eddies, internal waves, and atmospheric roll vortices of some type. These atmospheric
processes are being imaged via differential roughness at the short Bragg wavelengths of the ocean surface wave spectrum
(Werner Alpers).
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5--Ice Sheets and Glaciers
INTRODUCTION
Ice sheets and glaciers form the largest component of perennial ice on this planet. Over 75%
of the world's fresh water is presently locked up in these frozen reservoirs. Their extents,
however, undergo considerable fluctuations. The expansion and reduction of ice sheets and
glaciers from glacial periods to interglacial periods has been one of the most dramatic
climatic signals in Earth history. Even on short time scales of a few years, changes in ice
volume have modulated and continue to modulate, sea level. This has never been more
important than it is today, given the increase in economic development of coastal areas.
Recent evidence of the rapidity with which sea level has changed due to rapid changes in ice-
sheet discharge has heightened our awareness of the dynamic nature of this icy component of
our climate. While it is certain that small glaciers are experiencing broad retreat and
contributing to sea level rise by increased melting, the contributions of the two largest ice
sheets in Greenland and Antarctica, which contain over 98% of the world's ice, remain
unknown.
Ice sheets, by their very presence, affect global climate. Greenland and Antarctica both are
dominated by large cold ice sheets that rise to high elevations and are among the highest
albedo objects on Earth. Despite these similar characteristics, their effects on the climate
have important differences. Antarctica has a nearly circular symmetry which encourages the
development of strong zonal circulations of the atmosphere and ocean around it. On the
other hand, Greenland sits as an obstacle to zonal circulations, deflecting the flow of the jet
stream and preventing the establishment of strong zonal circulation.
Understanding these roles of ice sheets and glaciers in climate has been the focus of a small
group of scientists for a relatively short period of time. The size of the community and the
relative "newness" of glaciology are due, in part, to the remoteness and harsh climate of
glacierized regions. These facts are juxtaposed with the climatic imp.ortance of ice sheets.
Satellite remote sensing has revolutionized this branch of climate science by empowering
glaciologists with instruments capable of collecting spatially extensive, yet detailed, data sets
of critical parameters. SAR, with its ability to collect ice-sheet data through cloud and
throughout the extended polar night has already demonstrated unique capabilities that make it
an indispensable new tool for the glaciologist. This is only the beginning: more recent
techniques, such as interferometry, have expanded the uses of SAR in glacier and ice-sheet
research even farther, and promise glaciologists increased capabilities to collect critical data.
KEY QUESTIONS
There are a number of key questions being addressed by glaciologists to which SAR data can
make substantial contributions.
Are glaciers and ice sheets useful indicators of current climate change?
Glaciers and ice sheets most commonly occur at high elevations and in remote areas difficult
to access. Such areas are typically not included in climate monitoring networks. If ways can
be found to extract useful climatic parameters from observations of the ice, then ice sheets
and glaciers provide valuable extensions of more traditional climate monitoring networks.
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The interplayof annualcyclesof snow accumulation and melting generates a succession of
snow facies that serve as valuable indicators of the climatic regime characteristic of any point
on an ice sheet or glacier (Williams et al., 1991). Figure 5-1 illustrates the essential
subsurface stratigraphic characteristics. Beginning with the highest elevations, areas that
experience no melt comprise the dry-snow facies. At lower elevations, melt-water percolates
into the underlying, sub-freezing snow pack as a network of vertical ice pipes and horizontal
ice lenses, forming the percolation facies. The amount of melt tends to increase at lower
elevations. Eventually, melt is extensive enough that the latent heat released by the internal
refreezing process warms the snow pack to the melting temperature throughout, and a
fraction of additional melt water is retained within the snow pack in liquid form (the
remainder leaves the ice mass as runoff). This situation characterizes the soaked-snow
facies. At the lowest elevations is the bare-ice facies, formed when all surface snow is
removed by ablation. The upper edge of the bare ice facies marks the snow-line at the end of
the mass balance year.
As climatic conditions change, so will the positions of these boundaries. Conveniently, the
low surface slopes of glaciers (typically 10 -2 ) and even lower surface slopes of ice sheets
(typically 10 -3) transform subtle shifts of only a few meters in the elevations of these
boundaries to large horizontal shifts on the order of a few kilometers. In addition to
indicating the altitudinal extent and intensity of melt, these facies differ in spectral albedo.
Thus, as facies extents change, so does the net radiation balance of the ice sheets.
Glacier length is the glaciological parameter with the longest history of observation. While
glacier-length changes clearly illustrate that climate has changed, glaciers (and especially ice
sheets) are one of the most sluggish climate components. Thus, the inverse problem of
detecting or inferring climate change from measurements of ice extent is very difficult. This
general view does not hold, however, on smaller, steeper mountain glaciers whose response
times are of the order of years to decades.
How do the ice sheets affect atmospheric and oceanic circulations?
The general effects of ice sheets on the atmosphere and oceans were discussed above.
Clearly, changes in either the albedo of the surface (through a change in snow facies extents),
or changes in the geometric shapes of the ice sheets will alter their climatic effect and perturb
the global climate system. Usually these changes are discussed in the extreme cases of
glacial periods, when surface temperatures in central North America or Europe fell an
average of 10 to 12 degrees Celsius, but smaller changes in ice sheets will also perturb the
climate (Dawson, 1992). The relationship is probably highly non-linear; the climate record
from Greenland ice cores shows that dramatic climate changes can occur in much less than a
decade (Alley et al., 1993).
Remnants of vast armadas of icebergs have been detected in the western North Atlantic, well
beyond the reach of ice sheets (Heinrich, 1988). It has been suggested that the melting of
these icebergs would introduce a sufficient quantity of fresh water into the North Atlantic to
completely transform the global pattern of oceanic circulation, altering the climate in every
corner of the world (Broecker and Denton, 1989).
What is the current mass balance of ice sheets and glaciers?
Ice-sheet or glacier mass balance is defined as the annual difference between mass gain and
mass loss. It is important globally because it has a dominant effect on sea-level change.
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During thelastglacial maximum,global sealevel wasapproximately125meterslower, the
waterbeing lockedupprimarily in thenow-extinctLaurentideandFennoscandianicesheets
of theNorthernHemisphereandanexpandedAntarctic icesheet(Shackleton,1987;Denton
and Hughes,1981).Presentice volume, which is containedmostly in the Antarctic and
Greenlandice sheets,is sufficient to raisesealevel approximately80 meters(Bader, 1961,
Drewryet al., 1982).
By comparison,theannualturnoverin ice-sheetmassis modest.Annual snowaccumulation
over theAntarctic andGreenlandicesheetsis equivalentto anoceanlayer only 6 mm thick
(BentleyandGiovenetto,1991;OhmuraandReeh,1991).A nearlyequivalentamountof ice
is returnedto the oceansthroughmelting andicebergdischarge.Estimatesof presentmass
balance are poorly constrained: the Greenland ice sheetappearsrelatively stable, the
Antarctic icesheetseemsto begrowingslowly andtheremainingsmallglaciersandicecaps
arewastingawayrapidly (Meier, 1993). Oddlyenough,thisrangeof behaviorsmaybedue
to the samephenomenon:global warming. Warmer summertemperaturesenhanceice
meltingbut alsoincreasethefrequencyof precipitationevents,which couldresultin growth
of ice sheetsand glaciers. In Antarctica almostno summermelt occursexcepton the
AntarcticPeninsulasotheincreasedsnowfallwouldenlargetheicesheet.Mountainglaciers
experienceanetreductionin massatlow elevationsdueto thewarmersummertemperatures,
but, in somecases,maybe growing at higherelevations. In Greenland,the two opposing
effectsappearto beroughlybalanced.
Theseconclusionsarebasedon sparsedata. A notableweaknessin oneor moreof these
presentestimatesof massbalanceis that theyfail to add up to thepresentrateof sea-level
change,evenwhenliberal errorestimatesandothercontributingeffectsareincluded(Meier,
1993).Confidencein predictionsof futuresea-levelchangemustbetempereduntil webetter
understandthecurrentmassbalanceof theexistingice.
What are thecontrolson ice flow andare thereinherentinstabilities in ice flow that could
leadto dramaticchangesin thedynamicsof icesheetsor glaciers?
The subject of ice dynamicsrangesfrom deformationand recrystalizationof individual
crystals,to surge-typeglaciers,to theflow of theAntarctic icesheet.Most of thecontrolling
processeslie hiddenwithin or underneaththe ice, but the effectsareclearly evidencedby
deformationandflow of the ice. This topic is relevantto globalclimatebecauseof theeffect
alteredice flow hason icevolumeand,therefore,onsealevel.
The ice-sheetenvironment determinesthe magnitudesof both snow accumulation and
melting,but ice dynamicsdeterminesthe rateat which ice is deliveredto the oceansor to
ablationareas.Thus,icedynamicsisa majorcomponentof themassbalance.Thisbecomes
obviouswhenexaminingtherecordof sealevelsincethelastglacialmaximum20,000years
ago (Figure5-2). During this period,sealevel roseepisodicallyin a seriesof brief jumps
ratherthansmoothly. Geologicevidenceconfirmsthatthesejumpscorrespondto thepartial
or completecollapsesof marine-basedicesheets.Suchbehaviorapparentlycausedsealevel
to rise at rates of at least 35 mm/yr, more than twenty times the presentrate of rise.
Although no suchcollapseshaveoccurredfor the last 4000 years,the WestAntarctic ice
sheetis the lastmarine-basedicesheeton theplanet,andit containsenoughice to raisesea
levelmorethan five meters(Drewry et al., 1982). Thereis a pressingneedto determineif,
when,andhow rapidly this icesheetmaycollapse.
How muchof theheatabsorbedby thesurfacesnowpackis retainedby theicemassandhow
muchescapesas meltwater?
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Warm temperaturesmeltsurfacesnow,andtheresultingmeltwatermostoftendrainsinto the
underlyingsnowpack. Residualcolderwinter temperaturesin this snowpackconductheat
awayfrom themeltwater. If theresidencetimeof themeltwateris sufficiently long,or if the
snowpackis sufficiently cold, themeltwaterrefreezes.In this case,meltingrecordedat the
surfacedoesnot representmassthatleavestheglacier;rather,this massis capturedat depth
within the snow pack. On the other hand, if a system of snow-packdrainageis well
developedwith surfacestreamsandmoulins (vertical cavities)that quickly transportwater
throughthe glacier or ice sheet,not only can the initial quantity of meltwaterleave the
glacier, but additional melting can occur at the interface betweenrushing water and the
surroundingice.
Theimportanceof thesetwo extremecasesis apparentwhenviewedfrom theperspectiveof
massbalance(Pfefferet al., 1991). In onecasenoneof thesurfacemeltwateractuallyleaves
the glacier,while in the othercasethe masslost from the glacier is actuallymore than the
amountof meltwaterproducedatthesurface. Therelevanceof this effect to climatechange
lies in the fact that different snowfaciesresponddifferently to changingtemperatures.For
example,a formerly dry-snow areathat begins to experiencemelt will retain most of the
meltwaterfor manyyearsasthe systemof internaldrainage(comprisedof verticalice pipes
andhorizontalice lenses)develops. However,a percolationfaciesthat warmswill be less
effective at retaining increasedamounts of meltwater, possibly delaying its eventual
transformationto a soaked-snowfacies.
ROLEOF SARIN ANSWERINGTHESEQUESTIONS
SAR providesthe obviousbenefits of a weather-independent,day-night imaging system.
Theseadvantagesareparticularly crucial in the ice-sheetandglacier environmentswhere
persistentcloudscontinueto hamperdataacquisitionsby visible imagersandwherethepolar
night imposesa prolongedperiod of darkness. In addition, unlike visible imagers,radar
penetratesthe snow surface,which providesglaciologistswith a tool capableof sensing
internalpropertiesof the icesheetor glacier.
Before ERS-1was launched,limited SAR dataof ice sheetsonly hinted at the potential
glaciological usesof SAR. ERS-1datahaveallowedfull demonstrationof manyof these
usesandhaveexpandedtheglaciologicalapplicationsof SAR to evenbroaderhorizons.
The list that follows identifies the key parametersof ice sheetsand glaciers that canbe
measuredwith SAR, anddescribeshow glaciologistswill beableto usethis informationto
answerthekeyquestionsidentifiedabove.
SnowFacies
Radarpenetratesthe snowsurface,so themeasuredbackscatteris acombinationof surface
andvolumescattering.This characteristicenablesSAR to discriminateclearly betweenall
thesnowfaciesdescribedaboveusingbackscatteramplitudedataalone. This discrimination
is most effective during middle to late winter when surfacewater is absent. Dry snow
appearsdark in SAR becauseboth surfacescatteringand volume scatteringare low. At
lower elevations,in the percolation facies,backscatterrises dramatically due to volume
scatteringfrom the networkof subsurfaceicebodies. The soaked-snowfaciesis composed
of larger snow grains than the dry-snow facies becauseboth melt-water and warmer
temperaturesserveto accelerategrain growth. Thus,the soaked-snowfaciesis radardark
whenwateris present,but in winter the backscatterincreasesto a level intermediateto the
radar-darkdry-snowfaciesandradar-brightpercolationfacies. Finally, thebare-icefaciesis
radardarkdueto strongspecularsurfacescattering.Figure5-3clearlyshowsthesedifferent
snowfaciesin aSAR-imagemosaicof theGreenlandice sheet.The northeastportionof the
dry-snowfaciesis slightly brighterthantherestof this facies. This isbelievedto bedueto a
decreasein the accumulationrate in this region (Jezek,1993;Ohmuraand Reeh, 1991).
Figure 5-4 showsthat the faciescorrelateclosely with surfaceelevation. The ability to
discriminateall the snowfacies,which is impossiblewith visible imagery,establishesthe
uniqueuseof SARin a monitoringprogramof ice sheetsfor indicationsof climate change
over their broadexpanses. SIR-C/X-SAR dataof the Patagonianice fields indicate that
faciesdiscriminationis alsopossibleusingmultifrequencydata(ForsterandIsacks,1994).
SeasonalMelt
Water is strongly radar-absorptive.This permits the useof SAR for monitoring of the
summermelt seasonon ice sheetsand glaciers.Time-seriesSAR dataof Greenlandhave
demonstratedthat the gradualrefreezingof free waterat depthcan be detectedand have
shownthatthis free-watercomponentexistsfor asurprisinglylongtime afterthe
snowsurfacehascooledbelow freezing(Figure5-5).
Radarat lower frequenciespenetratesmoredeeply into snow.Thus, multi-frequencydata
permit a depth-variableview of the snowpack.This hasbeenmostclearly demonstratedby
SIR-C/X-SARdataof thePatagonianice fields (Figure5-6). While a capabilitydoesnot yet
exist to quantify either the amount of melting or refreezing, the multi-frequency SARs
sensitivity to conditionsat different depthsis alreadyusefulin monitoring the thermaland
hydrologicevolutionof icesheetsasclimatechanges.Futuredevelopmentof this capability
will increaseSARsutility in thisareaevenfurther.
Icebergs
Masslossby icebergcalvingexceedsmasslossby melting for theAntarctic ice sheetandis
approximatelyequalto the amountof surfacemelting for the Greenlandice sheet(Bader,
1961). Thus,this is a critical term in determiningice-sheetmassbalance(althoughit does
not directly affect sealevel). Icebergsare visible in cloud-freevisible imagery, but the
requirementsof a monitoring programincluderoutine anddependableacquisitionof high-
resolutionimagery,even during the extendedpolar night. Theserequirementsmatchthe
capabilitiesof SAR andmakeit thepreferredinstrumentfor this activity. Figure5-7 shows
thaticebergsaseasilyidentifiedin SARimagery.
SurfaceMorphology
Most surfacemorphological featuresareseenby either SAR or a visible imaging system.
SAR holdsthedual advantagesof its all-weather,day-nightcapabilitywhile visible imagers
avoid imagedegradationcausedby speckle. Specificfeaturesthatcanbe identified include
streamsand lakes, flowbands (linear forms stretchedlongitudinally in the direction of
motion),iceedge,morainesandcrevasses(Figure5-8). Theability to identify suchfeatures
opensthedoorto monitoringtheir evolution.
Lakescanbeanespeciallygoodindicatorof surfacehydrologicactivity. They tendto form
in thesamesurfacedepressionseachsummer(locationsfixed in spaceby theflow of iceover
bed undulations),andtheir sizeandnumbersareindicationsof the intensity of melt. Thus,
theyserveasancillarydatato theclimatemonitoringactivity alreadydescribed.
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Ice marginsareimportantbecausetheychangein responseto changesin theflow of the ice.
The radarcontrastat many ice marginsis lessdistinct thanthe contrastin visible imagery.
However,therearemanysituationswherethis generalitydoesnothold. Theseincludeareas
where persistentcloud cover impedescollection of visible data, where fresh snow has
coveredthevisible contrastbetweenice andadjacenterrain,andwhereicenearthe edgeis
coveredby rockor otherdebris. In thelastcase,differencesin thepolarizationsignaturesof
themoraine-coverediceandice-freedebrismaypermit identificationof the icemargin.
Crevassespresentserioushazardsto field personnelbut areone of themost useful natural
featuresfor glaciologicalstudy. Their orientationsprovideinformationon thestateof stress
within the ice. A morequantitativeuseis the measurementof ice motion accomplishedby
following uniquecrevassesor crevassepatternsover time (seenext section). Additionally,
SAR hasdemonstratedan ability to detectcrevassefields where visible imagery cannot
(Hartl et al., 1994;Vaughanet al., 1994).This is dueto eitherthedetectionof micro-cracks,
below the resolution of the visible imagery, or from detection of buried crevassesby
penetratingthroughthesurfacelayersof thesnow.
Ice Velocity
Ice velocity is oneof the most fundamentalparametersin the studyof ice dynamics. The
proven ability to obtain this information from time-sequential imagery using a cross-
correlationtechniquesignificantlyexpandedtheamountanddensityof suchdataavailableto
glaciologists(BindschadlerandScambos,1991).This techniquetrackspatchesof thesurface
containingcrevassesandothersurfacefeaturesfrom oneimageto anotherby searchingfor
thematchingpatternof surfacefeaturesin asecondimage. Displacementscanbemeasured
to sub-pixelaccuracy,but typical displacementshouldbe at leastafew pixels to minimize
theimpactof systematicerrorsin coregistrationof images(typically 1to 2 pixels) (Scambos
et al., 1992). Althoughdevelopedinitially for visible imagery,this techniquealsohasbeen
shownto work with SARimagery(seeFigure5-9) (Fahnestocket al., 1993). A requirement
of this techniqueis thatthe samesetsof surfacefeaturesberesolvablein both images. This
requirementis not metovermostof the icesheets,but is usuallymet in themostactiveflow
regions.
Theapplicationof interferometrictechniquesusingSAR dataholdsthepotentialof obtaining
icevelocity datafrom any ice sheetregion.Thetechniqueutilizesthephasemeasurementof
the backscatteredradar pulse from every groundpixel to makea sub-wavelengthscale
measurementof displacement(usuallya few millimeters) at everypixel (Goldsteinet al.,
1993). In the ideal case,the two imageswould be collectedfrom the samepoint in space(zero-baseline).In practice,however,thebaselinebetweenobservationpointsis finite sothe
interferogramcontainsacombinationof motion andtopographicinformation. Imagesmust
becoregisteredto sub-pixelaccuracyandthebackscattersignaturesfrom the samepixel in
eachimagemust be correlatedfor the phasedifferenceto have a physically meaningful
interpretation.Eitheradifferent viewinggeometryor metamorphicchangesin thesurfaceor
subsurfaceof atargetpixel candestroythephasecorrelationfor aparticularpixel.
Successfulice-sheetinterferogramshavetypically usedtime separationsof only a few days(Goldsteinet al., 1993,Rignotet al., in press,Joughinet al., in press).Figure5-10showsan
example of an interferogram from the Bagley Icefield in Alaska. Interferometrically
measureddisplacementsarein thedirectionof view,which for satelliteSARsis in therange
of 20 to 40 degreesfrom vertical. If the generaldirection of flow is known (along the
regionalsurfacegradient),onevelocitycomponentis sufficient to estimatethetotal velocity.
Greaterprecision in velocity requires that a secondinterferogram be obtained from a
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different viewing angle. This canusuallybe accomplishedby acquiringimagepairs from
bothascendinganddescendingorbits.
Becauseinterferograms contain no absolute displacement information, only velocity
differencesareobtained.Nevertheless,velocitygradientdata(strainrates)arehighly useful.
To obtain absolutevelocities, a theoreticalminimum of two control valuesare neededto
provide a datum and to correct for along-trackvariations in baseline. In practice,more
controlis desirableandmaybenecessary.
SurfaceTopography
As mentionedabove,interferometrywith a non-zerobaselineincludesboth topographicand
motion informationbecausethemeasuredrangedifference(in unitsof phase)is theresultof
both surfacemovementandtopography-inducedparallax. This mixtureof topographicand
motion information requires that the topographybe known with sufficient accuracyto
removeits effects from the interferometrically-determinedphasedifferences,in order to
extract ice displacements.Fortunately, by using a third SAR image, an extremely clean
separationof the topographicandvelocity signalsis possibleif the velocity andtopography
areconstantover the intervalspannedby thethreeimages(Kwok andFahnestock,in press).
Figure5-11showsanexampleof thisseparation.
As with the interferometric velocity output, the extractedtopographicoutput is relative
elevation,ratherthanabsoluteelevation. In principle,asingleabsoluteelevationis sufficient
to provide the datumfor anentire interferogrambut, again, insufficient knowledgeof the
precisebaselinesfor eachinterferogramrequirethat moreelevationcontrol pointsbeused.
The rangeof elevationsspannedby a two-pi cycle of phasedifference dependsupon the
baseline. For topographicrelief of a particularscale,thereis anoptimal rangeof baselines
betweenthe undesirableextremesof too short a baseline,where insufficient parallax is
achievedto resolveelevationvariations,andtoo long a baselinewherephasesdecorrelate.
The accuracy of the derived elevations also is dependentupon the baselinesof the
interferograms.In onestudyarea,shownin Figure5-12,relativeelevationaccuraciesof less
than2 meterswere obtainedwith ERS-1datahavingan effective baselineof 520 meters
(Joughinet al., 1994).Eventually,theflow of ice is expectedto bewell enoughunderstood
that it will be possible to invert topographic and surfacemotion data to obtain basal
topographyandbasalshearstress,which areadditionalparametersneededfor ice-dynamics
studies.
POSSIBLEADDITIONAL USESOFSARDATA
The ability to makethe measurementsdescribedabovewith SAR datawasdemonstrated
only after the collection of a substantialamountof ice-sheetdataby ERS-1. The list is
probablycompletefor theC-band,singlepolarizationSAR carriedby ERS-1. Beforethese
datawereavailableto demonstratethesetechniques,limited Seasatandairbornedatacould
only suggestthe potentials that awaitedglaciologists. In the caseof interferometry, no
mentionof thisnow-proventechniquewasevermadein thepre-ERS-1ice-sheetcommunity.
To extendthis analogy,then,it probablyis impossibleto predictaccuratelythefutureusesof
a SAR enhancedwith additionalpolarizationsand frequenciesbecausemultiple-frequency
and multiple-polarization datasetsof ice sheetsfrom which to extrapolateremain very
sparse.
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Therefore,additionalnecessarywork is posedin the form of questionsthat still needto be
answered.In theprocessof answeringthesequestions,newpotentialusesof SAR arelikelyto bediscovered.
Is therea"best"SAR frequencyfor icesheetsandglaciers?
It is known that single-band data (C-band) permit almost all the analyses summarized above
because a wealth of such data has been collected, from which these techniques have been
developed. Seasat provided a limited amount of L-band data that confirmed it also can be
used for snow facies, icebergs, and surface morphology research (Bindschadler et al., 1987).
Limited airborne P-band and X-band data have hinted that these frequencies may also be
used (Jezek et al., 1993). Recently, Space-Shuttle-based multi-frequency (L- and C-band),
multi-polarimetric data have been added to the data pool.
What has been missing is a methodical comparison of data of the same ice-sheet areas using
different frequencies and including complex data so interferometric products can be
examined. L-band and P-band penetrate deeper than C-band, but the quantitative advantages
and disadvantages of sensing deeper, older snow have not been established. A more diffuse
volume-scattering component might provide a more temporally stable signature of the
various snow facies. Airborne data have highlighted major differences in backscatter
signatures when the frequency shifts from P-band to C-band (with the intermediate L-band
being more like P-band) (Jezek et al., 1993). Similar backscatter variations have been seen in
SIR-C/X-SAR data (cf. Figure 5-5) (Forster and Isacks, 1994). These differences could lead
to techniques to derive a number of important variables including: grain-size versus depth
distributions (critical for the quantification of accumulation rates from passive microwave
data); meltwater production; and the amount of free water retained by the snow pack (by
following the depth of the winter freezing wave as it penetrates the snow pack).
Interferometric applications might be aided by lower frequencies that permit longer baselines
and have a relatively greater and more temporally stable volume-scattering component,
making them less sensitive to meteorological events on the surface that decorrelate
successive images. However, the increased contribution of the deeper volume scattering
component could lead to an enhanced geometric decorrelation sensitivity or lower signal-to-
noise, thus restricting available interferometric image pairs.
P-band radar might even penetrate the full depth of some glaciers. This would make it
possible to map subglacial topography using interferometric techniques. Obtaining both
surface and bed topography leads directly to ice volume--one of the critical climatic
parameters discussed at the outset of this chapter. If successful, this would substantially
improve all existing ice-volume estimates because existing data have been collected along
linear ground tracks or flight lines, so the resulting ice-thickness maps have been produced
by spatial interpolation.
Can useful scientific information be obtained by studying polarization effects?
Limited polarization data have been used to determine the dielectric constant and to extract
the small-scale surface roughness of portions of the Greenland ice sheet (Jezek et al., 1993).
The dielectric constant can be used to derive, albeit indirectly, surface albedo. Albedo has
obvious importance in the energy balance of the ice sheet. Surface roughness is also a
necessary consideration in exchange of energy because it affects the near-surface wind
profile. Field measurements of surface roughness suffer from sampling sparseness but would
be a necessary component of surface-truth experiments designed to develop the ability to
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remotelydeterminesurfaceroughness.Giventhatdifferentradarfrequenciesaresensitiveto
surface roughnesson different scales,a wide spectrumof surface roughnessmay be
obtainable.
In winter, the percolation zone displays anomalousbackscatterpolarization behavior.
Similar behaviorhasbeenobservedelsewherein thesolar system,rangingfrom icy Jovian
moons to the Martian polar cap to, perhaps,a polar cap on Mercury. The common
denominatorseemsto be ice, though not necessarilywater ice. Anomalously polarized
backscatteris, however,otherwisevery rarein thesolarsystem.Theoreticalexplanationsof
thisarespeculative,butall bearon thedepthdistributionof volumescattering.In thecaseof
the percolationzonein Greenland,this depthdistribution is linked to the redistributionsof
melt waterand heat. This is of considerableinterestbecausemelting is one of the major
mass-lossmechanismsof theGreenlandice sheetandcouldaffect thesalinitybalanceof the
North Atlantic. Understandingand using anomalouslypolarizedbackscatterasa remote-
sensingtool could lead to a unique probe of physical propertiesof both terrestrial and
extraterrestrialicy regions.
What are the physicalprocessesthat causetargetdecorrelationandwhat are their relative
effects?
It hasbeenhypothesizedthat the occurrenceof windstorms,snowfall, surface-and depth-
hoar formation, melting, and refreezing between the epochs of two SAR images are
meteorologicaleventsthat canalter the backscattersignaturefrom the targetsufficiently to
decorrelatethe phasedataandpreventthe generationof interferencefringes. Few studies
havebeendoneto actuallyquantify the effectsof anyof theseeventson the correlationof
successive images. Jezek and Rignot (1994) hypothesized that spatial patterns of
decorrelationin oneERS-1imagepair of Greenlandmayactuallybedueto variationsin the
distributionof snowdepositedbetweenthe images. At C-band,10cm of freshsnow adds
oneadditionalwavelength(or fringe) to theround-tripradardistance.
Morestudiesarenecessaryandwill leadnot only to guidelinesfor improving thelikelihood
of collectingcorrelatedimagepairsfrom which interferometricproductscanbeproduced,
but also will producemeteorologically meaningful data over a spatially broad scale as
comparedwith local dataprovidedby sparselydistributedice-sheetmeteorologicalstations.
Independentviews affordedby interferometricSARcould provevaluablein interpretingthe
datasetsprovided by passivemicrowavesensorsor radar altimeters,both of which also
derivesomeof their signalfrom thesub-surfacesnowpack.
WHAT MUST BE DONETO CONFIRMTHESEPOTENTIALS?
Most of the SAR technique-developmentinvestigationsfor ice-sheetand glacier research
requiredataat frequenciesother thanC-band. Now that the C-banddataset is extensive
enoughover the icecoveredareas,morelimited coverageat other frequenciescanbeplaced
into a meaningfulcontext. This researchis a necessaryprerequisiteto thedevelopmentof a
satellite SAR mission at any frequencyother than the proven C-band. The fidelity and
sparsenessof JERS-1L-band dataof ice sheetshasfailed to providea datasetcapableof
verifying theutility of L-banddatafor glaciologicalstudies.
A critical componentof the collection of data at frequenciesother than C-band is the
collection of interferometric pairs spacedin time so that motion information as well as
topographicinformationareincludedin thephasedifferences. A particularly usefuldataset
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wouldbethecollectionof interferometrictripletsof amovingice sheetin at leastC-bandand
L-band.
Groundtruth is a mandatorypart in thedevelopmentof anynewremotesensingapplication.
This is certainly true with SAR data of ice sheetswhere volume scatteringis often the
dominant backscattercomponent. Field measurementsare the only certain means of
documentingspecificphysicalpropertiesof thesnowpackandthetemporalchangesin these
propertiesbetweenremotedatacollections. To the extent possible,thesemeasurements
should be contemporaneouswith airborne or satellite SAR acquisitions. Scattering
measurementsmadewith ground-basedradarsystemsprovideadatasetfor comparisonwith
theremotemeasurements.Standardtechniquesallow surfacepartiesto collectdepthprofiles
of density, water content, grain size, conductivity, permittivity, temperature,and icy
inclusions. Thesepersonsalso can record surfacemeteorological conditions and help
optimizethecollectionof SARdatafrom remoteplatforms.
CURRENTSARASSETSAND THEIR USE
ERS-1 hasprovided an invaluable SAR data set which has beenused to establish the
scientific utility of SAR for ice-sheetandglacierresearch.A few interferometricpairsawait
analysis,but for thepurposesof developingor demonstratingnewtechniques,theuseof this
datasetis virtually complete.No plansexist to placeERS-1intoa shortrepeatcycleorbit so
that interferometric opportunities from this single satellite have probably ceased. The
continuationof the ERS serieswith ERS-2and ENVISAT will allow monitoring of the
Greenlandicesheetsnowfaciesto proceed.
JERS-1carriesanL-band SAR. It promisedthe samecapabilitiesasERS-1,but damage
causedby afaulty antennadeploymenthascompromisedthequality of thedata. Thus,it has
not providedan adequateopportunity to assessthe meritsof L-banddataof ice sheetsand
glaciersrelativeto C-band.
The AIRSAR facility (C-, L- and P-bandantennason a DC-8 aircraft) provides the best
existing meansto collect the multi-frequencyand multi-polarization data setsneededto
assessthe relative merits of thesedifferent windows of the electromagneticspectrum.
Multiple antennashave the obvious advantageof collecting simultaneousand coincident
data. From knowledgeof thepositionsof snowfaciesandsurfacefeaturesgleanedfrom the
ERS-1dataset,aircraft missionscanbeplannedin amannerthatoptimizestheutility of the
collecteddata.
A critical augmentationto AIRSARis theability to collectinterferometricdataby navigating
theaircraftwith GPSreal-timecorrections. This capabilitywill becrucial in investigations
of the frequency-specificcharacteristicsof interferometricdata. The missionsshouldbe
flown atvarioustimesof theyearduringperiodswhenparticularmeteorologicalevents(i.e.,
onsetof meltingandfreezing,snowfall,highsurfacewinds,etc.)aremostlikely.
PLANNED FUTUREMISSIONS
ERS-2,whenlaunched,will continuethecapabilityof theERS-I SAR. An excitingprospect
is anERS-1/ERS-2tandemmissionfor thecollectionof interferometricdata.
RADARSAT, carrying anotherC-band SAR, is plannedfor launch in 1995. After an
extendedinitial operationalperiod,a scheduledorbit maneuverwill afford RADARSAT the
first SAR-view of most of the Antarctic ice sheet,including the regionssouthof latitude
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78°S. Theprimarygoalof this maneuveris to maptheAntarctic icesheetwith SAR. It will
takeapproximatelytwo weeks,lessthanoneorbit cycle,afterwhich time RADARSAT will
return to thenominalnorth-lookingconfiguration. No possibilitiesexist for interferometric
datacollectionduring this shortperiod. A secondmappingmayoccur later in anextended
RADARSAT mission. This mappingis exploratory,andit remainstantalizingly impossible
to predictall thatmaybediscoveredwith thesedata.
RECOMMENDATIONS
SARremainsatechnologythatis grosslyunderutilizedin proportionto its provencapability
to assistglaciologistsin answeringsomeof the mostpressingquestionsin their discipline.
Thesequestionshavedirectrelevanceto globalclimateandfuturesea-levelchange.
SAR interferometry can provide data sets whoseregional collection was never before
feasible,yet arecrucial to glaciologicalstudies. A missiondesignedto producecomplete
interferometric coverage of permanently ice-covered areas promises extraordinary
glaciologicalreturns.
Theomissionof largeportionsof thepolarregionsby virtually everysatellitemissionto date
continuesa long, but undesirable,tradition thatrestrictsthe glaciological utility of satellite
data. At presentmore than2/3 of the Earth's permanentice cover cannot be viewed by
existing spaceborneSARs. Modern awarenessof the climatic importanceof the polar
regionsmustbeexpressedin theability of new sensorsto extendtheir view to thepoles. As
in thecaseof RADARSAT, this polar view neednot beavailablecontinuously,but, unlike
RADARSAT, when available, it should be for a number of repeat cycles so that the
enormousutility of SAR interferometry canbe appliedto the glaciological problemsof
globalsignificance.
Thischaptercloseswith thefollowing specificrecommendations:
(1) An interferometricmissionat C-bandshouldbeconductedthatincludesmultiple-image
viewsof all ice sheetsandglacierssufficient to yield detailedsurfacetopographyand
surface-velocitydatasets.
(2) Future SAR missions should include maneuveringand data collection capability
sufficient to monitorall permanentlyice-coveredareasat leastonceperyear.
(3) Airborne and surface measurements should be carried out to assess the relative merits
of different frequencies and combinations of frequencies and polarizations in deriving
parameters needed to answer pressing glaciological questions relevant to the global
climate.
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Figure 5-3. Greenland SAR mosaic (Fahnestock et al., 1993).
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Figure 5-4. Side-looking perspective of snow facies in western Greenland (Fahnestock
and others, 1993), (elevation lines of 1000, 2000, and 3000 meters, roughly 3300, 6600
9800 ft.).
Figure 5-5. Two views of a portion of Greenland ice sheet showing
contrast in radar backscatter between wet and frozen conditions.
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Figure 5-7. Icebergs in Jakobshavns Fiord.
Figure 5-8. SAR image of western Greenland showing crevasses, lakes, streams, flow lines, moraines and ice edge.
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Figure 5-9. Surface vcl_x:ity field of Jakobshavns Glacier (Fahnestock and others, 1993)
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Figure 5-10. Interferogram of Bagley Icefield, Alaska, and tributaries during surge of
Bering Glacier (Fatland and Lingle, 1994).
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6--Solid Earth Sciences and Topography
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to delineate key science objectives in the solid Earth sciences
for future NASA orbital radar observations. In order to identify a future role for U.S. radars,
it is necessary to specify the types of data that are most needed by the community to answer
current geological and geodynamics questions, and to describe the surface phenomena that
are best studied using radar. In each instance, it is pertinent to lay out a program of radar
observations and analyses that would maximize science returns at reasonable cost. The
context for this chapter is to identify NASA's future role in orbital radar systems following
the successful completion of the SRL-1 and SRL-2 Shuttle Radar SIR-C/X-SAR
experiments. In particular, the relative merits of potential U.S. radars compared to the
current and future radar systems to be flown by foreign agencies are addressed.
BACKGROUND
Research and discoveries in the solid Earth sciences over the past few decades have
revolutionized our understanding of the Earth. For example, we now realize that sea floor
spreading and associated continental assembly and breakup are primary modes by which the
Earth releases internal heat. These processes also control the locations and nature of
volcanism and earthquakes. Study of deep sea sediment cores shows that variations in solar
insolation related to changes in Earth's orbit caused Pleistocene glacial epochs. The role of
these variations on modulation of the long term changes in Earth's climate remains a hotly
debated topic. Research has also suggested long term coupling between tectonics and
climate, e.g., the emergence of the Tibetan Plateau modified atmospheric circulation in ways
that led to enhanced Indian Ocean monsoons. These enhanced monsoons caused increased
weathering on the Plateau, leading to increased consumption of carbon dioxide, and a
Cenozoic cooldown of the Earth.
NASA's programs in geology and geodynamics have added significant results to our
increased understanding of Earth. For example, GPS and VLBI measurements of the
velocities of lithospheric plates are consistent with ages inferred from magnetic striping and
geochronologies of oceanic crust. Recently, coseismic vertical displacements of centimeters
have been measured using radar interferometry (Massonnet et al., 1993, 1994; Zebker et al.,
1994). With regard to continental assembly and break up, 23 digital Landsat scenes were
mosaicked, and field and isotopic data were used by Sultan et al. (1992) to reconstruct the
Nubian and Arabian Shields before opening of the Red Sea. Results show that the great late-
Proterozoic Najd transcurrent fault in fact extends into the Nubian Shield and that the Red
Sea opening was accomplished with minimal crustal thinning.
Studies of the solid Earth have also contributed in the area of global climatic change and
Earth systems science. For example, Arvidson et al. (1994), using SPOT stereogrammetric
analyses, field work, and isotopic measurements, were able to model the evolution of the
interbedded Quaternary deposits in the Eastern Desert, Egypt, and to show how eustatic sea
level, tectonic uplift, and climate affected landforms and deposits. Brakenridge et al. (1994)
have used ERS-1 radar as an all-weather system to monitor flood water levels for the great
midwestern U.S. floods of 1993.
Lacking in many of these studies of the solid Earth is a detailed knowledge of the topography
of the landscape, or the rate of deformation of the surface due, for instance, to earthquakes or
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active volcanism. It is with this backgroundof solid Earth sciencesthat measurement
objectives for SAR are delineatedin the following sections. Becauseof the increasing
national relevanceof naturalhazards,we also include objectivesrelatedto predicting and
observinghazardsandmonitoringtheir aftermath.
CONTEXTFORU.S.RADAR MEASUREMENTS
The U.S. Global ChangeResearchProgram (GCRP) identified severalkey solid Earth
processesthat havea bearingon Global Change. Thesetopics includeseveralthat canbe
investigatedwith orbital radars:coastalerosion,volcanicprocesses,surficialprocesses,and
crustalmotionsandsealevelchange.TheradarsystemsonboardERS-1,JERS-1and,in the
future RADARSAT andERS-2,aregenerallyadequatefor mappingthesephenomenaover
largeregionsof theEarthon aroutinebasis.Whereanimagein atimely manneris all thatis
required,thesesingle-wavelength,single-polarizationradarscanbe successfullyemployed
for a widevarietyof solidEarthapplications,includingmappingriver flooding (Brakenridge
1994),mappingremotevolcanoesthat arefrequentlymaskedby cloudsandlongpolarnights(Rowlandet al., 1994),andpaleo-drainagefeaturesin deserts(McCauleyet al., 1982).
Almost all solid Earth sciencesstudiesbenefit from knowledgeof topography,wherethe
requiredresolutiondependson the specific study, but generally in the rangeof 25-30 m
spatialand 2-5 m vertical (Figure 6-1). The measurementof topographyandtopographic
changewith orbital radarshasbeendemonstratedin a few limited cases(Figure6-2),but in
generalthis techniqueis still in its infancy andonly limited researchhasbeendoneon the
validation of the datasets. With the exceptionof a one year time-seriesfor the Landers
earthquake in California (Massonnet et al., 1994), no long-term studies of ground
deformationhave beendone with radar interferometry. However, we know from GPS
measurementsmadeat permanentsites(e.g.,Figure6-3) that surfacedisplacementsat rates
of -3 cm/yr, canoccurin volcanicandtectonicenvironments.Topographicdatacanbeused
to calculatelocal slopes(Figure6-4), thevolumesof landforms(e.g.,volcaniccones,river
valleys,or sanddunes). Surfacedisplacementmaytakeplacedueto the ruptureof a fault
line or thegrowthof a volcano. In SolidEarthscienceit is themeasurementof topography
W ° ' ° " " "and topographic change that e consider to be NASA s role m imaging radars; these topics
are the most innovative and technologically challenging, while at the same time they also
offer the greatest scientific advances.
Radar also offers geologic information on surface properties through the strength of the back
scattered radiation at whatever combination is used of frequency, incidence angle, and
polarization state. The greatest degree of information is obtained with multiple frequencies,
incidence angles, and the full Stokes scattering matrix (van Zyl, 1989). This extensive
information is important in studies of surficial deposits and materials because it allows
characterization of the scattering process and separation of dielectric constant from textural
parameters. The multi-frequency component of radar studies in deserts is important because
the different wavelengths penetrate to different depths beneath the surface, thereby providing
a crude 3-D view of buried drainage basins in areas such as the Sahara Desert.
Scattering information is important in studies of surficial materials and processes in vegetated
areas, e.g., recovery of scoured and sand-covered areas from the 1993 midwestern U.S.
floods. In this latter case, herbaceous grasses are encroaching on the affected areas, as are
stands of cottonwoods. Multi-temporal polarimetric SAR at C, L, and P bands allow
mapping of the vegetation density and character, and show how the underlying surfaces are
changing by wind and water-related processes (see Chapter 2-Ecology).
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SCIENCETHEMES
TopographicMappingandCrustalMotions
Considerableexcitementhasbeengeneratedby interferometricSAR investigationsof the
1992Landersearthquakein California (e.g.,Massonnetet al., 1993;Zebkeret al., 1994).
Indeedthedetectionandquantitativeinvestigationof grounddeformationsresultingfrom an
earthquakeor a volcanoholdsgreatpromisefor the Earth sciencecommunity (Mouginis-
Mark, 1994). The ability to useorbital radarsfor topographicmapping and topographic
changedetectionis viewedasthe singlemostimportantrole that a newU.S. radarmission
couldplay, not withstandingotherimportantcontributionsthat thedatafrom sucha system
could provide for regional mapping and quantitative studies of surface backscatter
characteristics.
Topographicdatahavebeengeneratedby combiningdatafor Long Valley, Califomia, from
theSRL-1 andSRL-2missions(Figure6-2). In this instance,the radarinterferometricdata
canbeusedto aid in thevisualizationof geologicfeaturessuchasmountainrangesandfault
zones.Thetopographicdataderivedby radarinterferometryarealsoinherentlymoreuseful
thandataderivedfrom stereoair photographybecausethe deriveddigital elevationmodel
(DEM) is self-consistent.Moreover,the interferometrytechniqueworkswell in areasof low
topographicrelief whereclassicalstereomethodstend to fail becausetie points cannotbe
identified.
To developtopographicchangemapsrequiresanadditionallevelof knowledgeof thesurface
andlocalmeteorology.A preliminarycomparisonof SRL-1andSRL-2 dataatthe Kilauea,
Hawaii volcanoarea(obtainedin April andOctober 1994)showsvariationsin phaseat a
scaleof 20-50 km (Figure6-5) that arecurrentlyinterpretedasanomaliesdue to the local
weather. This effect is moreclearly seenin datacollectedduring thelast four daysof the
SRL-2 mission. Here, phasevariations equivalent to surfacedisplacement of a few
centimetersappearon successivedays,but areabsentwhendatatwo or threedaysapartare
viewed(Figure 6-6). Althoughpartsof the surfacecanbe seento beentirely decorrelated
dueto theeruptionof newlava flows (Figure6-7), theregionaltrendsin phaseshift (Figure
6-6) havethe morphologyand size that are typical of rain cells in this area. Thus, local
meteorologymayhavean importantinfluenceon the analysisof radarinterferometrydata.
Sucheffectscannotbe avoided,but theycanbequantifiedby theuseof a GPSarrayon the
ground to provide the wet atmospheredelay, or by the inter-comparisonof severalradar
scenescollectedin aperiodof about1week.
An importantdifferencein approachto the exploitationof the radarinterferometrymethod
for studyinggrounddeformationexistswithin theSolid EarthPanel. For dry environments,
it is clear that the 3-dayrepeatorbit of ERS-1wasvery usefulasa demonstrationof radar
interferometryoverarid areasanddry glaciers. This very short time meantthat radardata
could becorrelatedevenin vegetatedregions. In regionswherefastgrowing vegetationis
found,a time gapof 8 daysappearsto be thelongestintervalbetweenobservationsthatcan
be tolerated. However, unpublishedwork by Zebker et al. (1993) with ERS-1 data for
volcanoesin Alaska has failed to produce the radar correlation even using 3-day repeat
coverage. Snow andice, andpotentially wind disturbing the surface,conspireto prevent
ERS-1databeingusedin this setting. In addition,the23° incidenceangleproducessevere
lay-overon steeptopography. In arid zones,however,the 35-dayrepeatperiod (achieved
during thenon-icemappingphaseof theERS-1mission)andmuchlonger repeatcyclesare
tolerablefor interferometry. An ERS-1quality radaris adequateto detectsuchmovements,
provided that before- andafter-eventimagesareavailable. Furthermore,while the 3-day
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repeat of ERS-1 is useful for interferometry experiments,this mode of operation is a
compromiseconcerningcoverageand repetition. Only a small percentageof the Earth is
coveredin the3-dayrepeatmode(-10% coveragecomparedto thatachievedwith the35-day
repeat). In addition, the "ice mappingphases"of ERS-1havebeenlimited to the period
betweenJanuaryandMarch,sothat the interferometrycoverageavailablefor otherpartsof
theworld maynothavetheappropriatetemporalcoverage.Theability to collecttopographic
datafrom radarinterferometryin onepassusingapair of antennas(which is themethodused
in the TOPSARairbornesystem)is an excellentway to avoid the problemsof temporal
decorrelationof thesurface:the interferogramis constructedfrom datacollectedin a single
pass.Thereareexcitingpossibilitiesin usingaboom-mountedsecondantennaon theSpace
Shuttleto collect near-globaltopographyduringa singlemission(SRL-3). This techniqueisdescribedin moredetailbelow.
Numerousissuesremainregardingthetype of radarobservationsthat areneededto enable
radarinterferometryexperimentsto be successful.Unlessa two-antennainterferometeris
flown, thetemporalfrequencyof therepeat-pass,theerrorsdueto ionosphericperturbations
andatmosphericwatervapor,andthesurfacecharacteristicsareall believedto beimportant.
Noneof theseissueshavebeenrigorouslyinvestigated.We candrawon theexperiencewith
theERS-1andSIR-C/X-SARmissionsto makesomerecommendationsfor the useof future
radars,including thepossiblereflight of SIR-C/X-SARasSRL-3. However,it is clearthata
combination of orbital radar observationsand GPSmeasurementsin the field are both
required for geodynamicsand topographic analyses for two reasons. First, as was
demonstratedwith the analysisof the Landersearthquakedata (Zebkeret al., 1994),the
radar-deriveddeformation map provides only line-of-sight changeswith poor temporal
resolution. GPSdatafrom well monumentedsitesareneededto provide the3-axisground
movementandto provideacontinuousrecordof grounddeformationagainstwhichtheradar
datacancompared.Second,theneutralatmospherewill havea significanteffecton theradar
interferometrybecausethemoisturein theatmospherecaninduceatime delayequivalentto
groundmovementup to ~30 cm, which is far in excessof the groundmovementthat is
typically expected along fault lines (except during catastrophic rupture) or dormant
volcanoes. New techniqueshave been developedthat use the time delay information
containedwithin the GPSsignal to determinethe water vapor contentof the atmosphere(Bevisand Bussinger,1994unpublisheddata). If suchmeasurementswere to be obtained
concurrentwith imagingradardatafor aninterferometryexperiment,it wouldbepossibleto
removethisuncertaintyin theresultantradardeformationmap.
RegionalMapping
Thereis considerableinterestin thegeologycommunityfor aradarmissionthatis devotedto
mappingasmuchof the Earth's surfaceaspossible. Radar'sability to penetratethin sand
layers in desert environmentshas beenknown since the first Shuttle radar experiment
(SIR-A) back in 1981. In desertenvironments,the applicationsof a radar(whethermulti-
wavelengthand polarization or single wavelengthand polarization) are numerous,and
includegroundwaterhydrology(bothits developmentandremediation),mineralexploration
(including depositsof economicvaluesuchasgravelsandclays),paleo-drainagemapping
thatcanserveasindicatorsof climate change,and archeologicalresearch(Figure 6-8). In
manyothertypesof geologicsettings,comparablemappingmoderadardatawouldalsoserve
to characterizetheEarth's environmentfor comparisonwith futureradarand (in areasthat
arenot frequently cloud covered)Landsatdata. In this way, a radar databasewould be
establishedthat is equivalentto the20-yearrecordof Landsatimages,exceptthatmanynew
areas,suchasIndonesia,WestAfrica, andtheKurile/AleutianArc wouldbe imaged.
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This approachcouldbeparticularlybeneficialfor inter-disciplinarystudiesrelatedto glaciers
andthe hydrologiccycle. Preliminaryresultsfor thetwo SIR-C/X-SARexperimentshave
shownthat numerousfeaturesassociatedwith glaciers in the Andes can all be mapped.
Throughtheidentificationof moraines,pressureridges,outflow channels,andthe snoutsof
the icesheetsasa functionof time, thewaterbalanceof theglaciercanbedetermined.This
in turn helps in the analysisof the hydrology of the region and has importancefor the
analysisof climatechange,sincetheglaciersaresensitiveindicatorsof thenet lossor build-
upof icedueto changesin the localclimate.
In eachof theseinstances,it is hardto arguefor the needfor a newU.S. radar. Theissueis
really one of regionaldatacoverage,ratherthan the specific attributesof a SIR-C/X-SAR
class radar. Many partsof the world havenot beenimagedby radar becausethe ERS-1
spacecraftlacksa taperecorder,and sohasto rely on a seriesof groundstationsfor direct
broadcastof the data. With the adventof RADARSAT in 1995,such a limitation will
disappear.In addition,it wouldbefar moreeconomicallypractical,if thecommunitywereto
rely onERS-1andits successorERS-2,to establishnewgroundstations(whichcost<1%of
a new satellite) to capture additional dataover parts of the world where radar dataare
currentlylacking.
QuantitativeLithologic Mappingwith SAR
Theeffectsof long-andshort-termgeologicprocesseson theEarth's surfaceareexpressedas
grosscompositional(lithological) differencesbetweenrock types,as moresubtle within-
lithology variation (sedimentaryfacies,sedimentarystructures,faciesmigration, igneous
phases,and hydrothermalalteration),asweatheringproductsandsoils, and ultimately as
differencesin the geomorphicconfigurationof the land surface(Sparks,1971). Lithologic
mappingpotentiallycanprovideinformationcrucial to diverseissuessuchasdesertification,
naturalresources(oil andgas,minerals,andwater);andnaturalhazardssuchasvolcanoes,
earthquakes,andenvironmentalcontamination.
Traditionally, optical remotesensinghasbeenusedto directly characterizelithology on the
basisof composition.Therearenumeroussuccessfulcasestudiesin thepublishedliterature.
Most of thesestudies,however,only considercompositionat themolecularlevel,anddonot
takeinto accountthegrossgeomorphologyof thesurfacesbeingstudied. In addition,single-
frequencySAR datahaslong contributedto structuralandgeomorphicmapping(seeSabins,
1987, for examples). Approachesfor the extraction of lithological information usually
consist of photo interpretation(including stereoscopicviewing when available). While
lithology typically cannotbemappeddirectly without additionalinformation,photogeologic
methodsstill presentone of the most valuable approachestowards extracting geologic
informationfrom radardata.
The new generationof polarimetric,multi-frequency SARssuchasthe JPL AIRSAR and
SIR-C/X-SAR systems,provide morepowerful tools for extractinglithologic information
from radardataand for supplementingoptical remotesensingdeterminationsof lithology.
BecauseSARsystemsinteractwith theEarth'ssurfaceon the 1to 100+cm scale,ratherthan
themolecularscale,directmappingof lithology basedoncompositionis notpossible(Elachi,
1987).Radarreturnis primarily controlledby therelationshipbetweentheradarwavelength
and the scale of surface roughnesswith respect to the radar signal (cm-scale relief).
Fortunately,thesurfacemorphologyof geologicmaterialsis oftenrelatedto thecomposition
and weatheringcharacteristicsof the materialsforming the surface. Figure 6-9 showsan
exampleof this, wheretheroughnessof alluvial fan surfacesmay be relatedto the parent
materialsandthe climatic conditionsunderwhich thefansformed. If a fan hasanaverage
vertical relief of 6 cm, then it might appearsmooth(dark) to anL-Band radar systemor
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rough (bright) to an X-band system. Additionally, the multi-frequency nature of these
systemsallows for theoreticalmodeling and extractionof quantitativesurfaceroughness
basedon inversionof themodels. SeveralinvestigatorshaveusedAIRSAR dataandmodel
inversionsto identify areaswith varying surfaceroughness(vanZyl, 1989;vanZyl et al.,
1991; Evanset al., 1992; Kierein-Young, 1993;Kierein-Young and Kruse, 1992). The
multiple wavelengthsacquiredby the AIRSAR and SIR-C/X-SAR systemsarecritical to
successfullithologic mapping using surfaceroughnessparameters,and suchan analysis
wouldnotbepossiblewith anyof thecurrentor plannedforeignradarsystems.
Analysisof GeomorphicProcesses
Quad-polradardataarealsoneededto investigatetherelationshipbetweenradarbackscatter
andaerodynamicroughness.Althoughtheoriginal motivationfor this studywastheanalysis
of sandand dust transport(still valid), the methodcanalsobeextendedto includeclimate
modeling. In particular,generalcirculationmodels(GCMs) currentlyuseonly 2 or 3 (e.g.,
land andocean)valuesof aerodynamicroughness,simply becausetherehavebeenno easy
meansfor gettinggoodvalues. Yet Sudet al. (1988)haveshownthatby addingmorevalues
(e.g.,land,ocean,anddesert),GCM predictionschangedrasticallyin termsof precipitation,
wind regime, etc. Consequently,the work of Greeleyandcoworkersholds promiseas a
techniquefor mappinglargeareasto deriveaerodynamicroughnessvaluesfor input to the
nextgenerationof generalcirculationmodels.
The ability of wind to initiate dust and sandstormsis dependenton the roughnessof the
surfaceat thesub-meterscale,measuredby theaerodynamicroughness(Z0). This parameter
isa measureof thedragimposedby thesurfaceon thewind andis thereforeimportantalsoin
generalcirculation models(GCMs). For dry, unvegetatedandrelatively flat surfaces,the
radar backscattercoefficient (sigma-0) is a function of surface roughnessat a scale
comparableto theradarwavelength. Studiesby Greeleyet al. (1988, 1991)andBlumberg
and Greeley (1993) have shown that there is a correlation between sigma-0 and Z0.
Blumberg and Greeley (1993) developeda model to estimateZ0 from radar backscatter
coefficientsusingAIRSAR dataand found that the bestcorrelationis with L-Band cross-
polarizeddata. Concurrentmeasurementswith specializedmicro-meteorologymasts(Figure
6-10)to measurethewind speed,wind direction,andtemperaturethroughthe lowerportion
of theatmosphericboundary-layer,calibrateddatafrom SRL-1for StovepipeWells, Death
Valley,wereanalyzed.Thesemodelswerethenappliedto SRL-1data,andanestimateof Z0
wascomputed. Resultsshow that the modelscould predict Z0 very closely when using
calibrateddata(Figure6-11).
Theseobservationsare important becausethey demonstratethe importanceof obtaining
calibrated, multi-wavelength and multi-polarization radar data. Use of ERS-1 or
RADARSAT data (both C-Bandsinglepolarizationsystems)would not haveenabledthe
samedegreeof characterizationof the eolian roughnessof the surface to have been
determined.
Orbital radars have also been used to map river flooding and have been recently
demonstratedby Brakenridgeet al. (1994). In late springand summerof 1993,the Upper
MississippiRiver experiencedrecord-settingheavyrainfall. Wisconsin,Iowa, and Illinois
experiencedthewettestJune-Julyperiodon recordsince1895. In Iowa,measurablerainfall
fell somewherein thestatefor 33consecutivedaysfrom June22-July 25. Unusuallyheavy
rainsoccurredin July, a month that is morecommonlycharacterizedby regionalmoisturedeficits.
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The radar wasusedto delineatethe flooded agricultural fields along the valley floor and
areasof unfloodedagricultural landandflooded riverine forest. However,the flood stages
determinedfrom ERS-1 sceneslack close-intervalsamplingin time, and they are not as
accurateasin-situ recordinggages.Thesatellitedataneverthelessoffer animportantspatial
perspectivefor particularmomentsin time. Insteadof acontinuouslocal recordof risingor
falling stage,a singleERS-1 imageis a time-instantaneous,spatially continuousportrait of
flood stage along as much as 100 km of valley reach. Given favorable flood plain
morphology for measuringflood stage,longitudinal profiles of the instantaneousflood
surfacecan be constructed. For this type of investigation,short repeat-timecoverageis
crucial. This coveragemight be achievedusing different satellites (e.g., ERS-2 and
RADARSAT)or aspacecraftin a short-repeatorbit (althoughthe3-dayrepeatof ERS-1will
leave many geographic areasout of the field of view for this part of the mission).
RADARSAT could alsoprovide rapid site-revisitcapability, providedthat the selectionof
identicalviewing geometriesis notarequirement.
HOW COULD A NEW U.S. SAR CONTRIBUTE TO ANSWERING THESE SCIENCE
QUESTIONS?
Capabilitiesof CurrentRadars
For manyaspectsof the SolidEarthresearch,mappingfrom singleradarimagesis adequate
for the identificationof spatialinformationandgenerallithologic characteristics.Given the
continuing seriesof radarsthat will be launchedthrough2002 (i.e.,ERS-2,RADARSAT,
ENVISAT ASAR, and ALOS), it doesnot appearto be cost effective for NASA to fly a
comparableradarsystem. Increasingly,it is appropriatefor U.S. scientiststo draw upon
internationalpartnersto providetheseimagingradardatasets.
However,theseforeignradarshavelimited capabilities;thismeansthattheyarenot idealfor
makinginterferometricmeasurementsfor threemainreasons:
(1) The orbital characteristicsof theseradars are not optimized for the collection of
interferometricdata. No foreign radaris plannedthat would perform the single-pass
interferometryfor topographicmapping(comparableto the ideasfor SRL-3 described
below),sothatexact-repeatorbitswould haveto beused. In this case,theexact-repeat
frequencyvariesfrom 3 days(for selectedareas)with the ice-mappingphaseof ERS-1
to 24 daysfor RADARSAT and35daysfor themappingphaseof ERS-1. In theshort-
term (for aboutoneyear), this situationwill improvebecauseof the tandemflight of
ERS-1andERS-2. Exact-repeatcoveragewill beachievedwithin oneday,but thesite-
revisit time, within which asecondsetof measurementscanbemade,will still beeither
3 days(limited areas)or 35days(globalcoverage).Theselong-repeatimesmeanthat
surfacedecorrelationmay takeplacebetweenobservations(precludingtopographicor
grounddeformationmapping)and that transienteventsmay be missedentirely. A
further issueis thattheorbit of thespacecraftmaynotbeknownto sufficientdetailthat
thebaselinedistancebetweensuccessiveorbits canbecalculatedfor the interferometry
experiments.
(2) Singlewavelength/singlepolarizationradars(includingall theplannedforeignradars)
cannotbeusedto routinelydeterminesurfacetopographyandtopographicchangedue
to theunknowninfluenceof the ionosphereon thetime-delayof theradarsignal. As is
thecasewith VLBI measurements,the ionosphericdelaycanbeuniquelyresolvedwith
two wavelengths.This effect canbe reducedby collecting theradardataat night, but
this would limit thecoverageandsite-revisitfrequency.In addition,multi-wavelength
measurementsenhancethe probability that radar interferometryexperimentscanbe
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conductedbecausetheyallow a widerrangeof baselinedistancesto beconsidered(X-
bandmeasurementsrequireaseparationof a few tensof meters,C-banda few hundred
meters,andL-bandabout1km).
(3) From the analysis of the SIR-C/X-SAR data, it is clear that for many parts of the world
the cross-pol radar data (at both C-Band and L-Band) are much more useful for the
analysis of the surface morphology than like-pol (HH or VV) data. No foreign radar
has this cross-pol capability, so that lithologic mapping with ERS-1, RADARSAT, or
JERS-1 is more difficult than with SIR-C/X-SAR.
It is in this context, where no foreign radar is ideal for interferometric studies, that the idea of
flying SRL-3 with an attached boom to conduct single-pass interferometry is so exciting.
Indeed it is believed that flying this mission concept would dramatically advance the Earth
Science Community's understanding of the planet. While the details of the capabilities of a
boom-mounted system are still being investigated, the inherent height accuracy of the
proposed X-SAR radar interferometer would be better than 5 m vertical at a spatial resolution
of 25 m/pixel. What is truly exciting is the opportunity to collect an almost log!_l_l_l_l_l_l_lg_Jbal(equator-
ward of 62 °) topographic map using the wide-swath (SCANSAR) mode, which provides 50
m/pixel resolution and a height accuracy better than 20 m. In addition, a complete radar
image of the world between 62°N-62°S would also be obtained, thereby providing a
benchmark data set against which future global change could be measured. The combined
use of X-band at high spatial resolution and C-band in SCANSAR mode would enable the
quality of the two DEMs to be tested against each other, as well as provide the regional
framework (SIR-C) for detailed local (X-SAR) studies.
A major advantage of the SRL-3 topographic mission is that all of the topographic data
would be referenced to a single topographic datum. Until now, the reference surface for
maps from one continent do not match the datum for another continent (Figure 6-12).
Particularly for long-wavelength (> 1,000 km) studies of the gravity field and structure of the
Earth, it is crucial to use a common datum (typically the geoid). The SRL-3 data would
naturally be referenced to the Earth's geoid. Thus, a whole new range of geophysical and
geodynamics studies would be possible that currently cannot be rigorously attempted.
It is our opinion that there is a major leadership role that NASA can play by flying the SRL-3
mission using a second boom-mounted antenna to perform single-pass interferometry. The
data set so collected could be one of the most valuable and widely used data sets NASA has
ever collected, and would serve as a benchmark data sets for decades to come. In particular,
this data set would meet and _ NASA's commitment to provide a global digital
topographic data base in support of the Earth Observing System (EOS) with the added bonus
that these data could be made available to the community prior to the launch of the EOS
A.M.-1 platform. Synergism between the topographic data set and other information (e.g.,
Landsat, MODIS, ASTER images) would greatly facilitate studies dedicated to hydrology,
ecology and land use.
Development of a New U.S. Radar Satellite
Development of the future U.S. radar system should be seen as incremental in
implementation, starting from the existing aircraft TOPSAR system and the SRL-2
interferometry experiments, and ultimately leading to a long-duration free-flyer. Logical
steps to achieve this goal are:
(1) Continue the experimental studies of radar interferometry for topographic mapping
using the aircraft TOPSAR system. Much remains to be understood about the accuracy
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(2)
(3)
of topographic measurements at the meter to tens of meter scale, and the effects of
different ground covers (e.g., vegetation vs. bare rock) and regional slopes. A
comparison between the topography determined at more than one wavelength
(including the effects of atmospheric water vapor on the time delay of the signal) can
best be investigated under the controlled conditions of the TOPSAR experiments. In
addition, the science community needs a short-term data source to develop expertise in
the analysis of high spatial resolution topographic data sets.
The use of a boom-mounted antenna on the SRL-3 Shuttle mission. As described
above, this new technology provides the capability to map the Earth's topography (and
provide an image) for all the land between 62°N and 62°S using single-pass
interferometry.
A free-flying radar could be constructed from the existing SIR-C/X-SAR hardware, and
placed into orbit by the Shuttle for a 1-2 year mission. This mission concept has the
advantage that most of the radar technology has already been developed, but the
disadvantages are that the orbital inclination will be 57 ° due to the Shuttle launch, and
the altitude will be relatively low (resulting in a short-duration mission). However, this
orbit enables the ascending and descending orbits of the Shuttle to observe the same
point on the ground from almost orthogonal aspect angles. The complete 3-D
topography could therefore be mapped: Slopes will be well determined in at least one of
the two pairs of scenes. This capability will not be available through the ERS-1 and
ERS-2 spacecraft because the near-polar orbits means that the ascending and
descending ground tracks intersect at narrow angles.
(4) The ultimate goal should be to launch a free-flying radar into a near polar (for global
coverage) with a short (<3 day) exact repeat orbit for rapid site-revisit capability. This
system would augment the data base collected by the SRL-3 mission or, alternatively, if
SRL-3 is not flown, would establish a baseline topographic data set in its own right.
The key difference would be that the coverage would be global as the spacecraft would
be placed in a polar orbit, and that the spatial resolution would be uniformly high (as
opposed to some areas having the 50 m/pixel coverage provided by SIR-C operating in
SCANSAR mode).
In order to avoid surface decorrelation, this free-flying radar should have two antennas so
that single-pass interferometry can be achieved. The parameters of this radar should include
at least two different wavelengths (to compensate for the ionosphere) and have a variable
incidence angle (to permit rapid retargeting of the antenna, as well as reduce lay-over in areas
of high topography). Mission duration should be at least 3 years to enable the derivation of a
global topographic map followed by monitoring for ground deformation at selected sites.
This mission concept, with two antennas flying on co-orbital platforms, has a great
advantage. Interferometry experiments can be conducted for the Solid Earth investigations,
and the same spacecraft can also be flown to conduct along-track interferometry that will be
of great value for the analysis of ocean surface phenomena. We therefore see strong
synergism between the Solid Earth Sciences/Topography and Marine Applications
recommendations.
RECOMMENDATIONS
(1) Flying SRL-3 with a boom-mounted second antenna to perform single-pass topographic
mapping would not only produce a quantum leap in our understanding of the world's
topography, but would also represent a significant technological challenge in radar
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interferometry. To havethe greatestvalue, SRL-3 should include bothX-band and
C-bandinterferometersto collecthigh andlow resolutiondata,respectively. It is clear
that the imaging datawill alsohavegreat long-termvaluefor global changestudies,
independentof the topographicmapping. This mission conceptoffers outstanding
possibilities for enhancingNASA's standingin the internationalradarcommunity at
relatively low costandin a short time frame(theSRL-3 missioncould fly within twoyears).
(2) Continueto fly theNASA airborneTOPSAR/AIRSAR.This airbornesystemis crucial
for continuedinterferometryalgorithmdevelopment;theTOPSARhardwareis seenas
thevital test-bedto developnewinterferometrictechniquesthatultimatelywill be tried
onspacebornesystems.
(3) NASA needs to support a vigorous data analysis program using the SRL-2 exact-repeat
data set. Data obtained during the last four days of the mission will enable proof-of-
concept studies in interferometry over an adequate variety of targets. More
importantly, different radar baselines and the effects of local meteorology on the phase
data can be investigated with this short-repeat coverage.
(4) Utilize data from non-US radar systems to pursue science objectives to the extent that
these systems acquire relevant measurements, cause they will be there and we can do
some good science. This capability would be significantly enhanced if there are
additional ground stations established around the world to take advantage of the tandem
mission of ERS- 1 and ERS-2. A crucial component of this work with foreign radars is
the need for a U.S. investigator team to be funded to work with the data.
(5) NASA should begin to build a free-flyer satellite with interferometric capability and
cross-polarization and multiple incidence angle (nominally 20-45 ° ) capabilities, to
maintain U.S. involvement in unique and important ways. Results from this type of
experiment promise to revolutionize several fields of study related to topography and
topographic change. Single-pass interferometry is seen as the only way to avoid
meteorological errors in the phase data, and a two wavelength SAR is needed to remove
ionospheric effects. This same instrument has a very high probability of making
quantum leaps in our understanding of Solid Earth and Oceanography sciences, as well
as serving as an excellent tool for hazard mitigation studies.
Part of such a mission should have strong international participation so that more than one
spacecraft could be used to reduce the time interval between observations. A significant
component of such a mission could be dedicated to disaster-monitoring once a baseline data
set has been constructed. The ability of the radar to have a wide swath width (up to 500 km
at degraded spatial resolution) and the capability to image any point on the Earth's surface
through the use of a steerable antenna enhances the possibility of imaging the surface during
the event (such as river flooding), rather than just obtaining data once the physical process is
over.
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Figure6-4,Thismap was prepared from TOPSAR airborne intefferometry data obtained over the basaltic shield
volcano Fernandina in the W. Galapagos Islands. The first derivative of the digital topographic data (obtained at
l0 m/pixel resolution) has been calculated for an area 30 x 30 m in size so that the variation in slopes on the volcano
can be identified. Here we see that the upper slopes on the outside of the caldera can exceed 30 °, while the flanks
near the coast all have slopes less than 5°. This type of analysis lends itself very well to many types of geomorphic
studies (including an analysis of drainage basins, mountain ranges, and volcanoes), and is well suited to the regional
view of topography that would be provided by an orbital radar interferometer.
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Figure 6-10. Photograph of the 9.8 meter mast deployed at Death Valley, California that was used to collect wind
speed and temperature data within the surface boundary layer.
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Figure 6-12 a). No single reference datum is presently in use throughout the world. This figure
shows major datum blocks currently in use and illustrates how reference ellipsoids differ. A
coherent topographic data set referrable to a single reference surface can only be readily obtained
from satellite measurements (from Burke and Dixon, 1988).
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7---SAR System Technology
INTRODUCTION
To support the scientific applications utilizing spaceborne imaging radar systems, a set of
radar technologies has been identified which can dramatically lower the weight, volume,
power and data rates of the radar systems. These smaller and lighter SAR systems can be
readily accommodated in small spacecraft and launch vehicles enabling significantly reduced
total mission costs. To prioritize the technology needs, a strawman mission scenario is
adopted. It includes global topography mapping missions using interferometric SARs and
dual frequency, polarimetric SAR mapping missions that will be flown starting in 2000.
Specific areas of radar technology include the antenna, RF electronics, digital electronics and
data processing. A core radar technology development plan is recommended to develop and
demonstrate these technologies and integrate them into the radar missions in a timely
manner. It is envisioned that these technology advances can revolutionize the approach to
SAR missions leading to higher performance systems at significantly reduced mission costs.
NASA has flown several spaceborne imaging radar missions for Earth observation, starting
with the pioneering L-band SAR system that flew on the SEASAT mission in 1978 (Jordan,
1980). This series of spaceborne SARs has provided an increasing level of system capability,
culminating in the SIR-C/X-SAR system (IEEE, 1991). This latest system is the first multi-
frequency, polarimetric SAR system designed for Earth observations from space. It flew
successfully on two shuttle missions in April and October of 1994. An extensive data set was
collected over numerous experiment sites around the globe. The multi-frequency,
polarimetric radar measurements will be used to address scientific investigations in the areas
of geology, hydrology, ecology, oceanography and other disciplines.
Figure 7-1 summarizes the key features of the series of four spaceborne SAR systems
developed and flown by NASA for Earth observations. It also summarizes the key radar
system technology features, such as frequency, polarization, transmitter/receiver approach
and beam steering capability. In addition to these NASA systems, several other spaceborne
SAR missions are being conducted by the international community. Examples of three such
systems developed by ESA, Japan, and Canada are shown in Figure 7-2a. The key system
technology features of these international SAR systems are shown in Figure 7-2b (IEEE,
1991). The potential applications of measurements from all these radar missions in a wide
range of Earth science disciplines are given in previous segments of this report.
In support of the spaceborne SAR missions throughout the past two decades, NASA has also
been conducting airborne SAR experiments to develop geophysical algorithms to convert the
radar measurements to quantitative geophysical parameters. The airborne SAR system was
also used to demonstrate advanced radar system concepts such as the interferometric SAR
technique (Zebker et al., 1986). The feasibility of obtaining high resolution digital
topography data using this technique has been thoroughly demonstrated on numerous
airborne experiments. Furthermore, this technique has recently been extended to measure
minute topography changes by the differences in the interferometric SAR measurements
obtained in multiple passes over the experiment sites (Gabriel et al., 1989). The error sources
associated with these techniques are now well characterized, and a logical next step is to
apply them to global measurements from space (Zebker et al., 1994).
To assist the planning of the next phase of activities for spaceborne SARs, especially in view
of the fact that there are several other SAR programs that are ongoing in the international
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community,NASA hasrequestedtheNationalResearchCouncilto conducta review of the
futureSARprogramdirection. A keyconcernfor any futureSARmissionis thatthemission
complexityandcostareoftendrivenby themass,power,volumeanddataraterequirements
of theradars. Typically, theseradarsdemandlargeresourcesfrom thespacecraftaswell as
the launchvehicles,leadingto high missioncosts. An aggressiveprogramto developkey
radartechnologiesfor smaller,lighter SAR systemsthat aremorereadilyaccommodatedin
small spacecraft/launchvehiclescan leadto significantly reducedtotal missioncosts. This
portionof thereviewreportaddressesthespecificquestionsconcerningSARtechnologyand
a plan for technologydevelopmentfor SAR programneeds. An adhoc SAR Technology
Working Group to supportthis review wasformed. Thespecificquestionthat this segment
of thereport addressesis: "What arethe priorities in SAR technologydevelopmentwhich
arecritical not only to NASA's maintainingleadershipin spaceborneSAR technologybut to
providing societally relevant geophysical parameters?"This segmentsummarizesthe
findings of the SAR Technology Working Group and recommendsspecific, prioritized
technologystepsfor theNASA SARprogram.
SCIENCEPANEL NEEDSSUMMARY
The scientific applicationdrivers for SAR measurementshavebeendescribedin detail in
previoussegmentsof thisreportandaresummarizedbelow:
(1) Geology: topography and topographic changes;hazard assessmentsuch as flood
potential,volcanoes,earthquakes,etc.
(2) Oceanography: ocean currents, winds, ocean surface features, sea ice thickness and
coastal processes;
(3) Hydrology: soil moisture and snow water equivalence;
(4) Ecology: land cover classification, inundation mapping and biomass measurements;
(5) Ice sheets: snow facies, seasonal melt, icebergs, surface morphology, ice velocity and
surface topography.
In each of these areas, the contributions of SAR data to the geophysical measurements are
also addressed by other segments in this report. In some cases, the SAR systems provide a
unique capability for the measurements of the geophysical parameters. In other cases, the
radar results are combined with other sensor data for the geophysical studies. All the review
panels recommend the collection of a long-term, calibrated time series of SAR data for
studies of environmental changes. The next section focuses on translating these science
drivers and their associated requirements of the SAR systems into a strawman mission
scenario. Based on these SAR system requirements and mission needs, recommendations on
a technology program are given in the Radar System Technology Discussions sub-section
below.
STRAWMAN SAR MISSION SCENARIO
In order to focus the science application drivers summarized in the Science Panel Needs
Summary section into SAR system requirements, we have constructed a strawman
spaceborne SAR mission scenario. This strawman scenario addresses the key scientific
needs, as advocated in the science panel reports, and the data to address those needs which
are not presently available from the planned international radar programs. The scenario
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includesa global topographymappingmission and a dual frequency,multi-polarization
global mappingSAR mission. The global topographymissionutilizes the interferometric
SAR technique for high resolution, digital topography mapping. The dual-frequency,
polarimetricSARmissionfocusesonmedium-resolutionmappingof geophysicalparameters
suchasbiomassandsoil moisture,andprovideshighresolutionregional-scalemeasurements
for selectedexperimentstudies. Data from this missionscenario,togetherwith data from
otherinternationalSARs,will providethecomprehensive,long-termdatasetthat is required
to addressall thescienceapplicationissuesdiscussedabove. Thisstrawmanscenarioclearly
identifies the NASA contribution to the international SAR programsand provides key
measurementsthat will otherwisebeunavailable. It is recognizedthatthe missionscenario
describedis, indeed,a strawman.Significant interactionswith thesciencecommunity,the
internationalSAR missionprogramplannersandNASA arerequiredto properlydefinethe
missionscenario. However,for the purposeof this report, this strawmanscenarioand an
assumedschedulefor theexecutionof this scenariowill serveasguidesfor the identification
of radartechnologyneeds.
Figure 7-3 showsa schematicdrawing of a strawmanconceptfor the global topography
mappingmission. This conceptutilizes two L-bandSAR spacecraftthat fly in formation.
The formationflying will generatethe requiredinterferometricbaselineseparationbetween
thetwo SAR antennas.Thephysical separationof the interferometricbaselineneedsto be
measuredto anaccuracyof afew mm; the strawmanapproachis to utilize differential GPS
signals. The performancecharacteristicsof the SAR is alsoshownin Figure 7-3. Radar
echoesobtainedfrom the two systemswill be processedinto SAR imagery. The imagery
will then be coherently combined and the interferometric phasemeasurementswill be
extracted.Thesephasemeasurementsarethenconvertedinto digital topographyinformation
basedon thebaselineknowledgeandothergeometricparameters.Datafrom multiple orbits
will bemosaickedto form a globaltopographymodel. It is expectedthat this globaldigital
elevationmodelwill havehorizontalpostingof about30m andvertical heightaccuracyof 2
to 5 m. This global dataset will representa major improvementin resolution beyond
topographyinformation that is currently available. It shouldbe noted that this mission
conceptcan be readily extendedto perform measurementsof topographychangesusing
multiplepassesoverselectedregionswith nearlyrepeatgroundtracks. As mentionedabove,
this techniquehasbeendemonstratedbeforeusingsimilardatasets(Zebkeret al., 1994). It
is envisionedthat topographychangedetectionandmeasurementsneedto beconductedona
continuing basisfor assessmentof hazardsand relatedenvironmentalchanges. The key
technologydriver for a setof low-costtopographymappingmissionsis to developa small,
light SARsystemthatcanbeaccommodatedin smallspacecraftandlaunchvehicles.
Figure 7-4 showsa schematicdrawing for a dual-frequency,polarimetric strawmanSAR
missionfor global vegetationandsoil moisturestudies. An L-band SAR with quad-linear
polarization, together with an X-band SAR with dual polarization, is assumedfor this
mission. Thefocusof this missionis onobtainingmediumresolution(200to 300m) global
mapsat the L- and X-bandsfor ecologicaland hydrological systemstudies. The specific
geophysicalmeasurementsincludebiomassestimates,vegetationclassification,plus soil and
snowmoisture. The missiongoal is to provide a global mapof thesemeasurementsonce
every severaldaysfor assessmentsof changesin thesegeophysicalquantities. It is also
envisionedthatthe SAR systemscansupportobservationsat higher resolution(lessthan20
m) overselectedareasfor regional-scale xperimentstudies.This systememploysadvanced
on-boardSAR signalprocessingto generatethe medium-resolution,accuratelycalibrated
polarimetricSAR imageryover theglobal land mass. This technologywill reducetheon-
boarddatastorageand downlink requirements. In addition, a small, lightweight power-
efficientSARsystemis alsorequired.
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A recentinterestingSARtechniquedevelopmentis theuseof analong-trackinterferometric
SAR systemfor measurementsof oceanphenomena,especiallyoceancurrents.We notethat
a possiblemissionconceptfor along-trackinterferometricSAR oceanstudiesis similar to
Figure 7-3, except that, insteadof flying side-by-side,the spacecraftwill fly along-track
relativeto eachother. Thisapproachdoesnotrequiresignificanttechnologychangesrelativeto thestrawmanmissionscenario.
As abasisfor planningandprioritizing theSARtechnologydevelopment,wehavearbitrarily
selectedanassumedschedulefor the two missionsmentioned. We haveassumedthat the
globaltopographymappingmissionwill bedevelopedin the 1997to 2000time framewith a
launchin 2000andthedual-frequency,polarimetricSARmissionfor globalmappingwill be
developedin the 2000to 2003time framewith a launchin 2003. Of course,this schedule
needsto be reexaminedin the future, but it will serve to set the requirementsfor the
technologydevelopment.
RADAR SYSTEMTECHNOLOGYDISCUSSIONS
In this section, the stateof the art in spaceborneSAR systemtechnology,aswell asthe
technologyneededto addressfuturepotentialmissionsarediscussed.Thefive mainareasof
discussionsare:antenna,RF electronics,digital electronics,dataprocessorsandsystem-level
technologyconcepts. For eachof theseareas,the projected technologyneedsand their
impact on the SAR missions are described. As discussedin the RecommendedSAR
Technology Program Approach section below, an advancedradar test-bed should be
developed. Each of the technologyitems discussedshouldbe fully testedin a modular
fashionwithin this test-bed.
AntennaTechnologyDiscussions
It is recognizedthat akey technologychallengein SARsystemsis theantennasystem.Due
to the desire to limit the level of azimuth and rangeambiguities in the SAR signal, the
physicalsizeof theantennausedcannotbesmallerthancertainprescribedlimits. A typical
sizefor a spaceborneL-bandSAR antennais 10x 2 m. An antennaof similar sizewill be
required for the strawmanmissions. Table 7-1 summarizesthe size and weight of the
antennasystemsusedin theSAR systemson SEASAT,ERS-1,JERS-1,RADARSAT and
SIR-C (Gibbons,et al., 1994;Jordan, 1980). Although the physical size requirementsdo
changewith frequency,orbit altitude, swathwidth andrequiredantennagain, the antennas
listedin Table7-1 areall largeandrepresentchallengesin accommodationfor thespacecraft
andlaunchvehicle. Theseantennasystemsalsousedifferent technologyapproaches.The
SIR-C/X-SARsystemutilizesadistributedphasedarrayantennaat theL- andC-bands,anda
slottedwaveguideantennaat the X-band (Figure 7-5). The L- and C-bandphasedarrays
employ multiple transmit/receive(T/R) modules that are distributed acrossthe physical
aperturesof the antennas. ThesedistributedT/R modulesalso provide electronicbeam-
steeringcapability. The ERS-1and RADARSAT SAR systemsutilize slottedwaveguide
antennasat theC-band,andtheJERS-1SAR systemutilizesa microstripplanararrayat the
L-band. For the strawmanmission scenariodescribedin the StrawmanSAR Mission
Scenario section above, the key technology challenges for the antennasrequired are:
reductionin the antennaweight, accommodationof a largeantennawithin theenvelopeof
the launchvehicleshroud,reliability of thedeploymentmechanism,andreductionin theloss
throughtheantennafeednetwork.
Forthemissionto belaunchedin 2000,a lightweightantennawith a minimal stowedvolume
to fit within a small launchvehicleshroudis required. The useof light weight composite
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material to reducethe antennaweight and maintain the requiredsurfaceflatnessis a key
technology. Compact deployable antennastructures,with highly reliable deployment
mechanisms,needfurtherdevelopmentanddemonstration.Improvementsin low loss feed
networkmaterialtechnologyaredesired.As atargetfor this phase,apassive,L-bandplanar
antennasystemwith a sizeof 12x 2 m that is suitablefor the global topographymapping
missionshouldweigh lessthan70 kg. In addition,it is alsopossibleto considerusingthe
antennastructure in the SAR systemas an additional resourcefor the spacecraft. For
example,theantennastructurecanserveasan integralpartof thespacecraftstructure,which
can be used for the mounting of other spacecraftsubsystems. This aspect should be
investigatedin thedetailedmissiondesign.
For the missions to be launched in 2003 and beyond, the use of inflatable antenna
technology,in the form of planarphasedarraysor other suitablereflector shapesin SAR
antennas,must be developed. This technology can provide significant advantagesin
reducingthevolumeof thestowedantennaat launch,whichwill allowSAR systemsto fly in
smallerlaunchvehicles. It canalsoreducethe massof theantennaaswell (Freelandet al.,
1992).Figure7-6 showsanexampleof suchan inflatablereflectorthatis underdevelopment
for a technology demonstration flight on the Space Shuttle. However, several key
technologicalchallengesmustbeaddressedbeforethis approachcanbe readily adoptedfor
SAR applications:(1) anappropriateantennafeedapproach(if theradiativeelementsareon
theinflated antennasurface),(2) thedesignconceptto provideelectronicbeam-steering,(3)
lifetime of the materialused,(4) mechanicalcontrol of the antenna,and (5) total system
reliability. In particular, the incorporationof electronicbeam-steeringcapability with the
requiredfastbeamswitchingtime andlow side-lobelevel, into an inflatablestructuremust
be demonstrated. Another key concernfor the global SAR mapping mission is that the
inflatableantennahasto supportdual-frequencyoperationandpolarimetricmeasurements.
RFElectronicsTechnologyDiscussions
TheRF subsystemsof spaceborneSARsgeneratehigh powermicrowavetransmitterpulses
andamplify theradarechoesreceivedthroughtheantennafor digitization andprocessing.A
key technologyis the high peak power transmitter that is required. The SIR-C system
utilizes distributedT/R modules,whereasthe X-SAR utilizes a centraltransmitter/receiver
system.In themultipleT/Rmoduleapproach,thetotalpeaktransmitpoweris sharedamong
all the modules,and eachone only needsto transmit at a relatively lower peak power.
Furthermore,theoverall systemreliability is improvedbecausethemultiplemodulesprovide
inherentredundancy. Figure 7-7 showsan L-bandT/R moduleusedon SIR-C. The key
technologyissuesfor theRF electronicsubsystemsfor futureSAR missionsaresubstantial
reductionin theirweightandvolumes,andsignificantimprovementin their powerefficiency.
The power efficiency improvement can lead to reduction in the requirementson the
spacecraftpowersubsystemwith correspondingsavingsin missioncost. Anotherconcernis
to improvethe reliability of thesehigh-powerRF componentsto reducethe risk of sensor
failure. It is alsoimportantthattheRF electronicsoperatewith stablesystemgainsto allow
accuratecalibrationof theradarresults.
Specifically, for the global topographymissionat 2000,lightweight, highly efficient solid-
statetransmittersat theL-band,with peakpowerin excessof 300W, arerequired. Silicon
bipolar transistorsat this power level presentlyexist for L-bandoperation,but their power
efficiencyshouldbe improvedbeyond60%. In additionto thehigh-powertransmitters,the
low-power portions of the RF subsystems,suchasthe excitersand receivers,shouldbe
miniaturizedby the appropriateuseof MMIC technology(seeschematicdiagramin Figure
7-8). Thiscanleadto drasticreductionof systemmassandvolume.
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For theradarmissionsthrough2010,thereareseveralemergingtechnologiesthat shouldbe
incorporated.Gallium arsenideMESFETandderivatives,suchasheterostructureFETsand
pseudomorphicHEMTs, shoulddeliver severaltensof wattsat C-bandandperhapsX-band
(Figure 7-9 showsthe presentassessmentof theavailablepeakpowerpersingledevice in
variousfrequencies).Anotherexampleis the microwavepowermodule.This is a blending
of solid-stateand vacuumelectronicswith performancebenefits not attainableby either
technologyalone. It combinesa widebandMMIC driver, anefficient miniaturizedvacuum
power booster,and integratedpower conditioning, into a compact, lightweight package
capableof averagepowersfrom severaltensto severalhundredsof watts. It is suitablefor
operationat frequenciesup to theK-band(where solid-statedevicesarenot as efficient as
they are at lower frequencies;seeFigure7-10for anengineeringmodelexample). It should
alsobe noted that continuing improvementin high-powerelectronicstubesare useful for
SARoperationsat higherfrequencies.Again, in all cases,furtherreductionsin weightand
improvementsin power efficiency are key issues. For the missions beyond 2000, the
technologyof performingdirect synthesisof RF drive signal from clock signals,avoiding
any frequencysynthesisprocess,shouldbe pursued. By delivering the requiredRF drive
signalsby direct synthesis,significantportionsof theexciterelectronicswill beeliminated,
with acorrespondingreductionin massandvolume.
An importantchallengein thedevelopmentof miniaturizedRF electronicsis themechanical
packagingtechnology. The small size in the circuitry presentssignificant challengesin
minimizingdesigntime,eliminatingundesiredRF coupling,andallowing for properthermal
dissipation. Furthermore,the small-scalecircuitry will presentproblemsin electrical and
performancetesting. New methodologiesfor testingby non-intrusiveprobing techniques
shouldbedevelopedandapplied.
Digital ElectronicsTechnologyDiscussions
A significant cost driver for SAR systemsis that they typically generatelargevolumesof
dataat high rates. For example, the SIR-C/X-SAR systemhas five radar channelsthat
operateat45 Mb/s. For SIR-C,thedigital datahandlingsubsystemwas145kg in weightand
consumedabout800 W of power. Specific technologyneedsin the digital electronicsfor
future SAR systemsinclude substantialreduction in weight and powerconsumption,and
increasedautomationof systemoperation.
For theglobaltopographymappingmissionin 2000,ASIC or FPGAtechnologyneedsto be
adoptedto reducethedigital electronicssystemsizeandweight. Examplesof modulesthat
needto be miniaturizedincludethedigital chirp generator,datadigitizer, theformatter,and
the timing andcontrol modules. Operatingat clock ratesof 50 to 100MHz, their power
consumptionneedsto be reducedby a factorof 10. Fortunately,theperformanceof digital
synthesizers,analog-to-digitalconverters,floating point multipliers and accumulators,and
high speedmemoriesis benefiting from technologyimprovementsthat will lower power
consumptionandraiseclock frequencies. In particular,heterojunctionbipolar technology
can leadto power consumptionreductionby a factor of 5 and canmore thandouble the
operationspeeds.Forexample,thesamplingrateof 12-bitADCs areprojectedto grow from
10MS/s to over50 MS/s, and that of 8-bit ADCs from 100MS/s to 1 GS/s. At the same
time,scaledCMOSandcomplementarygallium arsenideheterostructureFETtechnologyare
reducing both the access time and power consumption of SRAMs for high speed
applications. In additionto thesetechnologyitems,useof themulti-chip modulepackaging
approachshouldalso beadoptedto improvethe packagingvolume efficiency and system
reliability. To reducethe cost of post-launchmissionoperation,the radarcommandand
operationfunctionsshouldbehighly automated.The radarsystemcontrollermustperform
the function of detailedsystemparametersetup;this may vary asa function of theorbital
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location (e.g.,PRF and datawindow position) aswell asthe gain setupof the RF and IF
portions of the radarsin an automatedfashion to avoid excessiveground commanding.
Onboardselectionof proper RF/IF gain basedon the radar echo strength,or the useof
adaptivedataquantizationschemessuchas a block floating point q.uantizeris required.
Thesesystemautomationissueswill allowsignificantreductionin missionoperationcosts.
For the radar missionsthrough 2010, the key digital technology item is on-board SAR
processorsfor missionssuchasthe global vegetationand soil moisturemappingmission.
Unfortunately,currentprogramsto developradiation-hardenedprocessorsandmemoriesare
laggingbehindthecommerciallyavailableproducts.A radiation-hardened,32-bit, 20-Mips
processoris not yet available,andthecurrentradiation-hardenedSRAM technologyis 256K.
The onboardSAR dataprocessorshouldbesmall, light andconsumerelatively low power
(<50 to 100W). Technology advancesin digital signal processingelementsshould be
exploredto developacompactsystemarchitecturethatis capableof thehigh throughputrate
required(>4GFLOPSat a sustainedrate). This onboardprocessingtechnologycan leadto
dramaticdecreasesin downlink requirementsandsubsequentgrounddatahandling. For the
radarmissionsin this time period,thetechnologyof very-high-speedADC to performdirect
datadigitization at RFs from 1to 10GHz, followed by high-speeddigital filters, shouldbe
developed.This approachwill eliminateportionsof thetraditional RF subsystemandcan
potentiallyleadto morestablesystemcalibrationwith improvedsystemdynamicrange.
DataProcessingSystems
At present,nearlyall thespaceborneSARmissionsutilize grounddataprocessingsystemsto
convertthe raw radardatainto imagery. The groundprocessorsalso performradiometric
calibration,geometricrectification,further processingof the imagery into level 2 products,
andthe dataarchiveand distribution. Thereare threemajor hardwareapproachesto the
developmentof SAR processingsystems:generalcommercialoff-the-shelf (COTS) CPUs
thatcanprovidemulti-GFLOPSlevelof computationrate;generalCOTSCPUaugmentedby
special-purpose,high-computation-ratesignal processingboards; and custom-designed,
special-purposeSARprocessinghardware.
For theradarmissionin 2000,thepresenttechnologytrendis to continueto capitalizeon the
advancementin COTShardwarethatthecomputerindustryis providing,andto utilize highly
transportableSAR processingsoftwareto reducethe systemimplementationcost. A key
technologydriver continuesto be the front-end interface to the radar datastorageinput.
Significant investmentsto increasethe throughput, reliability and transportability of this
front-endI/O interfacearerequired. Otherimportanttechnologydevelopmentsshouldoccur
in high-throughput geophysicalproduct generation systems. These systemsperform
geophysicalparameteretrieval basedon the SAR imageryandgeneratehigher-leveldata
products.Althoughthegeophysicalinversionalgorithmsarematuring,theuseof high-speed
computation systemsto analyze large data volumes of SAR needto be demonstrated.
Significantadvanceshave alreadybeenmadein the polar ice geophysicalprocessing,and
thesesystemapproachesneedto beextendedto otherapplicationareas.An issuethatshould
alsobe addressedis the incorporationof theseSARdatasets,bothat the imagerylevel and
higherlevel dataproducts,into theEOSdatasystems,sothattheycanbe readilyaccessedby
thesciencecommunity.
For the SAR missionsthrough 2010, as mentionedin the Digital electronicstechnology
discussionsabove, the useof onboard processorsshould allow the generationof SAR
imagery on the spacecraft. Continuing improvementsof onboardprocessorsshouldbe
pursuedby including the radiometric and geometric calibration functions that require
engineering information provided with the radar sensor. In addition to the continuing
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improvementsin the onboardprocessorsystems,further improvementsin the higher level
product generation system technology and the developmentof efficient data product
verificationprocessesneedto beperformed.
OtherSAR SystemTechnologyConsiderations
In thediscussionson thescienceapplicationdriversandthe strawmanmissionscenario,the
radarresolution is typically envisionedto be in the rangeof tensto hundredsof meters.
Indeed, the global mapping of vegetationand soil moisture will be conductedwith a
resolutionof 200to 300m. However,for certainapplications,ahighresolutiondataset,say,
at 2 m, canprovidesignificantadvantages.For example,onceanareaof interestis mapped
atlow resolution,selectedsegmentsof that areacanbemappedat higherresolutionfor more
detailedstudies. Thesehigh-resolutiondatamayhavecommercialand othercivilian and
military applicationsbeyond the scientific studiesdiscussedhere. The high resolution
mappingwould not be global in nature,but would focuson selectedregionsfor detailed
studies.This t.ypeof highresolutionmappingshouldbeconsideredfor theglobaltopography
mappingmission, as well as for the dual-frequency,polarimetric SAR mappingmission.
Continuing improvementsin the radarsensortechnology,especiallyin high peaktransmit
power, large systemoperationbandwidth and high resolution onboardsignalprocessors,
wouldberequired.
Althoughmanyof the scientific studieshavebeenusingradarmeasurementsobtainedover
distinct frequenciesthat arewidely separated,a tradeoff on the useof a singlewide-band
radarsystem,operatingover,say,40%of thebandwidthfor someof theapplications,should
beexamined. This wide-bandapproachcanbe readilyaccommodatedin mostantennaand
RF systemtechnologies. It eliminatesthe useof multiple hardwaresetsfor the distinct
frequencies.Of course,thepenaltyis thatthefrequencyseparationis only 40% or soof the
RF frequency,but thatmaybesufficientfor certainapplications.Theutility of sucha system
conceptshouldbeexplored.
RECOMMENDEDSARTECHNOLOGYPROGRAMAPPROACH
It is recommendedthatanaggressiveradartechnologydevelopmentprogrambe incorporated
aspartof thecoreNASA radarprogramactivities. Its primarypurposeis to reducethemass,
power,volumeanddatarateof theradarsystemsin orderto reducethetotalmissioncost. In
addition,prudentadoptionof thesetechnologiesin developingtheradarinstrumentanddata
processingsystemscan improvethe systemperformance,increaseits reliability, andlower
theradarsystemdevelopmentcost. This sectionsummarizesthe technologydevelopment
discussionsin the Radar System Technology Discussionssection into a specific SAR
technologyprogramthatis designedto addresstheneedsfor the radarmissionsenvisioned
for the2000s.
For the radar mission in 2000, an aggressivetechnology demonstration program is
recommendedto ensurethat the technologies listed in the Radar System Technology
Discussionssectionaboveare readyand suitablefor incorporationinto the radarmission.
Thecrucial technologydemonstrationstudiesare:
(1) Antenna: a technology demonstrationmodel that includes the use of lightweight
compositematerialfor the antennasubarrays,a compactdeployableantennastructure
with theassociateddeploymentmechanism,anda low lossantennafeednetworkusing
low lossmaterial;
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(2) RF subsystem: developmentof highefficiency solid-stateL-bandtransmittermodule
andMMIC-basedlightweightexciterandreceivermodules;
(3) Digital electronics: development of miniaturized digital chirp generator, timing and
control module, data digitization and handling unit using ASIC or FPGA technology
and appropriate multi-chip module packaging approach;
(4) Data processing systems: demonstration of high-throughput, front-end interfaces for
the ingestion of radar data into state-of-the-art COTS hardware system for SAR
processing.
Table 7-2 shows the projected mass breakdown of such an advanced SAR system for the
global topography mission. It is envisioned that the SAR system should weigh less than 100
kg, which represents a factor of 3 or more reduction relative to current, similar systems. A
systematic approach to this technology demonstration process is a radar test-bed in which an
advanced technology radar system is built up from all technology demonstration items. After
each technology item is tested, it will be integrated into the test-bed for an end-to-end
system-level test. It should be noted that many of the electronics modules listed above are
applicable to radars at different frequencies, and therefore can be used in radar systems
beyond the first strawman mission in 2000.
For the radar missions in 2003 and beyond, the technology program should include
continuing improvements in the above areas and the following major enabling technology
items:
(1) Antenna: technology development for an inflatable antenna system that can support
electronic beam-steering and multi-frequency, polarimetric SAR observations;
(2) RF electronics: technology demonstration of microwave power modules for X-band
transmitters and advanced solid-state transmitters for L- and C-band SAR systems and
development of direct RF synthesis scheme to further reduce the size, weight and power
consumption of the RF subsystem;
(3) Digital electronics: technology demonstration for onboard SAR processor to convert
the raw SAR data into SAR imagery and development of direct data digitization at RF
with high speed ADCs
(4) Data processing system: development of a high-throughput processing system for
higher-level data product generation.
All these developments should be an integral part of the core radar technology program. The
development schedule should ensure that they are ready to support the missions in the first
decade of the 2000s. Again, these technology items should be integrated into the radar test-
bed to provide full functional demonstration in an end-to-end fashion. With these advances,
radar missions should be sufficiently light and small to be launched in Pegasus or other
launch vehicles of similar capabilities. These technology advances will fundamentally
revolutionize the approach to SAR missions, leading to higher-performance systems at
significantly reduced mission costs.
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Table B-2. Microwave Bands Available for SAR.
Name wavelength (cm) Frequency (GHz)
Ka 1.13-0.75
K 1.67-0.75
Ku 2.40-1.67
X 3.75-2.40
C 7.5-3.75
S 15-7.5
L 30-15
P 130-30
26.5--40
18-26.5
12.5-18
8-12.5
4-8
2-4
I-2
0.230-1
B-2
4DDA
ADC
AIRSAR
ASAR
ASF
ASIC
ASTER
ATISAR
AVHRR
AVIRIS
C
CES
CMOS
COTSCPU
CPU
CV
DAAC
DC-8
DEM
DMSP
EEZ
ENSO
ENVISAT
EOS
EPA
ERS-1,ERS-2
ESA
ESTAR
FET
4DDA
FPGA
GCMs
GCRP
GFLOP
GPS
GOM
HAPEX-MOBILHY
HEMT
hf
HH
HIROS
HV
I/O
IEM
IF
AppendixC
ACRONYMS
4-D DataAssimilation
Analogto Digital Converter
AirborneSyntheticApertureRadar
AdvancedSyntheticAperture Radar
AlaskaSyntheticApertureRadarFacility
ApplicationSpecificIntegratedCircuit
AdvancedSpaceborneThermalEmissionandReflectionRadiometer
Along-TrackInterferometricSyntheticApertureRadar
AdvancedVery High ResolutionRadiometer
AirborneVisible/InfraredImagingSpectrometer
C-band,asin CHH or CVV
CommitteeonEarthStudies
ComplementaryMetal-OxideSemiconductor
CommercialOff-The-ShelfCPU
CentralProcessingUnit
Coefficientof Variation
DistributedActive ArchiveCenter
DouglasCommercialaircraftcargo- model8
Digital ElevationMap
DefenseMeteorologicalSatelliteProgram
ExclusiveEconomicZone
El Nifio, SouthernOscillation
EnviromentalSatellite
EarthObservingSystem
EnvironmentalProtectionAgency
EuropeanRemoteSensingSatellite
EuropeanSpaceAgency
ElectronicallySteeredThinnedArray Radiometer
Field EffectTransistor
4-D DataAssimilation
FieldProgrammableGateArray
GeneralCirculationModels
GlobalChangeResearchProgram
Giga (=Billion) FloatingPointOperationspersecond
GeophysicalProcessorSystem,or GlobalPositioningSystem
GeometricalOpticsModel
HydrologicAtmosphericPilot ExperimentandModelisationduBilan
Hydrique
High-ElectronMobility Transistor
highfrequency
Horizontalpolarizedtransmission,Horizontallypolarizedreception
High-ResolutionInfraredSounder
Horizontalpolarizedtransmission,Vertically polarizedreception
InputandOutput
IntegralEquationMethod
IntermediateFrequency
C-I
INPA
IF
INPA
ISLSCP
ITU
JERS-1
JPL
L
MESFET
MLE
MMIC
MPM
MTPE
NASA
NDVI
NESDIS
NOAA
OMTPE
ONR
OSB
POM
PRF
RADAM
RADAR
RADARSAT
RAR
RF
RGB
RGPS
SAR
SCANSAR
SIR-A, SIR-B
SIR-C/X-SAR
SPM
SPOT
SRAM
SRL- 1, SRL-2
SSB
STS 59and STS 68
TDR
TM
Appendix C
ACRONYMS
(continued)
Instituto de Pesquisas Amazonas
Intermediate Frequency
Instituto de Pesquisas Amazonas
International Satellite Land Surface Climatology Project
International Telecommunications Union
Japanese Earth Remote-Sensing Satellite
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
L-band, as in LHH or LVV
Metal-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor
Maximum Likelihood Estimator
Millimeter/Microwave Integrated Circuit
Manipulator Positioning Mechanism or Manufacture Procedure
Manual
Mission to Planet Earth
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
National Environment Satellite Data and Information Services
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Office of Mission to Planet Earth
Office of Naval Research
Ocean Studies Board
Physical Optics Model
Pulse Repetition Frequency
Brazilian Airborne Mapping of the Amazon
RAdio Detection And Ranging
Radar Satellite
Real-Aperture Radar
Radio Frequency
Red, Green, and Blue
Radarsat Geophysical Processor System
Synthetic Aperture Radar
Scanning Synthetic Aperture Radar
Shuttle Imaging Radar-A, -B
Spaceborne Imaging Radar-C, X-Band Synthetic Aperture Radar
Small Perturbation Model
Systeme Probatoire d'Observation de la Terre
Static Random Access Memory
Space Radar Laboratory
Space Studies Board
Space Transport System
Time Domain Reflectivity
Thematic Mapper
C-2
AppendixC
ACRONYMS
TOGA/COARE
TOPEX/POSEIDON
TOPSAR
T/R modules
TSS
TWT
USCB
U.S.S.R.
U.S.
USGS
VH
VLBI
VV
W
WAM
(continued)
TropicalOceanGlobalAtmosphere/CoupledOcean-Atmosphere
ResponseExperiment
OceanTopographyExperiment
TOPographicSyntheticApertureRadar
Transmit/Receive
Tug StructuralSupport
TravelingWaveTube
Universityof Califomiaat SantaBarbara
Unionof SovietSocialistRepublics
UnitedStates
UnitedStatesGeologicalSurvey
Vertically polarizedtransmission,Horizontallypolarizedreception
Very LongBaselineInterferometery
Verticallypolarizedtransmission,Vertically polarizedreception
Watts
WaveAnalysisModel
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